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U. S. ARMY AVIATION MATERIEL LABORATORIES

TORT EUSTIS, VIRGINIA 23604

This report is a summary of the preliminary design study of a
Tilt Prop-Rotor Composite Research Aircraft (CRA) concept. The
general objective of the CRA was to combine into one research
aircraft the efficient hovering characteristics of a helicopter
and the high-speed cruise characteristics of fixed-wing aircraft.

This study presents one approach to meeting the above objective.
This report is published fo- the dissemination of information and
the stimulation of new ideas.
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SUMMARY

A prel iminary design study for a composite research aircraft
h)s been conducted in accordance with Contract DA 44-l77-AMC-
373(°C). The primary objectives were to define the optinmum
de•ign and to prepare a program for the follow-on development
of a VTOL rotary-wing composite research aircraft embodying the
low dlisc loading and low-speed maneuverability of the heli-
copter and the high speed and liftidrag ratio,. of fi"_d-wing
aircraft. The D266 Composite Research Aircraft design that has
reaulied is based oil Lhe 2..'moviastrated and pruved LtLting-iotor
concept.

This report discusses the selection of the design concept,
summarizes the results of the preliminary design effort, de-
scribes the D266, and summarizes its performance and flight
characteristics. It also shows how. experience with the XV-3

permitted Bell Helicopter Company to focus the design study on
the solution of known problems and on the refinement of the
design to Include operational features.

Design gross weight of the D266 is 23,000 p-unds. Power is
provided hy two General Electric T64-GE-12 c'ree-turbine engines.
Design complexity Is no greater than that of a twin-engine
dual-rotor helicopter. All flight procedures are simple and
straightforward and may be performed by one pilot. The cargo
compartment, which exceeds the requirements, provides space
for 24 troops.

The performance of the D266 substantially exceeds all the re-
quirements In the schedule of the study contract. Maximum
speed is 345 knots at sea level and 383 knots at 10,000 feet.
Single-engine maximum speed is 259 knots at sea level and 288
knots at 10,000 feet. The hovering ceiling, out of ground
effect on a 95°F day, is 11,050 feet with both engines operat-
ing and sea level with one engine operating. Maximum rate of
climb In helicopter mode is 6160 feet per minute and in the
fixed-wing mode, 6800 feet per minute.

The aircraft may be converted from helicopter to high-speed
flight during maneuvering, climbing, descending, or level
flight. The broad conversion airspeed corridor eliminates the
requirement for scheduling conversion with airspeed and power
requirements. There are no restrictions on the steep descents
at low power settings which are typical of Army tactical flight
operations. Flight tests of the XV-3 Convertiplane, conducted
by Army, Ai-- Force, and NASA pilots, demonstrated that in the
event of total power failure, power-off reconversions could
easily be made, permitting entry into autorotation from any
mode of flight.
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SECTION I. DESIGN CONCEPT

A. INTRODUCTION

1. BASIC OBJECTIVE

The basic objective of the Bell D266 Composite Aircraft design
is to achieve efficient vertical flight and efficient fixed-
wing cruise flight with the simplest possible mechanical
systems and pilot-control procedures. The tilt-rotor con-
figuration makes it possible to avoid duplicating systems--
such as dual powerplants, one kind for lift and another for
cruise; or dual propulsion elements, such as rotors for low
speed and propellers, shrouded fans, or jets for fixed-wing
flight, each with its associated drive gearing and clutching
or diverter-valve arrangements.* This approach is a factor in
designing an aircraft with a low empty weight and therefore a
high useful-load-to-gross-weight ratio--a Iey factor that
determines the effectiveness of any aircraft.

2. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The following design requirements were specified by the State-
ment of Work of the Design Study contract:

- Payload - 3000 pounds
- Fuel - 3000 pounds
- Vertical takeoff and landing
- Hover OGE at 95OF and 6000-foot pressure altitude
- Disc loading - 10 psf or less
- Speed - 300 knots required (400 knots desired)
- L!D ratio - at least 10
- Cargo-compartment - 5.5 feet wide, 6 feet high,

14.5 feet long

The weights of fuel (3000 pounds), payload (3000 pounds), and
equipment and furnishings (2550 pounds), and the dimensions of
the cargo compartment strongly influenced the general arrange-
ment of the D266. The arrangement of the aircraft is shown in
Figures 1, 2, and 3. The weight requirements were met at a
gross weight of 23,000 pounds, which includes a growth contin-
gency of 440 pounds. The design disc loading at this weight
is 9.88 pounds per square foot, which is below the maximum disc
loading _permitted.
*Throughout this report "helicopter mode' describes the tlight

condition in which the rotor mdsts are verti(al to 15 degrees
forward, "conversion mode" refers to the condition in which
the masts are between 15 and 90 degrees forward, and "fixed-
wing mode" refers to the condition where the masts are fully
converted.
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Front View

4

Rear View

Figure 2. D266 - Front and Rear Views.
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Helicopter Configuration

Conversion

High-Speed Configuration

Figure 3. [)266 - Conversion Procedure
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Bv properly proportioninE the specified fuselase cross section
(5-1/2 feet wide,6 feet high) to the overall airframe and tail
surfaces, the required length of the cargo compartment was ex-
ceeded by approximately 7 feet. The result is a cargo compart-
ment 5-1/2 feet wide by 6 feet high by 21-1/4 feet long.

If the requirement of 300 to 400 knots and the desired L/D
of l0 were to be met, airframe drag, propeller efficiency, and
drive-system efficiency must be carefully considered. Low

4 airframe drag was achieved by careful fairing of the fuselage
lines, with special attention to the cockpit enclosure and the
landing gear fairings. Other drag-producing components,
such as the engine nacelles and pylon fairings, were also
configured for minimum drag.

3. VERTICAL FLIGHT

The low VTOL disc loading of 10 pounds per square foot specified
for the composite research aircraft, together with the rela-
tively small amount of blockage of the rotor downwash in the
D266 configuration with wing flaps and ailerons dropped for
hover, results in good hover performance. The D266, with twin
T64-GE-12 engines, exceeds the hot-day 6600-foot hovering re-
quirement by more than 5000 feet with the specified payload of
300C pounds, and it meets the requirements with a payload of
over 8000 pounds.

4. FIXED-WING FLIGHT

To enter fixed-wing flight, the aircraft is accelerated into
forward flight as a helicopter, and then the pilot uses the
conversion switch on the control-stick grip to tilt the
rotors forward through 90 degrees. The entire process may
be accomplished in less than ten seconds, and the pilot
may switch from power-turbine to blade-pitch rpm governing
either during or after the conversion. Rotor rpm is re-
duced for best efficiency in fixed-wing flight to about one-
half the hover rpm setting. The result is a propeller effi-
ciency comparable to that of conventional propellers, and a
maximum cruise speed up to 350 knots,depending on cruise alti-
tude. With one engine out, the D266 will still cruise at 260
knots.

•. CONVERSION FEATURES

The conversion procedure is relatively uncomplicated. No
special skills are required, and the pilot enjoys increased
flight versatility and freedom of choice. The more significant
conversion features are:

No rigid programming is required. Conversion can
he made in climbing, descending, or turning flight.
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The process is not critical. There are no narrow
envelopes or other restrictive limitations.

The conversion can be stopped at any point in the
cycle, and the aircraft can be operated and maneuvered
continuously in that configuration.

Stability and control are excellent throughout the
entire conversion cycle.

Power-off reconversion is possible in the event of
total powerplant failure.

B. BACKGROUND

I1 TILT-ROTOR EXPERIENCE

Bell's initial efforts in using a helicopter rotor as a propel-
ler for forward propulsion began in 1941 under the direction of
Arthur M. Young, almost at the same time as the early Bell heli-
copter work. Following initial design studies which indicated
the feasibility of the concept, a tethered flight model was con-
structed and flown in 1943. This program demonstrated that
steady flight could be maintained with the rotor shaft axis in
any attitude from vertical to horizontal, and that adequate pro-
pulsio' for airplane flight could be obtained in propeller
configuration. No abnormal rotor behavior was found. At this
point a prototype aircraft was begun but subsequently dropped
in order to allow concentration on helicopter development.

In 1949, work in the low-disc-loading VTOL area was resumed with
the initiation of a pro ;ram directed toward the development of
an aircraft which would combine the vertical takeoff and landing,
hovering, and low-speed maneuvering abilities of the helicopter
with the high-speed and long-range performance of the airplane.
Company-sponsored analytical and preliminary design studies were
continued for more than two years; and in 1951, Bell, as one of
the three winners of the Joint U.S. Air Force-U.S. Army conver-
tiplane competition, began work on the XV-3 development. The
three contract awards were for the tilt-rotor, stopped-rotor,
and compound helicopter configurations.

The first Government-sponsored program involved the detailed de-
sign of the tilt-rotor machine and extensive model tests and
analytical investigations of the concept. The predesign program
was essentially completed in 1953, and in the latter part of
that year, BHC was awarded a ccntract f.,r the construction and
test of two aircraft designated the XV-3. This program was
sponsored and supported by the U.S. Army Transportation Corps.
Approximately $10,000,000 of Government funding was invested in
this program. Figure 4 shows thd XV-3 in its final configura-
tion, undergoing flight and full-scale wind-tunnel tests.
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AIRPLANE CRUISE FLIGHT' MANEUVERS AT INTERMEDIATE ANGLES I:.;

I

Sll-.:---

N-UNLTEST STOL TESTS- .FUL -L AUTOMJATION LANDING
NASA FLIGHT EVALUATION

Figure 4. XV-3 Tilt-Rotor Aircraft

Following its initial development and flight testing by Bell,
the XV-3 was put through an extensive series of flight tests by
U.S. Air Force, NASA, and U.S. Army test groups. The total
test program has included over 500 hours of flight, wind-tunnel,
and ground-run time, including over 250 test flights in 125
hours of flight time. The test aircraft was flown by ten
Government test pilots as well as two Bell pilots, who made
over 110 full conversions to fixed-wing configuration and over
30 gear shifts to low-rpm cruise operation. Five of the
Government test pilots made power-off reconversions from cruise
flight to helicopter autorotation.

In addition to the basic XV-3 program, several related
Government-sponsored R&D programs have been conducted. These
include a preliminary design study of an 80,000-pound gross
weignt machine for the USAF, two series of wind-tunnel tests of
powered quarter-scale tilt-rotor models, and extensive computer
studies of the aerodynamics of rotors in axial flight operation.

Since 1961, work has been intensified to expand the tilt-rotor
design base established by the XV-3 program. This work< has in-
cluuded several detailed design studies of tilt-rotor aircraft
for a variety of military and 'ivil applications. A specific
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example is Bell's D252 Tri-Service Transport Aircraft, designed
for a 4-ton payload.

Extensive dynamic model testing and analytical work have been
conducted to explore characteristics of rotor-pylon systems
operating at speeds up to 500 knots. As a result of the model
and analytical programs, design tools are now available which
should lead to development of tilt-rotor aircraft more nearly
free of dynamic problems.

All of this work, especially the XV-3 program, where full-scale
problems have been encountered and solved, is directly applica-
ble to the composite research aircraft.

2. RELATED ROTOR EXPERIENCE

Production aircraft of the Bell Helicopter Company incorporate
the two-bladed, semirigid, "seesaw"-type rotor system; however,
many types of rotors have been investigated under the company's
IR&D programs. These investigations have included analytical
studies, model tests, and full-scale fabrication and flight
tests of articulated, semirigid, and rigid systems with wide
variations of design concepts and parameters.

The first multibladed rotor system was designed and evaluated
on a Model 47 (H13-H) helicopter in 1956-1957. This rotor had
a three-bladed, gimbal-mounted configuration employing mast-
moment springs for hub restraint. Since this initial flight
investigation, the merits of the multibladed, semirigid
configuration have been studied further, and more than a dozen
full-scale systems have been evaluated by flight tests. These
configurations have included gimbal-mounted (with and without
hub restraint), flex-beam, and rigid systems. The most recent
system designed, a four-bladed flex-beam type, has been flown
to a power-limited true airspeed of 196 knots (with an advancing-
tip Mach number of 0.935) on the AVLABS-Bell High-Performance
Helicopter. The rotor has since been reconfigured with low-
twist, tapered-tip blades for continued high-speed development.
It is currently on flight status.

a. Early Developments

During the development of the first semirigid, multibladed

rotors, there were two prominent dynamic problem areas. The
first involved providing sufficient in-plane stiffness to place
the first in-plane frequency higher than one per rev. The other
problem was concerned with three-per-rev resonance near the
second beam-bending mode of the blade. In several instances,
alteration of blade stiffness and/or spanwise mass distribution
was necessary before acceptable configurations were achieved.
However, with present blade-construction methods, which result
in very stiff, lightweight blades, obtaining satisfactory mass
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balance and chordwise frequencies is nn 1-rger eL•AuLem. Also,
the present computer programs predict quite accurately the
various blade frequencies up through six to eight per rev, so
that mass and stiffness variations can be altered during the
design stages to eliminate some of the higher-order resonance
problems.

b. Experimental Rotors

Figure 5 shows some of the multibladed rotor systems that have
been developed and flown by Bell Helicopter Company.

The first multibladed rotor system built by Bell is shown in
Figure 5a. After its inadequate chordwise stiffness was
corrected, this rotor operated quite satisfactorily and was
evaluated throughout the speed range of the test vehicle.
Figure 5b shows a rigidly mounted version of the first system
which has been mounted on a 47G-2 helicopter for investigation
of IFR flight capability. This system was also evaluated by
the NASA-Langley Research Center. Figure 5c shows a flex-beam
configuration mounted on a Model 47J helicopter. This system
was also quite successful, and it was demonstrated with a cg
excursion more than twice that normally allowable for the
vehicle.

Figure 5d shows the first XH-40 three-bladed rotor after modi-
fication with 15-inch-chord blades. This rotor proved to have
superior performance and vibration characteristics when compared
to the standard rotor for the XH-40. It was flown in 1959 to
speeds above 120 knots and to altitudes above 18,000 feet. The
same rotor is shown in Figure 5f insta]led on a UH-I helicopter,
where it was further evaluated. The rotor had a diameter of
40.25 feet, with three 15-inch-chord blades for a rotor solidity
of 0.06. Normal rotor speed was 314 rpm (tip speed, 662 fps),
and operation was conducted with and without hub-restraint
springs. This configuration closely resembles the proposed D266
rotor in most of the significant dynamic parameters, and it pro-
vides an excellent base for the new design.

A gimbal-mounted, three-bladed rotor system was designed and
flight-tested on the AVIABS High-Performance Helicopter. This
rotor, which was flown to speeds above 150 knots as a pure
helicopter, also represents quite closely the dynamic system
selected for the D266 rotor.

Figures 5g and 5h show the latest multibladed, rigid-rotor
system being developed at Bell Helicopter Company. This rotor
is scheduled for evaluation at speeds above 250 knots on a
forthcoming high-speed compound-helicopter test program.
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a. Original Semirigid

Flex-Beam Rotor S stm With Hub-Restraint Springs.

Model 204B Helicopter. With Four-Bladed Rotor.

Figure 5. Various BRO Multibladed Rotor Systems..
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3. COMPARATIVE DESIGN STUDY

The company's in-house technical effort has been expanded since
1963, and a number of analytical model-test and design-study
efforts have been authorized to investigate the characteristics
and performance of a variety of possible VTOL vehicle configura-
tions, such as those illustrated in Figure 6. In particular,
model and full-scale test programs were started on the tilt-
rotor, trail-rotor, stopped-rotor, retractable-blade rotor, and
unloaded-slowed-rotor composite helicopter configurations.

The preliminary results of these programs indicated that all of
these, and several other, low-disc-loading VTOL configurations,
were feasible with sufficient development effort. It was
realized that a choice would have to be made of the one or two
best configurations for intensive engineering development.

Accordingly, five of the most promising configurations were
subjected to a thorough comparative design and mission-
effectiveness study. A low-disc-loading version of what
-ppeared to be the most promising of the current generation of
ýj4-disc-loading VTOL test aircraft, the tilt wing, was also
included in the study for comparison. Aircraft designs of all
six configurations were laid out, using the common design
factors of 10 pounds per square foot disc loading, two T55-L-7
engines (5300-shp total), hover OGE at 6000 feet, 95'F, and
with performance objectives of 3000 pounds payload and 300
knots maximum speed. Sketches of the resulting designs are
shown in Figure 7.

The comparative design study was made for the following low-

disc-loading composite aircraft configurations:

- Slowed-rotor compound

- Stopped rotor

- Stowed rotor

- Tilt rotor

- Trail rotor

- Tilt wing (low-disc-loading version)

Each of these configurations, illustrated in Figure 7, was de-
signed for a disc loading of 10 pounds per square foot.

Transport-effectiveness comparisons of the six configurations
show that the tilt rotor, tilt wing, and trail rotor have use-
ful loads, productivities, and payload delivery efficiencies
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SLOWED-ROTOR0•

TWIN COMPOUND

I.. WING-EXTENDING

TWIN STOWED ROTOR

TILT ROTOR n
VARIABLE -DýIAMER,

TILT ROTOR

STOPPED ROTOR

TRAIL ROTOR

.11

STOWED ROTOR FOLDED ROTOR

Figure 6. Examples of VTOL Composite Aircraft
Configurations Examined During Preliminary Studies.
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Figure 7. Six Low-Disc-Loading VTOL Designs
Resulting From BHC Comparative Design Study Program.
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considerably greater than the other types. The tilt-rotor
configuration has the highest transport effectiveness of the
six configurations examined.

The twin-rotor VTOL configurations with their high hovering
efficiency and high design gross weight can lift 50 percent
more useful load than the single-main-rotor aircraft. The
difference in hovering efficiency between the twin-rotor and
single-rotor aircraft is due primarily to the tail-rotor power
loss, and the higher "download" on the fuselage and wing, of
the single-rotor aircraft.

Emipty weight to gross weight ratios are higher for configura-
tions requiring redundant cruise propellers. Additional in-
creases :esult from the added fuselage lenfgth and complexity
required for stowing the pylon and rotor on the stowed-rotor
aircraft, and from the larger and more complicated wing required
to avoid stalling during transition of the tilt-wing configura-
tion. The tilt-wing and tilt-rotor configurations have approx-
imately the same useful load capability. The tilt wing has
considerably more drag, and hence a lower cruise efficiency,
than the tilt rotor. The stowed rotor has the lowest drag and
is the fastest configuration, but it also has the lowest payload-
range capability. The slowed-rotor compound, although it has
the highest drag of all, is faster than the tilt wing because
of its higher propulsive efficiency.

Payload-range capability, productivity, and payload-delivery
efficiency are useful indicators of the mission suitability and
transport effectiveness of each design. Comparisons of these
indices lead to thr- following conclusions:

- All six of the low-disc-loading VTOL's examined can
carry payloads of at least 3000 pounds to a range of 200
nautical miles. A helicopter with the same power can
carry 6000 pounds of payload to the same range, as can
the tilt-rotor, trail-rotor, and tilt-wing configura-
tions. Because of the higher delivery efficiency and
productivity of the latter three, as well as their out-
right speed advantage, they are superior to the helicop-
ter and suitable for performing its mission.

- The slowed-rotor, stopped-rotor, and stowed-rotor config-
urations have less payload-range capability, but i4 gher
productivity and payload-delivery efficiency, than the
helicopter. This superiority alone would not justify
their replacing the helicopter, unless tactical require-
ments should demand an aircraft with 220- to 330-knot
cruise speed capability.
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- The tilt-rotor, trail-rotor, and tilt-wing aircraft can
carry the design payload of 3000 pounds on a mission of
400 nautical miles or more.

-The productivity and payload-delivery efficiency indices
of the low-disc-loading tilt-rotor, tilt-wing, and trail-
rotor VTOL types are more than twice as high as those
for an equivalent transport helicopter operating at
approximately one-half the speed.

Operation of the low-disc-loading VTOL at a moderate

cruise altitude of 20,000 feet increases range by as
much as 60 percent, making it suitable for long-range
missions. Cruise speed for maximum payload-delivery
efficiency increases from 210 knots at sea level to 250
knots at 20,000 feet.

- The tilt rotor has the highest productivity and the
highest payload-delivery efficiency of all the configu-
rations studied.

4. CONCEPT SELECTION

The results of the comparative design study show a definite
cost-effectiveness superiority of the tilt-rotor configuration,
with the trail rotor somewhat less cost effective. This find-
ing, coupled with the very extensive background of Bell Heli-
copter in tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft development, led to the
selection of the tilt rotor as the preferred vehicle configura-
tion for the composite research aircraft.

In addition to good cost effectiveness, it is important that
the selected composite research aircraft have characteristics
compatible with the Army's operating environment, manpower skill
levels, and mission requirements. Design of the aircraft must
therefore include such considerations as:

- Reliable components

- Mechanical systems similar to those of current heli-
copters

- Avoidance of high downwash velocities and hot exhaust
impingement on personnel or vegetation

- Ability to make controlled steep descents and climbouts
for operation into confined landing zones

- A quick and safe procedure for conversion from one
flight mode to the other
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Ability to quickly enter power-off, rotor-supported

descent for combat emergency landings.

C. DESIGN DESCRIPTION AND SELECTION

I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The D266 is a twin-engine aircraft which combines vertical
takeoff, hovering, and low-speed helicopter performance with
high-speed cruise efficiency. A tilting, three-bladed, semi-
rigid rotor is mounted on each wingtip. Power is provided
by two General Electric T64-GE-12 engines, which are mounted
one on each side of the fuselage aft of the rear wing spar.
Each en~ine has a military rating of 3435 shp. The aircraft
has a high, forward-swept wing.

The design gross weight is 23,000 pounds, and the weight empty
is 15,995 pounds. The D266 will hover out of ground effect on
a hot day at sea level at design gross weight on a single
engine, or at 11,050 feet with both engines operating. A STOL
takeoff may be accomplished at an alternate gross weight of
41,500 pounds. The payload at the alternate gross weight is
over 24,000 pounds, which, if used for fuel, provides a ferry
range of 4275 nautical miles (with 10-percent reserve).

The D266 has a maximum speed of 345 knots at sea level and can
maintain 288 knots in single-engine operation at 8500 feet.

The limit dssign load factors in helicopter flight are +3.Og
and -0.5g. These load factors are standard for Class II
transport-type helicopters and exceed the aerodynamic capabil-
ities of the rotors by a safe margin. The limit design load
factors in the fixed-wing configuration are +4.5g and -l.0g
and exceed those used by turboprop utility transport aircraft.

The fuselsge sections are the nose section, which includes the
nose landing gear, the crew compartment, and the forward struc-
ture; the cargo compartment, which includes the main landing
gear, the wing-fuselage intersection, and the personnel/cargo
doors; and the aft section, which supports the empennage. The
fuselage is a conventional nonpressurized semimonocoque struc-
ture. The wing is a two-spar single-cell cantilever structure
which is swept forward 5-1/2 degrees. Three fuel cells in each
wing form the two fuel tanks. The empennage has a large ver-
tical stabilizer and rudder, and a horizontal stabilizer with
the elevator mounted near the half spar. The landing gear is
of tricycle configuration, with dual nose wheels and tandem
main wheels. The wide tread provides a 35-degree turnover
angle.
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Power for the D266 is supplied by two T64-GE-12 engines, which
require no modification to the basic engine. Each engine and
reduction gearbox is located in a fuselage-mounted nacelle; the
gearbox drives forward to interconnect drive shafting and then
outboard to two main transmissions at the wingtips. The main
transmissions are attached to spindle-type mounts, which permit
rotation from the vertical to the horizontal. The pylons are
hydraulically powered and mechanically interconnected. The
drive shafts are also interconnected through an accessory
gearbox.

The 38.5-foot-diameter rotors are three-bladed, semirigid
rotors, which are mounted on universal joints to permit rotor
tilt (flapping) relative to the rotor masts. The rotors are
provided with hub-restraint springs, which permit increased
center-of-gravity travel and which augment control power in
pitch and yaw.

The flight-control system includes conventional helicopter
controls, fixed surface controls, and cockpit controls. Three
independent transmission-driven hydraulic systems, one of which
may be powered by the auxiliary power unit, supply redundant
hydraulic flight-control power. One system also provides
hydraulic power for flight-assist functions and landing-gear
operation.

Pertinent basic data are summarized in Table I. The overall

dimensions are shown in Figures 251 and 252 in the Appendix.

2. AIRFRAME

a. Fuselage

The fuselage of the D2.66 aircraft is a conventional, non-
pressurized, semimonocoque structure. It is composed of three
sections, which are manufactured as separate subassemblies and
then joined in a final-mating fixture. The basic structure
consists of four main longerons to carry bending, while shear
is carried by the external skins. Circumferential frames and
stiffeners form the stiffening for the shear-carrying system,
and major bulkheads are located at points of concentrated
loads.

Heat-treated 7075-T6 aluminum alloy is used for the skins and
longerons. Where the structural loads are low and the contours
are of single curvature, magnesium alloy skinc are u'sed to save
weight--but )nly where the structure is readily visible for
routine inspeaction and where pockets of moisture cannot accum-
ulate. Aluminum hulLeycomb sandwich construction is used in a
few locations. Most prominent qmong these is the area adjacent
to that swept by the tip of the rotor. Sandwich is used here
to minimize the effects of the sonic loadings that emanate from
the rotor tip.
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TABLE I
DIMENSIONAL DATA

D266
Definition Symbol Value

ROTOR
Direction of Rotation (View

Looking Down)

Left Clockwise
Right Counterclockwise

Precone Angle 2.5 deg

Number of Blades per Rotor n 3

Rotor Radius R 19.25 ft

Disc Area per Rotor A 1164.00 ft 2

Blade Area per Rotor Ab 96.00 ft 2

Blade Chord c 20.00 in.

Blade Taper 0

Solidity 0' 0.0825
Design CT/,- at 825 fps 0.0745
Design Lift/Rotor 11,500 lb
Design Limit Load Factor:

Helicopter 3.0 g

Fixed-Wing Mode 4.5 g
Design Limit Torque 88,200 lb-ft
Total Blade-Pitch-Change Range 68.0 deg

Blade Airfoil

Root (theoretical) NACA 64A030
Tip NACA 64A206

a = 0.3

Spinner Extends from Center
to 0.07R

Streamlined Blade Cuff Extends
from 0.07R to 0.26R

Blade Twist 01

Centerline to 0.20R
(-90Q° Twist Rate) -18.0 deg

0.20R to 0.35R
(-50° Twist Rate) -7.5 deg
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TABLE I - Continued D2 66

Def inition Symbol Value

0.35R to Tip
(-27.7* twist rate) -18.0 deg

Overall (centerline to
tip) -43.5 deg

Tip-Speed Range 1R

VTOL 750-825 fps

Fixed-Wing Mode 400-600 fps

Disc Loading (design
gross weight) 9.88 lb/ft

Power Loading at
Military Rating 3.35 lb/shp

Rotor rpm

VTOL 372-409 rpm

Fixed-Wing Mode 198-297 rpm

Vertical Distance from h 2.5 ft
Thrust Line to cg P

in Fixed-Wing Mode,
Positive for Thrust
Line Below cg

Momentof Inertia of One Ib 570 slug-ft 2

Blade About Flapping
Axis

Longitudinal Hub Restraint Kh 1500'ft-lb/deg
per Rotor

Lateral Hub Restraint 0 ft-lb/deg
per Rotor

Longitudinal Hub Restraint K 1000 ft-lb/deg
per Blade

4
Pa c R

Rotor Lock Number, 5.73

Pitch-Flap Coupling 53 30 deg

Maximum Flapping Angle ±8 deg

WINe

Area AW 330.5 ft 2

Span (rotor hub to rotor hub) b 46.8 ft

Wing (loading at design gross 70 lb/ft 2

we! ht)
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TABLE I - Continued
D266

Definition Symbol 7 Value
Aspect Ratio ARW

Lift Curve Slope of the aw 4.50/rad
Wing

Theoretical Root Chord Cr 87.5 in.
(B.L. 0)

Airfoil Section NACA 64A423
modified

Theoretical Tip Chord Ct 72.5 in.
(B.L. 297.5)

Airfoil Section NACA 64A419
modified

Mean Aerodynamic Chord c 80.2 in.
(B.L. 144.1)

Root Chord (B.L. 42) 85.4 in.

Chord at Mast Centerline 73.3 in.
(B.L. 281.0)

Taper Ratio (Cr/Ct) 1.2

Wing Twist 0

Angle of Incidence 1.5 deg
(Chord line to W.L.)

Angle Between Wing Zero iw 4.5 deg
Lift Line and Fuselage
Waterline

Dihedral (1/4-chord line) 2 deg

Forward Sweep (1/4-chord line) A25 6.25 deg

Forward Sweep of Wing
Leading Edge A 5.5 deg

Aileron-Flap

Area/Side 
13.82 ft2

Span 103.4 in.

Chord/Wing Chord 0.25

Flap

Area/Side 
13.75 ft2

Spar, 85.5 in.

Chord/Wing Chord 0.285
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TAUL_.I Con ti:nued

Def i i tion Symbol .aiue

II(RWIZONTAL STABI ILIZER

Span b 20.1 ft

Area A a90 ft 2

S

Aspect Ratio AR 4.58

Stabilizer Lift Curve a 4.0/rsd
Slope

Root Chord Crq 66.1 in.

Tip Chord (B.L. 120.7) Cts 41.4 In.

Mean Aerodynamic Chord c8  54.7 In.
(B.L. 55.7)

Airfoil. Section NACA 64A012

Angle of Incidence (stick 0 deg
neutral)

Sweep (1.74 chord) 25 15 deg

Taper Ratio (Crs"Ct 5 ) 1.6

Elevators

Total Area A 25 fte
Chord/Stabilizer Chord 0.30

Tail Length 27 ft

(1/4 5s to 1'4 F)

VERTICAL STABILIZER

Span bv 13.1.5 ft

Area A 100 ft 2
V

Aspect Ratio ARv 1.73

Lift Curve Slope a8 2.24/rad

Root Chord (W.L. 123.0) Cry 121.4 in.

Tip Chora (W.L. 281.0) C,:V 60.7 in.
Mean Aerodynamic Chord v 94.4 in.

'raper Ratio (Crv /Ct ) 2

Sweep (1/4 chord) 2 2 5 v 29 deg

Airfoil Section

Root NACA 65A015

Tip NACA 64A009
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DefI nitIon Symbold Via ue
Ang e Bewe etia e

Stahilizer Zero Lift Line

and Fuselage Waterl.re

Rudder

Area 18 ft2

Chord/Vertical Stabilizer 0.20
Chord

Tail Length, (F 1/4v to l'4) If 24.92 ft

ENGINE

Designation 'T'6 4 -GE- 12

Power Ratings

Military at 13,600 rpm 3435 hp

Normal Rated Power at
13,600 rpm 3230 hp

Maximum Power for Structural Based on derated
Design engine torque

limit of 1350
ft-lb or 3435 bp

Engine Speeds

Hplicopter Mode 15,100-16,600 rpr•

Fixed-Wing Mode 8,050-12,1.00 rpm

TRANSMISSION DRIVE RATIOS

Engine to Main Drive Shaft 1.788:1

Overall Reduction from Engine
to Rotor 40.613:1

PYLON

Mast Length (conversion axis 74 in.
to flapping axis)

Conversion Axis Location 36.8 % MAC

Conversion Axis Sweep 5 deg
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U Nose Section

The nose section extends from Station 34 to Station 1.76. It
includes the nose landing gear, nose landing-gear beams, crew
compartment, structure f'or mounting electronic equipment, nose
cone, windshield, and side and overhead panels.

The ma jor load--carrying structure of the nose section consists
of two nose landing-gear support beams that are symmetrically
located about the fusetLige centerLine at B.[.. 10.8 and extend
from Station 64 to Station L76. These two beams are supported
by bulkheads at Stations 151 and 176. The beam depth is from
lower contour to W.L. 73.75. All structure in this section is
made of 7075-T6 aluminum alloy. The nose-gear doors, which
are located between the beams, are nonstri ctural.

The crew ejection seats are attached to a bulkhead that is
canted 13 degrees aft. Shelves between the canted bulkhead
and the frame at Station 176 support the electronic equipment.
The nose cone is fiber glass and is hinged for quick access to
equipment.

The windshield is made from 0.30-inch-thick stretched acrylic
material. A section of the fuselage forward of and below the
pilot's compartment has a stretched acrylic windshield to
provide downward visibility during vertical landings. The
panels above the ejection seats are "as cast" acrylic to permit
emergency ejection through them.

(2) Cargo Compartment

The cargo compartment extends from Station 176 to Station 431.5.
It contains the main landing gear, the wing-fuselage intersec-
tion, two personnel/cargo doors, and the cargo floor with tie-
downs. The minimum clear cross-sectional dimensions for cargo
are 5-1/2 feet wide by 6 feet high. The length is 21 feet 3
inches, giving a volume of 695 cubic feet, which can easily
accommodate 2t passengers.

The basic structure in this section consists of four extruded
7075-T6 longerons, external skins, and circumferential stiffen-
ing. The stiffening consists of formed frames at approximately
20-inch spacing with light angles spaced midway between them.
In additio•n to the conventional ultimate design conditions, the
external skins are designed to be nonbuckling atone g in flight
and on the ground at design gross weight.

The main landing-gear oleo, in the retracted position, nests
inside the mold line of the fuselage between Stations 343.5 and
369.5, thereby creating a landing-gear well in Lhis region. In
order to obtain the maximum possible volume for this well,
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without encroaching into the clear cargo space in the fuse-
lage, an aluminum honeycomb sandwich structure is used.

The cargo floor extends the full length of the compartment.
It is an aluminum honeycomb sandwich with conventional cargo
tiedowns imbedded in it. The inner face is of rigidized
aluminum sheet. The floor io supported at approximately 20-
inch intervals by the fuselage circumferential frames. The
sides are continuously tied to the lower longerons, which act
as the floor-edge member in this section. The floor is de-
signed for a cargo density of 175 pounds per square foot.

Personnel and cargo loading doors are located at the forward
and aft ends of the cargo compartment. The forward door, on
the right side, is 40 inches wide and 69.5 inches high. The
rear door, on the left side, is 40 inches wide and 60 inches
high.

The tip of the rotor can sweep from approximately Station 216
to 306.5 and is 12 inches outboard of the fuselage contour as
it flaps through its travel of t8 degrees. To minimize the
possible effects of sonic loadings emanating from the rotor
tip, the side skins in this area are made from honeycomb sand-
wich. A titanium skin adjacent to the engine acts as a fire-
wall.

(3) Aft Section

The aft section extends from Station 431.5 to Station 664.5,
which is the extreme aft end of the fuselage. Its major
structural fuLiction is support of the empennage, and it is
built integrally with the lower portion of the vertical fin.
All structural material is aluminum alloy.

b. Wing

The D266 wing is a two-spar, cantilever structure with a span
of 595 inches and a forward sweep of the leading edge of 5-1/2
degrees. Its thickness ratio varies from 23 percent at the
root to 19 percent at the tip, and it has a taper ratio of 0.83.
Ailerons and flaps occupy the aft 25 percent and 28.5 percent,
respectively, of the wing chord.

Optimization of the wing planform was the subject of numerous
studies. It was necessary to provide for rotor flapping (with
minimum mast length), maximum flap and aileron area, straight-
forward drive system, and very high torsional rigidity of the
wing. Another very important consideration was the l'-cation
of the conversion axis with respect to the MAC so that both
helicopter and fixed-wing flight requirements were satisfied.
The following specific objectives were established for the
wing configuration:
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- Locate the elastic axis as far forward as possible to
minimize the bending-torsion coupling resulting from
vertical rotor oscillations.

- Provide as much torsional stiffness as possible
without an undue weight penalty.

Provide the maximum possible flap and aileron areas,
and design them to deflect to the maximum possible
angle, in order to minimize the projected wing area
(and hence the aircraft download) during hover.

- Provide one or more unobstructed passages through
which controls and the rotor drive shaft may be
routed.

A study of these objectives shows that it is highly desirable
to locate the main structural box as far forward as possible.
A forward structural box provides a favorable forward location
for the elastic axis. The location can then be further re-
fined by optimum usage of shear-carrying structure.

The conversion shaft is set just aft of the rear spar so that
it does not infringe upon the main structural box. By keeping
the structural box forward, and by sweeping the wing forward,
the desired relationship between the wing's center of pressure
and the conversion axis is maintained. By placing the conver-
sion axis at 36.8 percent of the MAC, it is possible to main-
tain normal helicopter cg limits and, because of the moment
change after conversion, to shift to a normal airplane cg range
of 6.9 to 32.6 percent of MAC.

The main wing box is constructed of aluminum honeycomb sand-
wich skins to carry all bending. Shear is carried by two spars
at 8 and 50 percent of the wing chord. The front spar is a
beaded channel section, while the rear spar is a stiffened
tension field beam with extruded caps. The box formed by the
spars and the sandwich skins gives the wing torsional rigidity.
All structure in the main wing box is made of aluminum alloy.

The use of a single cell, with the rear spar going only as far
aft as 50 percent chord, permits two additional design objec-
tives to be t: the aft 50 percent of the wing provides clear
space for the controls and rotor drive, and relatively large
flap and aileron chords may be used. The lower surface aft of
the rear spar can then be a series of nonstructural doors that
hinge downward to permit immediate access to the equipment in
this region.

A torsionally efficient, lightweight structure is obtained by
using sandwich construction for the skins of the structural
box. With this structure, all skins are effective both in
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bending and in torsion; whereas with a plate-stringer combina-
tion, the skins may be in a buckled state under load, and the
stringers may provide no torsional stiffness. Since all of the
bending material in the sandwich structure carries torsion, a
high ratio of torsional stiffness to weight is obtained.

In addition to contributing to the torsional rigidity, the high
thickness ratio contributes to the wing bending stiffness,
which in turn results in a low structural weight. This is
especially true for the D266 configurati-on because the total
lift of the aircraft is concentrated at the tips during verti-
cal flight. A study was made to determine the overall effects
of wing thickness. The results, shown in Figures 8 and 9, show
that weight decreases markedly with increases in thickness,
while the decrease in range is almost negligible. On this
ba24s, an average wing thickness of 21 percent is used.

Figure 10 shows the final wing planform. The conversion axis
is shown at 36.8 percent of the MAC and is swept aft 5 degrees
(95 degrees to the mast). The wing leading edge is swept for-
ward 5-1/2 degrees to provide for rotor flapping and to permit
a sho't mast to be used.

The 5-degree aft sweep of the conversion axis allo,,• the drive
shaft to be located aft of the rear spar without requiring the
use of offset gearboxes. The 5-degree outboard cant of the
engine minimizes exhaust impingement on the fuselage. The 5-
degree aft sweep of the conversion axis, coupled with 2 degrees
of wing dihedral, results in the pylons' being positioned 3
degrees outboard in the helicopter static position. During one-g
helicopter flight, however, wing deflection increases the dihed-
ral, positioning the pylons in a normal vertical direction.

Three fuel cells per side are located between the front and
rear spars and extend from B.L. 65.6 to B.L. 195.0. Interspar
ribs are located at the extremities of the fuel cells. There
are additional int'erspar ribs forward of each flap and aileron
hinge point,. These ribs, with the spars, provide support
points for the fuel cells. Access to the cells is through a
removable upper panel.

The trailing-edge panels are nonstructural and are of double-
skinned, beaded -onstruction. The panels extend from the rear
spar to a light subspar just forward of the flaps and ailerons.
The clear space between the rear spars and the subspars is useu
for flap and aileron actuators and for the main drive shaft arnd
collective control tubes. Bearing hangers for the main drive
shaft are mounted on the rear spar. The loweL trailing-edge
panels are hinged for access to this equipment.
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The two outboard wing ribs are aluminum forgings which provide
structural support for the pylon. These ribs contain the bear-
ing housing for the pylon spindle and are continuous into the
main box. The conversion actuator is attached to the rib ad-
jacent to the pylon, which introduces loads from the actuator
into the main wing box.

A design objective is to have the minimum possible wing area
projecting below the rotor during hovering flight. Accord-
ingly,during helicopter flight the ailerons are deflected sym-
metrically downward along with the flaps. Maximum deflection
of both surfaces is 60 degrees. In fixed-wing mode the
ailerons act conventionally to give roll control.

The single-spar flap extends from B. L. 68 to 154, and the
hinge line is a'ong the 71.5-percent wing chord. It is
attached to the main wing structure at three points and is
hydraulically actuated adjacent to the center support point.
Skins are formed from magnesium alloy, while the spars and
ribs are aluminum alloy. The upper surface skins are thicker
than the lower. This is to account for the oscillatory pres-
sures on the upper surface caused by the induced velocity from
the rotors in the helicopter mode of flight.

The aileron is hinged at the 75-percent wing chord and extends
from B.L. 154 to B.L. 254. At the inboard station it shares a
common support point with the outboard end of the flap. It is
attached to the wing main structure at three points and is ac-
tuated adjacent to the center support. The maximum deflection
is ±15 degrees, with respect to the flap deflection, and is
accompliahed by dual boost actuators. Because of the redun-
dancy, a servotab is not required on this surface as it is on
the elevator. Since the surface is dual-boosted, no mass
balance is required.

c. Empennage

The empennage has the horizontal tail attached to the vertical
fin slightly below the fin midspan. For transportability, the
vertical tail may be disassembled and the horizontal tail may
be removed at the intersection of these two surfaces.

The rudder is a conventional, single-spar structure that forms
the aft 25 percent of the vertical tail surface. The hinge
line is along the 80-percent chord line. It is hinged at four
points and is hydraulically actuated at a single.point.

A major design consideration is the determination of the opti-
mum vertical location for the horizontal tail. The three
most probable locations are on the fuselage, on top of the
vertical tail (T-tail), and bidway up the vertical tail.
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A fuse lage -mount c'd horizontal tail for tioe 1)260 is undisirabLt,
for several reasons. ,ome of these are:

- The aft location of the engine adjacentt to the
fuselage causes a hot: wake in the region where a
fuselage-mounted horizontal tail would be located.
If the tail, were fuselage-mounted, it: would have
to be made of heat:-resistant materials, which would
be heavy.

- A fuselage-mounted horizontal tail would be directly
in the wing wake, due to the high wing configuration of
the D26§,during cruise and fixed-winA flight. This
makes t large. Since the longitudinal stabAlity
depends on the product of (TAil Area) x (lU-• ),
a la-:ge hori.zontal tail area would be required.

- A low horizontal tail is sensitive to the refl.ecced
wake of the rotor when in ground effect.

The T-tail was seriously considered (luring the concept study,
but it was felt that the deep stall problem, caused by the
wake of a stalled wing blanketing the tail., could be poten-
tially serious.

A good compromise, therefore, is to locate the horizontal tail
only sufficiently high on the vertical fin to keep it out of
the wake of the engine and wing. The stabilizer is a con-
tinuous surface with a span of 241.4 inches. It is a two-
spar structure using aluminum honeycomb sandwich construction
for the upper and lower surfaces between spars. The sections
forward and aft of the spars are of light aluminum construc-
tion.

The elevator is similar in cnnstruction to the rudder. It is
controlled by a single hydraulic boost cylinder. A combined
servo/trim tab is located on the left elevator. It provides
both trim and control aid in the event of a boost malfunction.

d. landing Gear

Several design objectives were set forth as guides for the
landing gear configuration. Some of these objectives are:

-, Obtain a wide main landing-gear tread to provide
maximum stability in takeoff and landing.

- Uso relatively low-pressure tires to obtain good
flotation characteristics for the gear.

- Retract the main gear clear of space allotted for
the cargo compartment.
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Cont igure the gear i n such a manner that exterial
IL i nps ri e required) wit I resu ,t in the minimum
a rc raf t drag.

The landing gear is of tricycLe configuration, <ith both nose
and main gears being housed in the fuselage. Each gea. nas two
wheels with low-inflation tires. The nose gear is a conven-
tional] dual-wheel arrangement, while a tandem arrangement is
used on the mailn gear. The latter configuration maintains the
dual-wheel capability; but, when retracted, it affords a low
fuselage drag profile comparable to that of a single-wheel gear.
Steering is accomplished by differential cyclic-pitch change and
by braking. Nose-gear steering is not required.

The nose wheels are 7.00-6 magnesium alloy castings that mount
7.00-6 Type IIl 8-ply tube-type tires inflated to 44 psi.
Effective ground pressure is 24 psi. A shimmy damper is
mounted on the nose-gear strut to permit STOL operation.

The main wheels are 2 4 x 7.7 magnesium alloy castings that
mount 8.50-10 Type III 6 -ply tube tires inflated to 61 psi.
Effective ground pressure at design gross weight is 37.7 psi.
The aft wheel on each side incorporates a single disc-type
brake. A four-bar linkage that retracts upward and inward was
configured to give a main gear tread of 170 inches, which gives
a turnover angle of 35 degrees. Both gears use hydraulic power
for extension and retraction. A manual unlocking system permits
free-fall of the gears if hydraulic power is lost.

3. PROPULSION SYSTEM

The D266 propulsion system arrangement was selected on the
basis of studies of individual component requirements and the
integration and interrelation of the major propulsion system
components with the basic aircraft arrangement. Parameters
such as engine type, engine location, wing geometry (sweep,

etc. ), and '."ng structural arvangc', 21. c anu rfSul Ling
uLive-system arrangement were evaluated in terms of aircraft
weight arid performance. Secondary effects of these parameters
on relaited components, such as structure, controls, and acces-
sories, were also considered. The results of these studies
formed the basis on which the T6L-GE-12 engine and the shoulder-
mounted engine installation aft of the wing were selected. The
systeim is described in detail in Section II.

a. Powerplant

The D266 is powered by two General Electric T64-GE-12 engines.
Final selection of the General Electric T64-GE-12 engine for
the D266 was made after a comprehensive study of both produc-
tion and advanced engines by two manufacturers. The T614-GE-6A
and the T64-GE-12 have military ratings of 2690 and 3435
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horsepowor. respectively. Although the T(64-GE-hA has the power-

required 'o meet the hot-day hover performance and speed re-
quirements, its power margin is inadequate for one-engine-out
hover and normal operational growth of the aircraft,. It is

also heavier by 30 pounds (per engine) than the higher-powered

T64-GE-12. The ample power margin of the -1.2 engine permits
lower power levels (turbine temperatures) in the normal operat-

ing regimes, which will provide a longer and more trouble-free

engine life. A comparison of performance of the T64-GE-6A and
the T64-GE-12 is shown in Table II.

The T64-GE-12/AAFSS is the same engine as the T64-GE-12 except

for an additional hot-day rating. This higher hot ddy rating
provides an improvement in hovering performance but no improve-

ment in fixed-wing flight because it has the same torque limit

as the -12. Because the D26A with the T64-GE-12 engine exceeds
the hot-day hovering requirement by a wide margin, no advantage
is to be gained by using the T64-GE-12/AAFSS version. There-
fore, the T64-GE-12 was selected for the D266 Composite Research
Aircraft.

Studies were made of various locations for T55 and T64 engines.
Locations considered included: mounting on pylons which rotate
during conversion, fixed installetions at the wingtip, under-
wing installations, midwing mounting aft of the wing spar, and
fuselage mounting.

The rotating engine installations yielded the lightest and
simplest propulsion system arrangement but had the basic dis-
advantage that the engines were vertical in the helicopter mode.
The requirement for retractable exhaust deflectors, to prevent
exhaust impingement on the ground and the associated fire
hazard, adds complexity to the design of vertical engine in-
stallation. An additional disadvantagc was the reduced roll-
angle clearance of the low engine tailpipes.

The underwing position provides for good mounting and accessi-
bility but imposes an excessive weight penalty. It also
necessitates mWovihg Ltlh fL>. L spar aft, which resuits in rear-
ward displacement of the wing elastic axis and the fuel center
of gravity.

Mounting the engines aft of the wing spars at midwing, or on
the centerline at the wingtip, requires ai additional complex
mounting structure at either location. The drive-system com-
ponents and weights are bamically the same as for the Location
of engines on the fuselage shoulder aft of the wing-fuselage
intersection.

Of the fixed-engine installation, the shoulder location provides
the beat mounting arrangement with minimum weight of drive-

t system components and associated structure. It also affords
cleasiance for roating controls past the engine gearbox.
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TABl iL' I I

T64-E',-6A AND 'r64-GL*.'-12 ENGiNIN 3OMPA•R[SON

Engines
I In it:s Tr64-'.-k-6A T"64-GE-12

SMilitary Rating shp 2,690 3,435

Normal Rating shp 2,270 3,230

Torque Limit ft-Lb 1,350 1,520

Dry Weight lb 723 693

Hovering Ceiling at DGW-
OGE-95OF - MRP ft 6,700 II,050

Gross W•eight to Hover, -
OGE-6000 ft-90OF - MRP ft 23,500 28,100

Hover Ceiling at DGW -
One Engine Out-OGE Standard
Day - MRP ft - 6,200

Maximum Speed at S.L. -
1350 ft-lb Torque Limit kt 345 345

The installation requires no modifications or changes to the
basic engine. Each engine, with a reduction gearbox attached
to the output pad, is mounted in a nacelle adjacent to the fuse-
lage behind the aft wing spar. The relationship to the air-
craft is shown in Figure 252. The engines are operated over a
wide range of speed--from 8050 rpm to 16,600 rpm--for the
various modes of flight. This range is well within the operat-
ing limitations defined by the engine specifications.

The engine is supplied with oil from a 3-gallon tank in the
nacelle aft of the engine gearbox and forward of the engine
firewall. Fuel is supplied by two separate systems, one for
each engine. Cooling is provided by a turbine-driven bleed-
air fan.
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h. Drive System

The D266 drive system consists of two engine gearboxes, two
main transmissions, and an accessory gearbox which are inter-
connected by drive shafting. The overall reduction ratio is
40.6:1.

Upon selection of the engine location, studies were conducted
to define the arrangement of the drive-system components.
These studies included investigations of engine gearbox,
accessory drive, drive shafting, and main transmission
arrangements.

The use of a 50-percent rear wing spar with a 5-1/2-degree for-
ward sweep allows the conversion axis and the complete power
train to be located aft of the wing structure. This arrange-
ment permits the use of direct power drives among all gear-
boxes and eliminates the offset boxes that would be required
if shafting is run down the lea ing edge, and/or if the con-
version axis is between spars. The engine gearbox arrange-
ment studies showed that by using 90-degree gearboxes, the
units at the two engines would be identical. The 90-degree
angle not only minimized the number of different components
but also permitted the engine exhaust to be rotated 5 degrees
outboard, to inrrpase its clearance with the fuselage.

The engine gearbox is bolted directly to the engine output
pad and has two fittings for attachment to the forward mounts.
Engine power is delivered to the gearbox at power-turbine
speed (16,600-rpm maximum) and is reduced to 9284-rpm maximum
"at the output drive shaft flanges. A freewheeling unit permits
autorotation in the event of engine failure and allows single-
engine operation.

Each main transmission is attached at the wingtip to a
spindcla-type moult, wLic• ,,e-il-'s ,re t-ransmis:ion to rotato

for conversion between the verticai and horizontal positions.
Hydraulically powered and mechanically interconnected ball
screw actuators support, power, and control the conversion of

F the pylons. Each transmission also has a self-contained
lubrication and cooling system that inc'udes a shaft-driven
oil-cooler blower and a hydraulic-pump drive.
Different gearing, shafting, and mounting arrangements for the

main transmissions were studied. The use of a low-reduction
bevel-gear stage to bend the power through a 95-degree angle,
and two stages of high-reduction planetary units, each having
six planets, provided the lightest gear-stage arranpement.
The mast length was made short by extending the basic gear
housing to provide a support point as close as possible to the
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rotor hub. This arrangement was found to be lighter and more
rigid than one in which the mast extends through the trans-
mission.

Various arrangemenrP of accessories were studied. They in-
cluded mounting of the principal units at the main transmis-
sions, at the engine gearboxes, or orn a separate accessory
box. A separate box, between the engines, was selected be-
cause it could provide the drive for most of the accessories -
two generators, two tachometers, and a hydraulic pump - at
minimum weight, and witI. ample space for accessibility and fu-
ture accessory requirements. At the other locations, duplicate
gear drives for the accessories would be required, and space
is limited. This center box is also used as a support for the
interconnect drive shafting.

The main drive shafts transmit torque from the engine gear-
boxes Lo the main transmissions. The interconnect drive shaft
connects the two engine gearboxes through the accessory gear-
box.

The arrangement of the drive shafting was selected on the basis
of minimizing the number of components and maximizing their
operating speed to achieve a lightweight system. A maximum
drive shaft operating speed of approximately 9000 rpm was found
to afford a shaft size that required only three supports be-
tween the engine box and the main transmission to meet the
critical speed requirement, and it has a good strength-to-weight
ratio to carry the maximum operating torque. This drive shaft
speed also provides a good balance of gear-stage reductions in
the main transmission and engine gearboxes.

Each main drive shaft consists of two floating sections and a
lcng, straight section supported in bearing hangers. Each
end of the supported section is attached to one of the float-
ing shafts through a spherical gear .",pt coupling that permits

Lignment and axial freedom.

The interconnect shafting between the engine gearboxes con-
sists of two floating shaft sections with spherical gear-type

* couplings on each end. Except for size, it is similar to the
main drive snafts.

Design features include interchangeaule bevel-gear assemblies,
flexible drive shaft couplings, and modular rajor components.
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Construction is rugged: no shimming or alignment is required
during maintenance. All components are readily accessible, a
minimum number of special tools are required, and interchange-
able parts are used throughout.

4. ROTOR SYSTEM

a. Description

The 38.5-foot-diameter rotors, which provide both lift for
helicopter operation and thrust for fixed-wing flight, are of
the multibladed, semirigid type. They, are mounted on uni-
versal joints to permit rotor tilt (flapping) relative to the
drive shafts. The principal components of the rotors are
shown in Figures 253 and 254.

Extensive rotor design studies, including design layouts and
rotor load and vibration analyses, were conducted on three
basic rotor configurations prior to the selection of the rotor
for the D266. The results of these studies indicated that the
multibladed, semirigid rotor system best satisfied the basic
requirements of the helicopter and fixed-wing operating modes.
The final refinement in the design of the rotor system resulted
from integrating specific considerations of aerodynamic effi-
ciency, oscillatory blade loads, mechanical simplicity, and
maintenance and reliability. The design and configuration of
the D266 rotor system embody advanced engineering concepts; yet
the system is similar to, and retains features of, multibladed
rotor systems that have been proved successful by flight-test
evaluation.

Considerable attention was given throughout the design study
to the achievement of low vibration levels in the D266. Be-
cause the rotor is the primary source of vibration, both in
helicopter and in fixed-wing flight, minimizing vibration was
of paramount concern in the configuration selection and iesign
of the rotor system.

In the helicopter mode, rotor vibrations arise from asymmetry of
the airflow that is produced by forward flight. In fixed-wing
flight, with the masts fully converted, the rotors also oper-
ate in an asymmetrical condition, because the gravity field
excites the blades in the chord-bending direction as they ro-
tate. In both flight modes, a two-bladed rotor transmits in-
plane shear forces to the pylon at a two-per-rev frequency.
These two-per-rev vibrations arise from gravity excitation in
the fixed-wing flight mode and from first-order aerodynamic
forces in the helicopter flight contition.
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In a rotor witI three or mor-c blades, however, in-plane shear
forces resulting from gravity and the first-order effects Pre
not transmitted to the pyloit, because they are canctlled among
the blades. The lowest vibratory frequencies to be trans-
mitted to the pylon would be at a three-per-rev frequency for
a three-bladed rotor. Basic excitations at this frequency
are due to sinall, higher-order aerodynamic effects. Because
a multibladed rotor offers the potential advantage cf essen-
tially eliminating all vibration in the fixed-wing mode, where
the aircraft would spend most of its flight time, and in con-
sideration of additional requirements described below, the
three-bladed rotor configuration was selected for the D266.
Four-bladed configurations were also consideied but were
found to impose a weight penalty, with no advantages over the
three-bladed rotor.

Early in the design study, it became apparent that the feasi-
bility of some of the configurations depended upon the blade-
flapping amplitude that would be encountered in various modes
of flight. Calculations were made to predict the amount of
flapping that would take place during conversion, in steady
fixed-wing flight, and in maneuvers during forward flight, as
well as for control in hovering. The conditions were found to
be critical for maneuvers in fixed-wing flight and for hover-
ing with full control displacement of the rudder pedals and
the control stick. Pitch and yaw control in hover require
tilting of the rotor disc, i.e., flapping. The rotors are
tilted differentially for yaw control and in the same direction
for pitch control. The amount of flapping which takes place
in fixed-wing maneuvers depends on the pitch-flap coupling
ratio, delta-3. High values of delta-3 reduce flapping. Early
in the design study, a pitch-flap coupling angle of 30 degrees
was selected. From the requirements for fixed-wing flight and
hovering maneuvers, it was established that 8 degrees of flap-
ping clearance would be required to accommodate the flight con-
ditions which would be encountered. For normal, steady, level-
flight conditions, however, an angle of 4 degrees would rarely
be exceeded.

The type of articulation to be used also had to be determined.
The flex-beam rotor offered a significant weight advantage
because of the lack of mechanical joints. It can generate
high control moments by the elastic deflection of the flex-
beam plates that fasten the blades to the rotor mast. After
examination of many design approaches and many different
materials, it was concluded that extensive work would be re-
quired to develop a "flex-plate" with adequate fatigue life for
the flapping angles that would be encountered.

A rotor configuration using offset flapping hinges was then
examined. The rotor hub with its three flapping hinges was
found to be quite heavy. These hinges not only had to carry
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the centrifugal load but also had to carry high chord bending
moments that resulted from Coriolis loads produced by the
flapping of the semirigid blades. Classically, this problem
has been avoided in fully articulated rotor systems by the use
of lead-lag hinges. It was desired, however, to avoid the
complexity and the mechanical instability problem of fully
articulated rotor systems.

With three-bladed, gimbaled rotors, there are no restrictions
on the flapping amplitude, and Coriolis loading is essentially
zero. From a weight standpoint, the configuration was promis-
ing, so means for providing hub restraint were investigated.
Several design approaches for attaching springs on the hub
were explored. Systems which had adequate fatigue life were
all found to be excessively heavy.

Systems were then investigated for placing the hub-restraint
springs in the fixed, nonrotating system. This approach elim-
inated the fatigue loading, as the springs were deflected only
statically by blade flapping. Several feasible mechanical
arrangements were found for the application of this principle.
From the study, it became apparent that the three-bladed,
semirigid, gimbal-mounted rotor, with hub restraint in the
fixed system, offered the best approach for the rotor system
of the D266.

The precone angle of 2.5 degrees, which is built into the yoke
spindles, minimizes the steady beamwise bending moments on the
hub and reduces spindle bearing loads and blade deflections.
This reduction, in turn, helps to lower control system loads.
The angle selected is a compromise between the ideal precone
required for helicopter operation and that desired for fixed-
wing flight. The thrust of the rotor is quite different
for the two conditions,. as is the blade centrifugal force,
because of the difference in operating speeds; therefore,
the precone angle is close to optimum for all flight condi-
tions.

With a complete universal-joint mounting, as is used on multi-
bladed, semirigid rotors, undersling is not necessary because
the rotor cg will not be forced to oscillate: the blades will
rotate as elements of a trvue cone even when the tip-path plane
is at an angle to the mast. In the D266 design, this feature
has allowed the rotor-mounting universal joint to be located
inside the center of the hub yoke, which results in a compact,
lightweight system. Secondary benefits accrue in the control
system and in clearance requirements due to blade pitch and
rotor flapping--especially for nonoperating conditions such as
ground clearance checks.
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Each rotor has three highly twisted blades, which are bonded
assemblies made primarily of aluminum alloy materials. The

blades must be aerodynamically clean and must incorporate a

high degree of twist in order to maintain good aerodynamic
efficiency at high speeds. As shown in Figure 254, the blades

have a constant 20-inch chord and a constant twist rate, but
they are tapered in thickness.

The materials selected for the various components of the rotor
hub are, for the most part, similar to current production

items; but titanium alloys have been chosen for several impor-
tant components. Although stiffness is a primary requirement
for the rotor hub yoke, it was found that a forged titanium
part would be quite satisfactory and would result in the
lightest weight. The hub is mounted on its driving shaft
(mast) by means of a universal joint of conventional design.

The D266 rotors are provided with hub-restraint springs to
permit increased center-of-gravity travel and to augment con-
trol power for pitch and yaw. The configuration selected
places the springs in the nonrotati-g system, where they are
not subjected to one-per-rev oscillatory loads, as would be
the case if they were rotating with the hub. While this
arrangement requires the use of a large, moment-loaded bear-
ing, it is light and permits the use of asymmetrical spring
rates.

The hub fairing, or spinner, is made of fiber glass stiffened
with an aluminum honeycomb core. The nose is spun aluminum.
Spherical surfaces on the basic spinner match the inboard end
of the blade root cuffs to cover the spinner openings during
high-speed operation.

The blade cuff fairings are also made of fiber glass and alumi-
num honeycomb. They are shaped to fair the blade doublers and
the blade grip forging and to provide helical twist for the
inboard portion of the rotor blade.

b. Aerodynamic Considerations

The selected rotor design parameters favored efficient hover
and cruise performance equally and did not unduly penalize
either flight mode.

From consideration of the operating conditions, a highly
twisted, low-solidity rotor would be optimal forfixed-wing
flight; but a low-twist, high-solidity rotor would be best
for helicopter flight. The effect of these opposing require-
ments is minimized by reducing rotor rpm in the cruise condi-
tion. The wide range of operating rpm of the T64 engines
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used in the D266 permits the use of a cruise rpm which is less
than one-half that of the hovering value; it thus affords an
acceptable design compromise. The differing requirements for
blade twist are satisfied by using a combination of linear
twist on the outboard part of the blade and helical twist on
the inboard part.

A parametric performance study was made of the effects of tip
speed, blade twist and twist distribution, and rotor solidity.

(l) Hovering Efficiency

Rotor performance in hover was analyzed for a wide range of
parameter variations before the final design was selected.
Major items varied were solidity, tip speed, and blade twist.
This comparison study was made with Bell Helicopter Company
IBM Computer Program F35 using NASA 0012 airfoil data. To
determine the effect of blade twist, radius and solidity were
held constant and data were obtained for several different
twist values through a range of tip speeds. For the computer
analysic, the blade was divided into four segments aud a
linear twist rate was used for each segment. The blade was
divided into the following segments:

- Segment I r/R = 0.10 to 0.20

- Segment 2 r/R = 0.20 to 0.35

- Segment 3 r/R = 0.35 to 0.50

- Segment 4 r/R = 0.50 to 1.00

Figure 11 shows the rotor horsepower required to hover for
several of the twist configurations studied. This figure
shows the effect of both tip speed and twist. Each blade
configuration is designated in terms of the twist rate for
each of the four blade segments. The twist rate value for
the inboard segment is given first and is in terms of twist
rate for the full blade radius. Figure 11 shows that a
linear twist of -30 degrees gives the best hovering perfor-
mance. A higher-than-normal twist rate (in terms of heli-
copter practice) is optimal, because of the high disc loading
of 10 pounds per square foot. The requirement for high pro-
pulsive efficiency in the fixed-wing flight mode, however
dictates an even more highly twisted blade. A twist of -40
degrees is near optimum in fixed-wing flight but is seen in
Figure 11 to be very poor from a hovering-power-required
standpoint. The necessary high twist for fixed-wing flight
is effectively achieved by the blade with the -60, -45, -30,
-30 twist rate. As shown in Figure 11, this twist rate also
gives acceptable hovering perfo'rmance.
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values of twist and solidity was the same as that used for
the hovering study. For fixed-win flight, tip speed was
reduced to a range more desirable for propeller operation.
Efficiencies are shown in Figures 13 and L14 for tip speeds
of 400 and 600 feet per second.

Also shown in Figures 13 and 14 are lines of ideal efficiency.
The ideal efficiency is defined as being that condition under
which the profile drag coefficient for all blade elements is
0.010. Because the minimum drag coefficient of the 0012 air-
foil data being used for this study was 0.010, this was a
limiting value on the maximum obtainable efficiency. Induced
drag is calculated for each element based on angle of attack.

With optimum twist distribution, efficiencies equal to the
ideal efficiency are obtained. Figures 13 and 14 show that
the linear -40-degree twist produced very high efficiencies
throughout the airspeed range at both 400- and 600-feet-per-
second tip speed. This high twist, however, is completely
unacceptable from the hovering-power-required standpoint.
Studies of different twist distribution showed that propeller
efficiency was quite sensitive to the rate of twist on the in-
board 35 percent of the blade. This sensitivity was due to
stalling of the inboard segments in the negative angle-of-
attack direction for low twist rates. Efficiency for the
basic -30-degree twist distribution is increased appreciably
when the inboard twist rate is increased as shown in Figures
13 and 14 for the -60, -45, -30, -30 twist distribution.
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I
Figure Il shows that this twist distribution is also accept-
able for hovering.

The final selection of blade twist was made after evaluation of
the effects of twist on blade loads and stressep. High twist
rates on the outboard portion of the blade increased blade
stresses during fixed-wing helicopter flight. The twist dis-
tribution for the D266 rotor of -90, -50, -27.7. -27.7 is
based on consideration of rotor loads, as well as performance,
in helicopter and fixed-wing flight.

The eftect of increasing solidity is seen in Figure 15
to have a pronounced adverse effect on propeller efficiency.
The final selection of solidity was a compromise between
the two flight conditions but resulted in only a small loss
of efficiency for either condition.

Data for the final configuration selected for the D266 are
included in Figures ii through 14. These are not directly
comparable with the data from the study, because of the in-
crease in diameter and the difference in airfoil sections.
Low-drag 6LA-series airfoils, with a minimum drag coefficient
of 0.008, are used on the D266. These plots show that an
increase of approximately 5 percent in efficiency can be ob-
tained with the low-drag airfoils. In addition to these
differences, the computed results for the D266 include a modi-
fication to the computer program to include the swirl losses
in the slipstream, which amount to about a 3-percent loss in
propeller efficiency.

c. Rotor/Pylon Stability

Wins-mounted propeller systems are susceptible to whirl insta-
bilities at the high airspeeds typical of modern turboprop
airplanes and current VTOL designs. This phenomenon is called
nacelle whirl flutter. It is caused by the gyroscopic and
aerodynamic moments on the propeller. A flapping rotor
mounted on a flexibly supported pylon may encounter similar
phenomena. The blade flapping and pitch-change degrees of
freedom introduce additional considerations, other than pylon
damping and elastic restraint, which govern the stability of
these rotor-pylon systems.

During the past three years, Bell Helicopter Company has con-
ducted an extensive analytical and experimental research pro-
gram to explore thi problem area. A complete understanding
of the stability me hanism and the effects of the important
controlling paramet rs has been attained. Several analytical
methods have been ( rived and programmed for the IBM computer
which have given e: ellent correlation with data from wind
tunnel tests of sc e models and the full-scale XV-3. As a
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result of this resea ch effort, analytical &nd model test

techniques are now available that permit the design of air-
craft that will be completely free of rotor/pylon stability
problems.

Tests of the full-scale XV-3 Convertiplane in the NASA-Ames
40-by-80-foot wind tunnel during 1966 have verified the
accuracy of these techniques. Tests were conducted to evaluate
variations of the major controlling paarameters and to estab-
lish the effectiveness of several design solutions. All pre-
dicted trends were confirmed, and the predicted levels of
stability and speeds for instability showed good agreement
with the test results.

The work described above has revealed that several design
approaches will provide a satisfactory solution to the rotor-
pylon stability problem. During the design study of the D2661
these approaches have been evaluated both analytically and
experimentally. The more promising of these approaches, and
the design study results that led to the final selection of
the design used in the D266, are described and discussed below.

(1) Basic Considerations

Rotor-pylon instabilities can occur at the high blade inflow
angles (i.e., high advance ratios) encountered at advanced
aircraft speeds. These motions may be of a limit-cycle nature,
or they may be undamped whirling instabilities of the rotor
and/or pylon. The principal cause of this behavior is the
aerodynamic in-plane shear force generated by or accompanying
rotor precession. Mhe phase of the force is such as to pro-
duce a negative damping and/or negative spring effect on the
pylon.

Instability of the rotor-pylon system can occur in one of
several modes of motion. Like wing flutter, it will occur at
some speed. The aircraft must therefore be designed so that
the instability speed is outside the flight envelope. The
desi n solution must be compatible with other aircraft and
mission requirements. Other aircraft characteristics which
depend on rotor behavior must also be considered. Two such
problems were discovered during the XV-3 Convertiplane flight-
test programs: a decrease in aircraft short-period dampin$
with increased airspeed, and wide rotor-blade flapping during
maneuvers.

The short-period airplane stability is decreased by the nega-
tive damping contributions of the rotors. This negative damp-
ing arises from the in-plane shear force of the rotor and is
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the same effect described briefly above for the pylon. Pitch-
flap coupling, delta-3, can be used to decrease negative
rotor damping at the lowfrequencies associated with the short-
period aircraft motion, but it aggravates the rotor-pylon sta-
bility problem. Applying hub restraint to the rotor produces
positive damping, which has a beneficial effect on rotor-pylon
stability. Decreasing the length of the rotor shaft improves
both short-period aircraft and rotor-pylon stability, because
it reduces the effective moment arm of the rotor in-plane shear
forces.
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During maneuvers, high rotor-blade flapping is caused by the
asymmetrical flow field resulting from aircraft sideslip and/
or angle-of-attack changes. The use of a high pitch-flap
coupling ratio, delta-3, very effectively reduces blade
flapping; but it must be used with discretion, as high values
of delta-3 have adverse effects on rotor-pylon stability.

Another approach for reducing flapping which has been explored
by Bell Helicopter Company is the use of a flat-tracking de-
vice. The device may take many forms, but essentially it
senses rotor-blade flapping and introduces an appropriate sig-
nal into the control system to reduce the flapping. In the
simplest form this can be done with a direct mechanical link-
age; but only small reductions in flapping can be obtained in
this rwav because high coupling ratios lead to rotor instabil-
ity. By the use of a lagged network or an integrating feed-
back function which can be accomplished with a hydraulic servo
system, flapping may be quite effectively reduced. Such a
system was investigated during rotor-pylon stability tests of
a scale wind-tunnel model, reported .n Reference i.

k2) Possible Design Approaches

(a) Pylon Restraint

Nacelle whirl flutter investigations by NASA and others have
indicated that for stability, a certain level of stiffness and
damping in the pylon suspension is required. Increasing damp-
ing and stiffness were both beneficial. These same two param-
eters are also important in coLotrolling rotor-pylon stability.
Damping is effective in stabilizing the pylon modes, and the
amount of damping required decreases as the pylon frequencies
increase. The rotor mode, however, is little affected by
damping but is dependent primarily on aircraft speed, pitch-
flap coupling ratio (delta-3), and pylon restraint. The
higher the delta-3 and the higher the airspeed, the greater
the restraint must be to provide stability. Therefore, high
pylon restraint is desirable for all modes. High restraint
can be achieved in a practical design by mounting the pylons
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rigidly to the wingtips of the aircraft. During the D200
design study, this approach was evaluated in analytical cal-
culations and model tests. Its primary advantage was its
basic simplicity. It was found that the pylon restraint
provided by the wing structure provided the desired level of
stability for the D266 fo- delta-3 angles up to 20 degrees.
At higher values of delta 3, structural weight penalties
were prohibitive.

(b) S4ashp .ate-Pylon Coupling

Considerable research and development effort has been directed
toward evaluating and refining design techniques of what is
called swashplate-pylon coupling. This design approach pro-
vides stability by mechanically coupling the swasholate to
pylon motions. This feedback between pylon and swashplate
motions decouples rotor motions from pylon oscillations,
causing the rotor in-plane shear force to become small or even
stabilizing. The mechanical simplicity of swashplate-pylon
coupling is illustrated by the schematic in Figure 16.

(c) Automatic Swashplate Coupling

This approach uses a servo system to introduce swashplate con-
trol as determined by inputs from gyros mounted on the pylon
and in the aircraft. Basically, the effect is the same as that
of mechanical swashplate-pylon coupling. The advantage of
automatic coupling is that the high-pylon-restraint approach
can be combined with the swashplate-coupling approach. The
pylon is locked solidly to the wingtip and is stabilized by the
inherent effective stiffness of the wing structure. But since
the pylon is now fastened to the wing, there is no mechanical
means to obtain a pylon motion signal. The signal is there-
fore provided by comparing signals from the rate gyros on the
pylon and in the aircraft. The automatic swashplate control
system can also incorporate flat-tracking provisions so that
low values of delta-3 can be employed.

(3) Aircraft Arrangement

Many features of the D266 general aircraft arrangement were
based on consideration of rotor/pylon stability, including
wing planform geometry, rotor hub arrangement, and rotor mast
length. Detailed design features of the rotors, pylon, and
wings were also based on stability requirements. It was de-
cided early in the design study of the D266 that the aircraft
should be configured to minimize the effects of the rotor in-
plane shear force by placing the rotors as close to the air-
craft cg and pylon pivot points as possible. To do this,
rotor masts were made short, and the wing swept forward slight-
ly to provide the necessary flapping clearance.
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The structural arrangement of the wing was aLso determined by
the requirement to provide the wingtip-mounted pylons with na
much restraint as possible within weight allowances. The two
most important requirements in this regard were to place the
elastic axis as far forward (near the rotor hubs) as possible
and to provide high torsion&] stiffness about this ax a. The
wing torque box was th.refore located forward with spars at
8- and 50-percent chord. In order that the wing bending
material could also be fully effective in providing torsional
restraint, wing skins consisting of honeycomb panels were
selected over the more conventional plate-stringer type of
construction.

The design of the D266 results in a basic aircraft that mini-
mizes the rotor-pylon stability problem and permits the selec-
tion of any one of the design approaches discussed above.

(4) Selected Design Approach

The final selection of the design approach for the D266 was
made after evaluating results from analyses, model tests, and
structural and layout design studies. These results indicated
that swashplate-pylon coupling was the single most effective
controlling parameter and that, by appropriate selection of
the coupling ratio and its applied phase angle (swashplate re-
tardation), stability could be provided for almost any combi-
nation of the other parameters.

The computer results in Figure 17 show the powerful effect of
swashplate-pylon coupling. Increasing the coupling ratio from
1.4:1 to 1.8:1 increases the speed for instability from 270
knots to above 500 knots. The same effects are shown in the
model test results obtained with the dynamic stability model
shown in Figure 18. The model was dynamically scaled to sim-
ulate the D266 rotor and pylon, and it included wing bending
and torsion degrees of freedom. Testing was condadtincd to
scale speeds in excess of 450 knots.

Because of its powerful effect and its mechanical simplicity,
swashplate-pylon coupling is used in the design of the D266 to
insure a high level of stability. Swashplate-pylon coupling
about the pylon-pitch axis also increases the longitudinal
short-period damping of the aircraft by tilting the rotor in
a direction opposing the aircraft pitching rate.

It was found that it is not necessary to apply swashplate-
pylon coupling about both pylon axes if it is applied about
the axis with the softest pylon restytint and if the other
axis is restrained with a very stiff spring. This has been
''ne in the design of the D266 by mounting the pylon solidly
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to tihe wingtip in the lateral direction. Because of the high
chord-stiffness of the wing, restraint of the pylon to yawing
motion is very high.

The design of the D266 rotor-pylon system is based on exten-
sive analytical and experimental studies. Predicted rotor-
pylon damping is shown in Figure 19 for the maximum and minimum
rpm. Heavy damping is provided to speeds in excess of the
"fLutter-free" speed of 503 knots (1.15 limit dive speed).
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SECTION II. PROPULSION DATA

Power is supplied by two General Electric T64-GE-12 engines,
mounted in nacelles adjacent to each side of the fuselage aft
of the rear wing spars. Power management is accomplished by
the engine power-turbine governor in helicopter flight and by
a combination of rotor, pitch governor and engine power control
in fixed-wing flight.
Lift and thrust are provided by rotors mounted on pylons at

each wingtip and rotating in opposite directions to cancel
torque. Each rotor has a diameter of 38.5 feet, has three
blades, and is of semirigid design. The rotor and pylon
assembly is vertical or near vertical for the helicopter mode
and is tilted forward for operation in the fixed-wing mode.

The power distribution system (power train) consists of engine-
mounted gearboxes, main transmissions, an accessory gearbox,
and interconnecting shafting.

A. POWERPLANT

Performance ratings for the T64-GE-12 engine are shown in
Tables III and IV. These data from the engine manufacturer's
specification define the minimum engine power available at sea
level standard conditions. Reduction of engine power avail-
able to installed power available is accomplished by a summa-
tion of the engine installation losses, which are shown in
Table V. Compressor bleed and tailpipe losses are calculated
from data presented in the engine specification. The tailpipe
area has been reduced from the 450 square inches used for
engine certification to 300 square incnes, in order to obtain
positive jet thrust over a broader range of flight speeds.
The inlet total pressure losses are estimated from test data
supplied by General Electric for similar inlet ducts on other
installations. The engines are operated over a wide range of
speed from 8050 rpm to 16,500 rpm, with 16,600 rpm considered
as 100-percent speed. This is below the 17,000-rpm maximum
continuous output shaft speed allowed by the engine specifi-
cation. In the helicopter mode (16,600 - 15,100 rpm), the
power required is below the torque limit of the engine. How-
ever, in the fixed-wing mode (12,100 - 8050 rpm), the engine
power output is limited to a steady-state torque of 1520 pound-
feet by the engine specification. A derated torque limit of

* 1350 pound-feet is used for the D266. Curves showing power
available and fuel flow are presented in Section V. Three
mounting fittings support the combined engine-reduction gear-
box package. As shcwn in Figure 20, two fittings on the for-
ward end of the reduction gearbox attach to fittings on the
rear wing spar. One fitting reacts to loads in all three
directions, while the second transmits only vertical loads.
For the third mounting fitting, the engine compressor's rear
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TABLE V

ENGINE INSTALLATION LOSSES PER ENGINE

Inlet Compressor Tailpipe
Temp Inlet Bleed HP HP Loss

Condition Rise Loss Loss (300-in. 2 area

6000 ft 95 0 F 0 -0.5% Total 13.0 4 8
Hover OGE Pressure
Military Power
Nf = 16,600 rpm

S.L. Normal 0 -1.0% Total 18.0 62
Rated Power Pressure
Nf = 12,100 rpm

S.L. 95OF 0 -0.5% Total 22.0 60
Hover OGE Pressure
Nf = 16,600 rpm

Nf = Free power turbine speed.

frame mounting pad is attached to the fuselage structure
through a bipod, which carries vertical and lateral loads.
Spherical bearings are provided at the three support fittings
and at the attachment of the bipod to the fuselage. This
method of mounting permits thermal expansion of the engine
and gearbox without inducing loads into the engine or air-
frame; it also permits airframe deflection without inducing
loads into the engine-gearbox package. Rigid attachment of
the reduction gearbox to the engine output pad results in a
configuration which is similar to a conventional turboprop
installation. General Electric has reviewed and approved
this mounting system.

1. FUEL AND LUBRICATION SYSTEMS

Fuel for the D266 is supplied by two separate systems, one for
each engine. As shown schematically in Figure 21, each system
is composed of three cells interconnected to form a single
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tank. The cells are constructed of a flexible non-self-
sealing bladder material conforming to MIL-T-6396. Contin-
uous support for each cell is provided by three cavities
located between the spars in each wing. Gravity refueling
is accomplished through filler caps located in each of the
outboard cells. Gravity interconnects between the cells
admit fuel to the transfer pump inlets in the inboard cells.
Flapper check valves at each interconnect prevent outboard
fuel flow during momentary wing-down maneuvers. Venting
between the three cells in each tank is accomplished by
interconnect fittings at the high points between cells.
Vents from the high point in each outboard cell interconnect
in the center of the fuselage and route overboard through a
single line.

The inboard cell in each system is divided into two compart-
ments by an internal baffle. The portion of the cells aft of
the baffles will be maintained full at all times by the
ejector transfer pumps forward of the baffles. One dc-driven
fuel booster pump is located in each of the inboard cells aft
of the baffles. The pumps serve a dual purpose of supplying
fuel to the engine and providing motive flow for the ejector
transfer pumps. Engine fuel passes from the booster pump
discharge through a check valve, firewall shutoff valve, and
engine-supplied centrifugal fuel purifier before entering the
engine fuel control. A gage in the cockpit indicates booster
pump discharge pressure. An interconnect between the two pump
discharge lines permits one pump to supply both engines in the
event of a single pump failure. Three capacitance-type trans-
mitters in each tank give continuous indication of fuel
quantity.

The engine is supplied with oil from a 3-gallon tank in the
nacelle aft of the gearbox and forward of the engine firewall.
This location, above the engine oil inlet, permits a positive
head at all times. Oil flow is shown schematically in
Figure 22. The oil cooler is inboard of the engine, forward of
the firewall. Forced airflow is provided by a bleed-air-
turbine-driven fan. Engine and tank are vented by a single
overboard line from the tank. Air is separated from the oil
by de-aeration baffles within the tank. Oil level miy be
checked and the tank serviced through an access door in the
cowling. Temperature and pressure instruments in the cockpit
give continuous indication of the system's operation.

2. FUEL CONTROL

Power management in the D266 is simple and is designed for
straightforward cockpit procedures. Power control is provided
by two interrelated control systems. For helicopter flight,
the engine power turbine governors maintain selected rotor rpm
by increasing or decreasing power as manual changes are made
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J
in collective pitch. In fixed-wing flight. thne rotor pitch

governor maintains selected rpm by 'creasing or decreasing
collective pitch as manual power chaiges are made. Thus, the
D266 may be flown in helicopter mode in the same manner as a
conventional heliropLer and may be riown in fixed-wing mndc
in the samp manner as a conventional turboprop airplane.

Phe cockpit controls are shown in Figure 256 in the Appendix.
The power-management controls and their connection to the
system components are shown schematically in Figure 23.

The 'T64 engines are equipped with hydromechanical fuel con-
trols which schedule fuel flow and compressor-inlet guide-
vane position in such a manner as to protect the engine from
stall, to provide altitude and temperature compensation, and
to maintain the selected power-turbine speed. The engine
power control shaft has a 120-degree rotary travel as shown
in Figure 24. In the sector between the idle detent and the
minimum govern position, the shaft controls fuel flow directly,
and hence engine power output. This sector is -used for power
control in the fixed-wing flight mode. The power turbine
governor limits turbine speed to 95 percent. The electro-
hydromechanical rotor-pitch governor automatically changes
blade pitch to maintain a selected rotor rpm in the range from
48.5 to 95 percent. Above 95 percent, engine speed is con-
trolled by the power management levers. In the sector between
minimum govern and 100 percent, the control shaft selects a
governed engine power turbine speed between 95 and 100 percent.
This constant-rpm operation greatly simplifies helicopter
flight, and rpm remains constant while power demands are
changed by collective pitch position.

Conventional helicopter rpm droop compensation is provided.
The collective lever is connected through the droop compen-
sator linkage to a droop cam on each engine. The droop cams
position the load signal shafts on the engine fuel control,
which in turn schedule limited rpm changes to compensate for
the engine droop characteristics.

3. STARTING SYSTEM

The engines are started on the ground by a self contained
hydraulic system with an airborne auxiliary power unit. The
hydraulic starter motor, mounted on the aft side of the engine
accessory case, drives the engine gas-producer section through
a freewheeling unit.

The auxiliary power unit is the Solar T-62T-16B Titan gas tur-
bine, which produces 55 horsepower from sea level to 15,000
feet. It is located just aft of the cargo compartment as
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shown in Figure 252. This location provides ready access for
removal and maintenance, as well as minimum noise isolation
problems. Air for the turbine enters at the forward, outside
portion of the compartment. The exhaust is directed aft and
outboard and provides enough ejector airflow to cool the com-
partment. Fuel is supplied to the turbine from the main
aircraft fuel system. A 20-kva alternator is mounted on the
engine centerline pad. The electric APU starter is located
on the forward offset accessory pad. It is connected to the
aircraft's battery and will start the APUJ at temperatures
down to -25'F. The hydraulic pump for main engine starting
is mounted on the aft side of the offset accessory gearbox.

For air starts, the aircraft's hydraulic system is used. It
is directly connected to the starting valves. According to
the engine manufacturer, the engine does not require any
starter assist above 250 knots airspeed at sea level. In the
interest of simplicity, and since hydraulic power is avail-
able, the pilot will engage the engine starter for all air
starts. Hence, he need not decide if sufficient ram power is
available.

4. INLET, EXHAUST, COOLING

The engine air inlet, shown in Figure 25, is a single duct
that runs forward and down from the round air inlet flange to

* an elliptical opening below the wing. A boundary-layer air
bleed immediately above and inboard of the inlet removes stag-

* nant air to afford more efficient pressure recovery.

The exhaust system consists of a stainless steel tailpipe that
terminates approximately twelve inches from the end of the
nacelle and forms the nozzle for an ejector used for aft en-
gine compartment cooling. Sufficient clearance has been pro-
vided between the nacelle and the fuselage to prevent excessive
fuselage skin temperatures caused by engine exhaust gas. Fig-
ure 26 shows the exhaust wake temperature profile relative to
the fuselage.

Firewalls separate the engine from the remainder of the air-
craft. One firewall, also used for fuselage skin, extends
fore and aft and separates the engine nacelle from fuselage
structure. The second or forward firewall is in the plane of
the engine inlet flange and separates the engine from the re-
duction gearbox and wing structure. A third or aft firewall
separates the engine accessory or forward section from the hot
or aft section. Both the forward and aft firewalls are
supported from the engine and form a portion of the cowl
supporting structure. Flexible diaphragms in each firewall
permit engine thermal expansion and prevent loads from being
imposed on the engine.
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The firewalls divide the engine nacelle into three separate
zones. Figure 25 shows the nacelle division and the cooling
air paths. The first or forward zone serves as a plenum for
the oil-cooling air. Air enters the nacelle through an open-
ing between the engine air inlet and the wing. Air is directed
from the fan discharge through two oil coolers, one for the
engine and one for the engine gearbox. The discharge air from
the oil coolers is directed into the second or middle nacelle
zone and is discharged overboard through flush outlets forward
of the aft firewall. The third or aft nacelle zone contains
the engine turbine and exhaust sections. Cooling air for this
zone is drawn into the nacelle through flush inlets aft of the
aft firewall. These inlets are staggered with the air outlets
from the middle zone to prevent reentrance of oil-cooler air.
The air drawn into the inlets is pumped overboard by the ejec-
tor formed by the engine exhaust duct and nacelle skin.

B. POWER TRAIN

The drive system consists of two engine gearboxes, two main
transmissions, and a center accessory gearbox, interconnected
by drive shafting. The arrangement of the components is shown
in Figure 27. Speeds and reduction ratios of the principal
components are shown in Table VI.

i. ENGINE GEARBOX

The engine gearbox is bolted directly to the engine torque-
shaft housing. It has a single bevel-gear reduction stage, a
freewheeling unit, an engine drive shaft thrust bearing, an
engine Nf tachometer drive, a power-turbine governor drive, and
a self-contained lubrication system. Engine power is delivered
to the gearbox at power-turbine speed and is reduced by x
factor of 0.5593 (9284-rpm max helicopter) at the output drive-
shaft flanges.

Engine power is delivered to the gearbox through a spline
coupling, integral with the overrunning spring clutch and
accessory drive gear. The one-way clutch is a taper-wound
spring which is energized by a small drag force generated by
the slight interference fit of the last two (low-torque) coils
with the driven member. This freewheeling unit permits auto-
rotation in the event of engine failure and allows single-
"engine operation.

The bevel-gear stage has a 33-tooth pinion and a 59-tooth gear,
which results in a reduction ratio of 0.5593. Both the pinion
and the gear are designed with straddle-mounted bearing
supports. The use of straddle-mounted bearing supports for the
gears, preloaded ball-bearing assemblies, and rigid housing de-
sign provides minimum deflections of the gear-tooth mesh in all
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operating regimes. A damping ring is installed in the pinion
gear to reduce high-frequency vibrations and to preclude reso-
nant frequencies or harmonics from coinciding with the operat-
ing rpm. Provisions are made for a damping ring in the output
gear if development indicates its requirement.

The engine gearbox lubrication system is shown schematically in
Figure 28. The wet sump system uses MIL-L-7808 oil. The pump
is an internal gear type with a capacity of 6 gallons per
minute and is partially submerged in the sump. The oil sump,
integral to the case, holds 6 quarts of oil. The case has a
filler cap and a self-closing magnetic sump drain plug with a
removable electric chip detector. The sump has a liquid level
'ight gage. The oil cooler is adjacent to the engine oil
cooler and has a built-in thermostatic bypass and pressure-
relief valve. Pressure oil jets are provided for the ball and
roller bearings and main gear mesh. The accessory gears and
bearings are splash-lubricated.

The cases are magnesium alloy castings. Steel liners for all
antifriction bearings preclude wear and looseness caused by
creep and/or thermal expansion.

2. DRIVE SHAFTING

All shafting is made of aluminum alloy tubing. The main drive
shaft consists of one fixed and two floating sections per side.
The fixed section is supported by three oil-lubricated bearing
hangers and is located approximately midway between the engine
gearbox and the main transmission. The floating sections con-
nect the engine gearbox to the fixed section and the fixed
section to the main transmission. Spherical gear-type cou-
plings on each end of the floating shaft allow the freedom re-
quired for wing flexure. Each floating shaft is a self-
contained unit that may be assembled and grease-packed prior to
installation.

The interconnect shafting consists of two floating sections
which, with the exception of size, are similar to the floating
sections of the main drive shaft.

Shaft critical speeds are calculated for each section includ-
ing overhang. The longest shaft sections exhibit a minimum of
38-percent margin of critical speed above maximum o[erating
speed. Acceptable practice for existing military aircraft
allows a 20-percent margin over shaft critical speeds.
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3., MAIN TRANSMISSION

Each main t-ransmission is mounted at the wingtip on a spindle,
which is free to rotate about the conversion axis on two
Teflon support bearings. The transmission consists of)' a bevel-
gear sta'&e, two planetary stages, a self'-contain~ed 1uhr1ricat iovi
and cooling system, a shaft-driven oil-cooler blower, and it
hydraulic pump drive. Engine power is delivered to the inpiut
spiral bevel pinion by the main drive shaft at 9g284 rpm (mirx-
imum helicopter-mode rpm). The pinion drives the spiral hevel
qear and reduces the speed to 6137 rpm. The bevel -geitr shaft
is the input to the lower-stage planetary ,itn gear which
drives six planetary pinions mounted in a rot at ing carrier.
The ring gear is fixed, and the rotatinp carrier is the input
to the upper-stage planetary sun gear. The upper sun gear
turns at 1584 rpm and drives six planetary pinions, also
mounted in a rotating carrier. The upper-st age ring gear is
fixed to the case, and the rotating carrier drives the rotor
mast, a steel tube heat-treated to 180,000 psi, at 409 rpm
(maximum helicopter).

The bevel gears, the planet pinion bearings, the planetary
gear meshes, and the main rotor mast bearing are pressure-
lubricated from jets. The semi-dry-sump lubrication system
is shown schematically in Figure 29. The sump is integral
with the lower transmission case arid contains 4-1/2 gallons of
oil. The case is provided with a filler cap and a breather.
A self-closing magnetic sump drain plug has a removable elec-
tric chip detector. The oil cooler, mounted on the trans-
mission, receives l000-cfm airflow from a transmission-
mounted and -driven centrifugal blower. The cooler has built-
in thermostiAtic bypass and pressure-relief valves.

The gear case is of magnesium alloy for the planetary ring-
gear case which is aluminum alloy. Steel liners are used for
all antifriction bearing mounts. The main case is bolted to
the steel conversion spindle and is rotated from vertical to
horizotital by the conversion actuator during conversion from
helicopter to fixed-wing flight.

Each pylon is isolated in the pitch direction by a rubber
mount between the conversion actuator and the main tv'ans-
mission case. The mount acts in double shear and provides a
nominal spring rate of 10,000 pounds per inch, which places
the pylon natural frequency at 5.3 cycles per second when
coupled with wing beam bending. Stops limit the mount de-
flection and take crash loads after the pylon exceeds t3
degrees of rotation.

4. ACCESSORY GEARBOX

The accessory gearbox at the center of the aircraft serves as
a bearing-hanger support for the interconnect drive shaft and
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drives two dc Senerator's, two rotor tuichometers, jind t hydr'ou-
lic pump. It has an integrail oil sump) with a capacity of 1
quart. A liquid level sight gage is provided, and a dra in plurg
in located at the low point in the box.

The d c generator pads are in accordance wit h AND2000.1, opeerating
at 8L92 rpm (corresponding to maximum heli.copter rpm); the
tachometer pad and governor pad tire in occordance with AND208)05
operating at 4220 rpm; and the hydraul ic pump pad is in accor-
dance with AND 20001, operating at 60T(6 rpm. The accessories
are grouped together above the cabin, where they are easily
accessible for maintenance.

5. EFFICIENCY

Power losses and efficiencies are shown in Tables VII through
X for various fixed-wing-mode power conditions. Helicopter
power conditions were riot tabulated because the lower operat-
ing power combined with the higher speeds showed negligible
differences.

TABLE VII

ELEMENTAL POWER LOSS AT 3110 HP AND 12,100 RPM (L350 FT-LB)

Component Element HP Loss

Engine Gearbox* Input Triplex Bearings 8.9
Bevel Gears 18.0
Output Duplex Bearings 3.6

Total 30.5 (99.01%eff)

Main Transmission* Input Triplex Bearings 7.3
Bevel Gears 12.45
Gear-Shaft Duplex Brgs 2.52
Planetary Gears 30.0

Total = 52.27(98.30%eff)

Accessory Gearbox Negligible Power Loss

* Roller bearings are not included due to their low fractional
horsepower losses.

Accessory power requirements are defined by Table XI.
They are estimated from average accessory loads on the D266
and from efficiencies of similar units on other aircraft.
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TA'BALE VIII

TOTAL PC(4ER LOSS AND EFF"ICIENCY

Component HP Loss Efficiency ('s)

Engine • beairoxes 0 (1 .0 99.01

Main rransmiss ionsA 104.54 98.3()

Overill efficiency = 97.33;,

ARepresents maximum power with both engines at 12,100-rpm

out put and 3110 hp each.

TABLE IX

TOTAL POWER LOSS AND EFFICIENCY - SINGLE-ENGINE OPERATION

Component HIP Loss Efficiency ('•)

Powered Engine Gearbox* 30.5 98.97

Unpowered Engine Cearbox* 1.4

Main Transmissions* 50.72 98.34

Overall efficiency = 97.33'ý

*Represents maximum power at 12,100 engine rpm and 3110 hp.

TABLE X

TOrrAL POWER LOSS AND EFFICIENCY - REDUCED-POWER OPERATION

Component Element HP Loss

Engine Gearbox* Input i'riplex Bearings 1.02
Output ')uplex Bearings 0.61.
Bevel ars 2.91

Total = 4.54 (99.09',% eff)

Main Trans- Input Triplex Bearings 0.637
mission* Gear-Shaft Duplex Brgs 0.200

Bevel Gears 2.025
"Planetary Gears 3.68

Total = 6.542 (98.69% eff)

Overall efficiency = 97.79%

*Represents 500 hp/engine at 8050 engine rpm.
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TABLE XI

ACCESSORY POWER REQUIREMEN'rS

Accessory Location Average Power
(hp)

DC Generator (300 amp) Accessory Gearbox 6

DC Generator (300 amp) Accessory Gearbox 6

Transmission Oil Main Transmission 1.9
Cooler Fan (LUH)

Transmission Oil Main Transmission 1.9
Cooler Fan (RH)

Hydraulic Pump Main Transmission 3.5
(LH)

Hydraulic Pump Main Transmission 3.5
(RH)

Hydraulic Pump Acce,,•sory Gearbox 10.0

Oil Pump Mounted on Engine 0.50
Engine Gearbox (RH) Gearbox (RH)

Oil Pump Mounted on Engine 0.50
Engine Gearbox (LH) Gearbox (LH))

O il Pump - Main Mounted on Trans- 1.6
Transmission (RH) mission

Oil Pump - Main Mounted on Trans- 1.6
Transmission (LH) mission

Total = 37.0

t

6. DESIGN CRITERIA

The power train is designed in accordance wit.i IIL-T-5955. The
dynamic components are designed for the spe,ý%, and loads spec-
ified in Table XII. The maximum continuous design loads are
based on the military horsepower rating of the T64-GE-12 engine
or a torque limit of 1350 foot-pounds from eaw4 ' engine.

The design of the engine gearboxes is based on an input torque
limit of 1350 foot-pounds from each engine in the fixed-wing
flight mode (12,100-rpm maximum) or 3435 horsepower in the
helicopter mode (16,600-rpm maximum).
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Loads for the main drive shafts and the main transmissions are
based on 55 percent of the maximum continuous torque from both
engines (1350 foot-pounds each).

The interconnect drive shaft between the engine gearboxes is
designed to 55 percent of the maximum continuous torque of one
engine (1350 foot-pounds).

The highest torque condition for design of dynamic components
occurs in the fixed-wing flight mode. Therefore, the maximum
fixed-wing flight rpm (12,100) was used in conjunction with the
maximum continuous torque limit of 1350 foot-pounds to provide
loads that will insure satisfactory life margins. Design
limit torque is obtained by applying a factor of 1.5 to the
maximum continuous torque.

TABLE XII

DESIGN CRITERIA - POWER TRAIN

Maximum Limit
Component Speed Design Cont Torque Torque

(rpm) (hp) (ft-lb) (ft-lb)

Engine Output 16,600 3,435 1,090 1,635
12V100 3,110 1,350 2,025

Main Drive Shaft* 9,284 3,750 2,128 3,192
6,768 3,394 2,635 3,953

Main Transmission 409 3,684 47,478 71,217
Output* 297 3,335 58,805 88,208

Interconnect 9,284 1,875 1,064 1,596
Drive Shaft* 6,768 1,697 1,317 1,975

* Transmission power losses are included.

The gears are designed to operate continuously at maximum-
torque rpm in fixed-wing flight. Design conditions are 1350
fuct-pounds input torque for the engine gearboxes and 2635
foot-pounds input torque for the main transmissions. The de-
sign horsepower for the main transmissions is 10 percent
higher than the engine gearbox horsepower. This is based on a
55-45-percent power split. That is, both engines are assumed
to be capable of delivering 55 percent of the maximum single-
engine torque to one pylon simultaneously, thus accounting for
a power input of 110 percent of maximum single-engine output.
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Gear-tooth bending stress, subsurface shear stress, and k-
factors (a design parameter used as a measure of tooth surface
durability) are calculated based on maximum continuous torque.
Surface compressive stress, pressure velocity products, and
Kelly-Blok scoring indexes are calculated based on limit torque.

Allowable stresses are in accord with those values which have
shown fatigue reliability in excess of 99.5 percent for all
gear products heat-treated and manufactured per Bell Helicopter
Company process specifications. Table XIII shows the gear-tooth
stresses.

TABLE XIII

GEAR-TOOTH STRESSES

Stress
Component Member Bending Compressive

(psi) (psi)
Engine Gearbox Input Bevel Pinion 2'1,200 168,000

Bevel Gear 24,200 168,000

Main Transmission Input Bevel Pinion 28,800 169,000
Bevel Gear 28,800 169,000
Lower Sun Gear 35,800 158,000

Lower Planet Idler 32,600 158,000
Lower Ring Gear 31,400 95,000
Upper Sun Gear 44,000 181,500
Upper Planet Idler 44,200 181,500

SUpper Ring Gear 49,600 109,500

The bearing design criterion was selected as 75 percent of
maximum continuous torque at 12,100 engine rpm. The high-
torque conditions determine bearing life more than speed, as
ball-bearing life varies as the third power of load (3-1/3
power for roller bearings), while life varies directly with
rpm. It is anticipated from past experience that the selected
speed-power spectrum will provide a 1000-hour overhaul period
for the drive-system bearings. Table XIV shows the calculated
LB10 life for each bearing of the power train.

Design of the drive shafts and couplings is based on maximum
continuous torque per Table XII. The drive shafts were designed
so that the components' yield strengths correspond to the loads
at limit torque. The shafts exhibit infinite fatigue life
at the maximum continuous torque condition.
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TABLE XIV

LB10 BEARING LIFE AT 75-PERCENT MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS TORQUE

LB o

Bearing Life
Component Rotating Member Bearing at 12,100-rpr

Engine Speed
(hrs)

Engine Gear- Input Pinion 7218 Ball Triplex 1,005
box Input Pinion 309 Roller 4,648

Output Gear 7024 Ball Duplex 1,004
Output Gear 1924 Roller 19,980

Main Trans- Input Pinion 7219 Ball Triplex 1,579
mission Input Pinion 312 Roller 4,820

Gear Shaft 1928 Ball Duplex 1,600
Gear Shaft 1028 Roller 7,752

Lower Planet 308 Roller 7,480
Roller

Upper Planet 20mm Dia 12,720
Rol er

C. LIFT AND THRUST SYSTEMS

Rotors, mounted on pylons at each wingtip and rotating in
opposite directions so as to cancel torque, provide lift for
helicopter operation and thrust fcr fixed-wing flight. Each
rotor has three blades and a d 4 ametec of 38.5 feet. Figure
253 shows the details of the design. Tht semirigid rotors
are gimbal-mounted by means of a universal joint in the
plane of the rotor. Although the universal joint provides
freedom for the hub to tilt in any direction (i.e., blade flap-
ping), this tilt is restrained in the fore-and-aft direction
by hub-restraint springs mounted to the pylon assembly. Lat-
eral tilt is unrestrained.

1. ROTOR HUB

a. Yoke

The primary structure of the roLor hub assembly is the forged
yoke, which consists of a deep, flanged titanium ring with three
integral spindles. The spindles, which mount the blade-pitch-
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change bearings, are preconed 2.5 degrees to relieve steady
beam bending mcments due to lift and thrust and are bored to
reduce weight and to permit installation of the blade-retention
straps within the spindle bores. The inboard ends of the
spindles are counterbored to provide a seat for the retention-
strap fittings. An index plate, which prevents rotation of the
fitting and carries reverse loading when the rotor is inopera-
tive, is attached to the strap fitting and to one of the yoke
mounting bolts. To prevent fretting of the titanium yoke, the
inner races of the pitch-change bearings and the inboard seal
radius rings are separated from the spindle with bonded-in-
place Teflon fabric liner.

b. Pitch-Change Bearings

To achieve long life and high reliability, the blade-pitch-
change bearings are made of M-50 steel and have oil bath lubri-
cation. In addition, the rollers of the bearings are caged for
separation and crowned to reduce the end-loading effect due to
structural deflections.

The bearings are located on the spindles by spacer tubes which
were selected to achieve low bearing loads and relatively small
slope differential across the bearings. The inner race of the
inboard bearing seats against a radius ring at the inboard end
of the spindle. The radius ring also provides a replaceable
wear surface for the inboard oil seal. The inner races and
spacer tubes are retained with a sleeve, bolted to the out-
board end of the spindle, which also provides a replaceable
wearing surface for the outboard oil seal. Shims to adjust
axial clamp-up on the races are provided between the sleeve
and the spindle. The outer races and needle assemblies are in-
stalled in an aluminum pitch-change housing, which is an inte-
gral part of the bonded blade assembly. The outer bearing
seats a~ainst an aluminum radius ring, which also houses the
outer oil seal. The bearings are retained in the housing by
the pitch horn, which houses the inner oil seal and supports
an oil reservoir sight gage. The inner seal is protected by a
rubber boot which floats axially with the blade during rotor
operation, when blade centrifugal forces cause the multistrand
qteel wire retention straps to stretch. The boot rubs against
a thin steel sheet bonded to the pitch horn and is retained
on the spindle by the inner radius ring.

c. Universal Joint

The rotor hub is mounted on the mast by means of a universal
joint of conventional design. The universal joint incorporates
needle roller bearings, similar to those on the yoke spindles.
These bearings, however, are not provided with inner races out
roll on carburized journals of a steel cross member. A forged
titanium fork, which is splined to the mast and secured with
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the rotor split cones and retention nut, picks up one axis of
the universal joint cross-member through bearing housings in-
serted into the open pillow blocks of the fork. The bearings
for the second axis are installed in the forged titanium pil-
low block ring which is bolted to the lower flange of the yoke.
This ring has open pillow blocks similar to those of the fork.
A common oil reservoir is created by oil passages drilled with-
in the cross-member. Oil level sight gages are installed on
the pair of bearing housiigs mounted in the pillow block ring.
All the bearing housings also contain "nylatron" washers which
carry the side loads, and Teflon seal rings to retain the oil.

2. BLADES

The rotor blade, shown in Figure 254, is of all-metal bonded
construction, having thickness taper but with a constant chord
and constant twist in the basic structure. Effective helical
twist is provided by means of fairings over the inboard portion
of the blade and the blade-root fittings. An integral pitch-
change housing, the blade grip, is made from an aluminum forging
and is bonded to the blade root. The tangs of the pitch-change
housing and several aluminum doublers reinforce the blade root.
The airfoil at the theoretical root (centerline of hub) is an
NACA 64A030. This changes linearly to an NACA 64A206, a = 0.3,
at the blade tip.

The basic blade is of hollow construction, with an aluminum
spar in the forward part and double aluminum skins, stiffened
with honeycomb, in the afterbody. A contoured brass nose block
in the outer portion of the blade provides proper section mass
balance, while chordwise stiffness is provided as reauired by
a tapered trailing edge made from an alumirum extrusion. Shear
between the upper and lower panels is carried by two sheet-
metal shear webs, the nose blocks, and the trailing edge. The
forward 25 percent of the blade airfoil is protected by a
0.040-inch-thick stainless steel erosion shoe.

A steel pin through the blade near the root of the bonded
structure attaches the blade to the rotor hub through the re-
tention strap. Blocks are bonded within the blade to support
the pin and to minimize bending. Bushings for the pin, pressed
through the structure, provide a mechanical safety for the bond
between the grip and the remainder of the blade. Small bolts,
outboard of the blade-retention pin,have been added as a safety
against bond-failure progression between the blade and the
housing. The blade is bonded in a fully enveloping cavity fix-
ture with internal pressure such that all blade elements are
pressed outward against the tool during the bonding cycle to
maintain ideal contour and alignment of parts. The detail
parts are preassembled with a self-tacking adhesive and then
cured in an autoclave under heat and pressure. For quality
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control of the bond, test panels are taken fron, the scarfed
portions of the root and the tip of the bonded assembly. After
bonding, the blades are finished by boring the grip to size
and by adding the retention-pin bushings, the peel-prevention
safety bolts, the tip caps, the covers, and the balancing pro-
visions.

3. FAIRINGS

Fairings minimize the drag and effectively increase the twist
of the blades. The hub fairing, or spinner, is made from
fiber glass with an aluminum honeycomb core for stiffening.
The nose is spun aluminum with an aluminum ring bulkhead for
attachment. The spinner is mounted by slipping it over the
hub and attaching it to the forged aluminum spinner support
ring. This ring is splined to the mast and is retained between
the main rotor-retention nut and the yoke. The cutout areas
behind each grip are sealed with separate inserts to provide a
continuous ring which closely matches the nonrotating fairing
of the pylon. Spherical surfaces on the basic spinner (includ-
ing part of the inserts) match the inboard end of the blade-
root cuffs and maintain a closure over the spinner openings
during fixed-wing operation.

The blade cuff fairings are also constructed of fiber glass and
aluminum honeycomb. They are shaped to fair the blade doublers
and the blade grip forging and, at the same time, to provide
helical twist for the inboard portion of the rotor blade. The
cuffs are made in two halves which are joined by flush-type
auick-disconnect fasteners. The discontinuity between the end
of the cuff and the basic blade is faired by a lightweight
plastic filler compound. A molded polycarbonate bulkhead,
split on the chord plane, seals the inboard end of the cuffs
and matches the spherical contours on the spinner fairing.

4. RPM AND PITCH RANGES

The engine and rotor can be operated through a wide speed range
without large power losses due to off-optimum engine rpm. In
helicopter configuration, the engine operating rpm range is
from 15,100 to 16,600. This corresponds to rotor speeds of 372
to 409 rpm. The higher rpm is used at high weights and/or
altitudes to obtain best performance. At low weights and/or
altitudes, the lower rpm may be used if desired to obtain a
slight increase in performance. Figure 30 shows the figure of
merit of the rotor in hovering flight.

In the fixed-wing flight mode, the rotor rpm is slowed to ob-
tain better propeller efficiencies. In cruise flight, the
engine is operated at 8050 rpm (198 rotor rpm) for airspeeds
up to approximately 250 knots. At higher speeds, a torque
limit is encountered,but s higher maximum speed can be reached
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by allowing the engine rpm to increase to 12,100 at 340 knots.
Although the propeller efficiency is lower at the higher rpm,
there is a net gain in thrust horsepower available due to the
increase in available shaft horsepower. The propeller effi-
ciencies for speeds from 150 to 400 knots and for engine speeds
of 8050, 10,075, and 12,100 rpm (rotor rpm of 198, 248, and 297,
respectively) are shown in Figures 31 through 33.

The total available collective-pitch range must be large to
operate as both a helicopter rotor and a fixed-wing propeller.
The required pitch range in helicopter flight is shown in
Figure 34. The minimum pitch is zero degrees (at 3/4 radius),
for autorotation, and the maximum is 18 degrees. For fixed-

'wing flight, the required pitch range is shown in Figure 35.
The minimum pitch required at high rpm (16,600) is 20 degrees.
The maximum pitch is 55 degrees. As indicated by the large
change in power with collective pitch, the control of collec-
tive pitch becomes increasingly sensitive as airspeed is in-
creased in the fixed-wing mode.

Twist and thickness distribution of the blades are shown in
Figure 254.

5. ROTATING CONTROLS AND HUB RESTRAINT

a. Rotating Controls

This section is concerned with those controls which are part of
the wingtip-mounted pylons and which rotate with the rotors.
Controls schematic is shown in Figure 255.

Collective control inputs are introduced by means of a hydrau-
lic cylinder which is attached to the lower end of each main
transmission and extends into the rotor mast. The nonrotating
collective control tube inside the rotor mast transmits the
collective motion to a collective head through a pair of du-
plexed, grease-packed and sealed, angular-contact bearings.
The collecti.ve head is bolted to a sleeve which slides on a
Teflon bearing attached inside the upper end of the rotor
shaft. The sleeve, which is dry-film lubricated, is splined to
the mast to cause the upper portion of the collective system to
rotate with the mast. Thus, the nonrotating collective input
motion of the hydraulic (servo-boost) actuator is transmitted
to the rotating crosshead above the rotor. The collective tube
travels a total of 5 inches to provide the 55 degrees of col-
lective blade pitch required for both helicopter and high-
speed modes.

Cyclic control inputs are introduced through the hydraulic
cylinder actuator mounted to the side of the transmission case.
The actuator is connected to the nonrotating ring of the
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swashplate and causes the swashplate assembly to tilt when
displaced from its neutral position.

The aluminum forged swashplate is mounted to the swashplate
support on caged needle-type bearings which permit the swash-
plate to tilt ±10 degrees about one axis for fore-and-aft
cyclic inputs. The duplex-mounted swashplate bearings trans-
mit the cyclic input to the rotating ring. Two titanium links,
with one end attached to the rotor spinner support ring and
the other end attached to the swashplate ring, drive the rota-
ting controls. The spinner support ring is attached to the
rotor mast by the main retaining nut of the hub assembly.

c yclic motion is transmitted from the rotating ring of the
swashplate to the mixing levers by fixed-length control tubes.
There are three mixing levers, one for each blade, which com-
bine the cyclic and collective motions into one output. They
are pivoted to the collective head, with one end attached to
the cyclic control tube and the other attached to the pitch-
change tube. The pitch-change tube is connected to the blade-
pitch horn and is adjustable to provide for tracking the
blades. The pickup point of each pitch horn is located 60
degrees ahead of the blade so that 30 degrees of 3 (pitch-flap
coupling) is effected. The orientation of the swashplate tilt
with fore-and-aft cyclic-stick displacement is phased to
accommodate this 53"

b. Hub-Restraint Springs

The rotor has hub-restraint springs to increase its moment
capability (control power). This allows a greater center-of-
gravity range in the helicopter mode. The springs are mounted
on the transmission (in the nonrotating system) and are con-
nected to the rotor hub through a pair of grease-lubricated,
angular-contact ball bearings which are mounted to the yoke
through the pillow-block ring. To counteract the inherent
problems of pure moment loading, a preloaded duplex bearing is
used. This bearing application is quite similar to that of the
swashplate assembly. The retainer plate for the hub-restraint
bearings provides a replaceable wear surface for the bearing
seal and also serves as the flapping stop for the hub assembly.
The rotor hub is free to tilt 8 degrees in any direction, with
the hub-restraint springs providing a restoring moment of
18,000 inch-pounds per degree for fore-and-aft tilt, but no
restraint to lateral tilt.

Since no moment is required in the lateral direction, the hub
springs are mounted on the longitudinal (fore-and-aft) center-
line of the rotor-pylon assembly, one forward and one aft.
The hub-restraint springs consist of precompressed rubber in
metal housings and are loaded in shear by link, ' .Ltween the
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springs and the nonrotating ring of the hub-restraint bearing.
The spring assemblies are suppor-ted from lugs protruding from
the transmission case. The 1i rs deflect the springs only
when the rotor flaps fore or :, and there are no one-per-rev
oscillations of the springs a would be the case for springs
mounted in the rotating system. Since the hub-restraint moment
is transferred directly from the rotor yoke ro the transmission
case as a couple, the universal joint and mast bearings do not
have to carry any additional loads from the hub springs. A
torque tube and linkage, attached to the swashplate support,
prevent rotation of the hub-spring bearing housing.

6. CONVERSION SYSTEM

The conversion unit consists of a hydraulic motcr, a nonrevers-
ing worm gear and wheel, and a telescoping jack screw. A con-
version unit is provided for each pylon. These units are inter-
connected to provide fail-safe operation. The interconnect
shaft transmits no torque unless one of the conversion units
fails. In the event of failure of one unit, the other unit
would perform the conversion of both pylons. The conversion
units are mounted on the outboard end of each wing at the lead-
ing edge. The jack screw is attached to a pivoting yoke on the
transmission top case. Loads are thus reacted between the
transmission top case and the wing outboard rib, with the con-
version axis at the center of the spindle in the wing aft sec-
tion.
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SECTION III. STRUCTURES

A. CRITERIA

Because the D266 is. essentially, both a fixed-wing aircraft
and a helicopter, it does not completely conform to any of the
types of aircraft defined in present structural. specifications.
Therefore, some improvisation is required to develop basic
design criteria.

The basic guideline for the structural design criteria comes
from the Statement of Work in Contract DA44-177-AMC-373(T) and
applicable military specifications. In the helicopter configu-
ration, the structural loads are in accordance with
MlL-S-8698(ASG); in the fixed-wing flight mode, the design
loads are in accordance with MIL-S-8861(ASG), MIL-A-8865(ASG),
and MIL-A-8870(ASG). Maiteuver load factors are specified for
both configurations.

In the helicopter configuration, the design load factors and
cargo loading conform to those specified for a Class II
helicopter in MIL-S-8698(ASG). Therefore, the conditions
specified for this class are used throughout in the helicopter

* configuration.

The fixed-wing configuration of the D266 does not correspond
exactly with any of the types referred to in MIL-S-8861(ASG).
The nearest type, both in load factor and in eventual mission,

* is the utility airplane. The utility airplane has a specified
maneuver load factor of +4.0 and -2.0, as compared with +4.5
and -1.0 for the D266. Except for maneuver load factor; the
design conditions are those specified for the utility airplane.

This aircraft is exposed to two classes of fatigue environment:
that of the rotating components which are peculiar to heli-
copter configuration, and that that is not induced by the
rotor system. For the former types of fatigue, emphasis is
placed on Bell's experience in the design of rotors and com-
ponents affected by rotor-induced loads. These loadings are
computed using aeroelastic rotor theory. Specific design
techniques, using these computed loads, are specified in the
section of this report that deals with fatigue. For the struc-
turc that is unaffected by rotor cyclic loads, MIL-A-8866(ASG)
is used as a guide. The spectra used are those associated with
a utility airplane, and the design objective is to obtain the
fatigue life specified by MIL-A-8866(ASG).
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1. BASIC DESIGN PARAMETERS

a. Helicopter Flight Configuration
Mast Angle 0-15 degrees
Conversion Axis Fuselage Station 320
Most Forward cg Station 309.5 at

W.L. 125
Most Aft cg Station 327.5 at

W.L. 125
Design Gross Weight 23,000 pounds
Design Load Factor n +3.0, -0.50 limit
Alternate Gross Weight 30,800 pounds
Alternate Grosp Weight Load Factor nz +2.0 limit
Maximum Sidewaid and Rearward Velocity 35 knots
Maximum Autorotative Landing Speed 80 knots

Design Sink Speed 8 fps
Sink Speed for Reserve Energy 9.8 fps
Alternate Gross Weight Sink Speed 6.0 fps
Alternate Gross Weight Sink Speed

for Reserve Energy 7.35 fps
Design Engine Shaft Horsepower 3435
Rotor Speed 372 to 409 rpm
Transmission Ratio 40.6:1
Yield Factor of Safety 1.0
Ultimate Factor of Safety 1.5
Rotor Speed Limit Factor 1.1

b. Conversion Flight Configuration

Mast Angle 15-90 degrees
Center-of-Gravity Travel During

Conversion 10.5 inches
Design Gross Weight 23,000 pounds
Design Load Factor nz +3.0, -0.50 limit

c. Fixed-Wing Flight Configuration

Mast Angle 90 degrees
Most Forward cg Station 296 at

W.L. 114.5

Most Aft cg Station 317 at
W.L. 114.5

Design Gross Weight 23,000 poutnds
Des ign Load Fa-tor n. +4.5, -1.0 limit
Minimum Flying Wei-hE 1,710 pounds
nz at Minimum Flying Weight +4.50, -1.0 li!,Iit
Maximum STOL Gross Weight 41,500 piunds
nz at Maximum STOL Gross Weigh't 2.5() limit
Maximum Gust Load Factor (n )

at Design Gross Weight Z -3.10, -].10 limit
at Minimum Flying Weight +3.82, -1 .82 limit
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Sat Maximum nz -1.50 radinns/secon•2

6 at 1/2 Maximum n. +3.0 radians/second
Rotor Speed 198 rpm (minimum)

297 rpm (maximum)
Design Engine Torque 1350 foot-pounds

Torque Factor: Transient Factor = 1.50; torque from two engines
to be divided 55 percent-45 percent; therefore,
total rotor torque factor = 1.5 x 1.1 = 1.65
times that of one engine. This is to be
carried through spindle bearings. For carry-
through structure, torque factor = 1.10.

2. STRUCTURAL DESIGN SPEEDS

The true speeds used for the structural design of the aircraft
are defined below. The nomenclature corresponds to MIL-S-8698
(ASG) and MIL-A-8860(ASG).

a. Helicopter and Conversion Flight

In lieu of specifying a single speed for VH and V these
speeds are defined as a function of mast angle. To
maximum speeds are shown to establish the conversion corridor
in Figure 36. The lower of these two speeds is the speed at
which the rotor is designed for infinite life and is defined
as VH. The higher speed is for noncontinuous operation where
the rotor is designed for 106 cycles of life and is defined asVL.

b. Fixed-Wing Flight

The following speeds apply when the aircraft is in the fixed-
wing flight configuration with the masts fully converted to
90 degrees.

VH = High Speed 350 knots
VL = Limit Speed 437 knots
VG = Maximum Speed for a 66-fps Oust 196 knots at Design

Gross Weight
148 knots at Minimum
Flying Weight

VF = Maximum Allowable Speed With
Flaps Down 100 knots for 600

Flap Setting
190 knots for 30
Flap Setting

3. V-n DIAGRAM

V-n diagrams are drawn for the' design gross weight and minimum
flying weight in Figures 37 and 38. The curves are drawn as
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specified in Figure 2 of MIL-S-8861(ASC ). A value of 1.05 was
used for CN for computing the 1ow-velocity portion of the

NAmax
diagram. The gust load factors are drawn on the diagrams and
where applicable, form part of the envelope of load factor.

The V-n diagram to be demonstrated in flight during the follow-
on development program is defined and d scussed in the Test
Plan Report, Reference 2.

14. GUST LOAD FACTORS

Rigid-body gust load factors are computed for a sharp-edged
gust with the gust velocities, alleviation factors, and speeds
specified in MIL-S-8861(ASG), paragraphs 3.5, 3.5.1, and 3.5.2.
Load factors are computed for both design gross weight and
minimum flying weight. These curves are drawn directly on the
V-n diagrams of Figures 37 and 38.

5. MAJOR DESIGN CONDITIONS

Some of the major structural design conditions are summarized
in Tables XV through XX and the accompanying discussion. These
conditions are not be be construed as being the only structural
requirements for the aircraft, but rather the ones that are
generally critical. All applicable specification requirements
will be met unless specific deviations are requested during
contract negotistions.

TABLE XV

DESIGN CONDITIONS FOR HELICOPTER FLIGHT

Condition Weight Limit Load Rotor Speed Airspeed
W Factor n V
(lb) z (rpm) (kt)

I Maximum Speed 23,000 1.0 372 - 450 125

II Symmetrical Dive
and Pullout* 23,000 3.0 372 - 450 150

III Pushover in
Forward Flight 23,000 -0.50 372 - 450 125

TV Vertical Takeoff 23,000 '.0 .372 - 450 0
30,000 2.0 372 - 450 0

V Rolling
Pullout** 23,000 2.4 & 0 372 - 450 125

VI Yawing*** 23,000 1.0 372 - 450 125
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TABLE XV - Continued

*Pitching accelerations developed by linear control. dis-
placement in 0.30 second to position that results in
3.0g, and return to neutral in 0.30 second.

**Maximum roll rate with full lateral displacement in 0.30
sec ond.

**Displace controls to maximum attainable sideslip angle,
not to exceed 15 degrees; return to neutr~'al.

TABLE XVI

ma

DESIGN CONDITIONS FOR FIXEJY-WING
SYMMETRICAL FLIGHT

Condition Weight Limit Airspeed Pitching Unit
W Load V Angular Pitching

Factor Velocity Acceleration

(ib) z(kt) (red/eec) (red/sec 2

VII Positive 23,000 4.50 211 1.5 0
Balanced to
Maneuver 437 0.197 0

III Negative 23,000 -1.0 160 0.121 0
Balanced to
Maneuver 360 0.055 0

IX Positive 23,000 14.50 211 1.5 -3.0
Symmetrical to 145
Maneuver 350 V fps
With Pitch

23,000 4.50 350 145 -1.5

to V fps

*23,000 2.25 211 217 +.
to fp
350

*23,000 2.25 350 211*.50
to Vfp
"437
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TABLE XVI - Continued

Condition Weight Limit A:rspeed Pitching Unit
W Load V Angular Pitching

Factor Velocity Acceleration
n ) (1) 2

(Ib) z (kt) (rad/sec) (rad/sec)

X Negative 23,000 -1.0 160 32.2 +3.0
Symmetrical to V
Maneuver 360 fps
With Pitch

-0.5 160 48.3 -3.0
to Vfps
360

XI Maneuvers With
Specified As specified in MIL-S-8861(ASG)
Control Dis- paragraph 3.2.2.2.

__ eement

XII Rolling Pullout W = 23,00 pounds, V = 437 knots
Directional controls in either of two
conditions:
(i) Fixed for trim with zero rudder.
(2) Displaced as ieczssary to cn.intain

7.pro stid-O 1ip. Displace stick as
far as possible with a pilot force
of 60 pounds in not more than 0.10
second. Hold until either a 77-
degree bank or a roll rate of 270
degrees per second is obtained.
Return stick to neutrel in no
greater than 0.10 second.

III Vertical Gust W = 16,700 pounds to 23,000 pounds.
nz per the V-n diagram.
(1) Maximum Positive = 3.82 at 16,710

pounds.

(2) Maximum Negative = -1.82 at
16,710 pounds.
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TA BLE XA'VAII.

DESIGN CONDITIONS FOR LANDING

Condition Weight Sink Rotor Forward
W Speed Lift Velocity

V
(ib) (fps) (ib) (kt)

XIV Level Landing, (1) 23,000 8.0 15,330 80
Three Point 30,80r)? 6.0 20,530 80

XV Level Landing, (2) 23,000 8.0 15,330 80
Two Point 30,800 6.0 20,530 80

XVI Main Gear(3) 23,000 8.0 0 0
Obstruction 30,800 6,0 0 0

XVII Auxiliary Gear(4) 23,000 8.0 0 0
Obstruction 30,800 6.0 0 0

(1) The main and nose gears shall contact the ground simulta
neously.

(2) The main wheels shall contact the ground with the nose
wheel just clear of the ground.

(3) The main landing gear shall contact the ground with the
auxiliary gear just clear of the ground. A load equal
to one-half the maximum vertical reaction (but not
greater than W) shall be applied fore and aft and
laterally (but not simultaneously) in combination with
the maximum vertical reactinr.

(4) The auxiliary gear shall contact the ground simulta-
neously ,with the main gear. A load equal to seven-
tenths of the maximum vertical reaction at the
auxiliary gear (but not greater than W) shall be
applied fore and aft and laterally (but not simulta-
neously) in combination with the maximum vertical re-
action.

Reserve Energy Requirement - Failure of the structure shall not
occur from the sink speeds specified herein times the square
root of 1.50.

Spin-Up Requirements - A drag component equal to the force
required to accelerate the wheel assembly up to speed during
landing impact shall be combined with the vertical ground
reaction existing at the time of the spin-up load. A coef-
ficient of friction between the tire and the ground of 0.55
shall be used. The forward velocity at the time of impoct
shall correspond to the maximum forward velocity during en
autorotative descent.
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TABLE XVIT Continued

Dynamic Spring-Back - The loads shall simulate the forward-
acting dynamic response of the landing gear during the initial
impact.

Maximum Vertical Reaction - The maximum vertical ground re-
action shall be combined with a drag load equal to one-quarte
of the maximum vertical ground reaction.

TABLE XVIII

DESIGN CONDITTONS FOR TAXIING

Condition Specification

XVIII Braked Roll,
Two Point W = 23,000 pounds, nz = 1.2 limit.

The aircraft shall be in the three-
point attitude with the auxiliary gear
just clear of the ground. A drag
reaction on each wheel in contact
with the ground equipped with brakes,
equal to 0.8 of the vertical re-
action, shall be combined with the
vertical reaction. The pitching
moment shall be reacted by rotationa
inertia.

XIX Braked Roll, W = 23,000 pounds, nz = 1.2 limit.
Three Point Same as Condition XVIII except the

aircraft is in three-point attitude
with all vheels in contact with the
ground.

XX Unsymmtr'-Al W = 23,000 poird., nz 2.0 limit.
Braking The aircraft shall be ts the three-

point attitude with one main gear
braked and developing a drag load at
the ground equal to 0.8 of the verti
cal reaction of that gear. The
aircraft shall be placed in equilib-
rium as outlined in Paragraph 3.213
of Reference 3.

XXI Reverse Braking W = 23,000 pounds, nz = 1.0 limit.
Same as Condition XIX except drag
reaction is acting forward.
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F TABLE XVIII - Continued

Condition Specification

XXII Turning W =23,000 pounds, nz = 1.0 limit.
The aircraft in the static position
shall execute steady turns by means of
differential thrust. The gear loads
shall be computed per Paragraphs 3.3
and 7.4 of Reference 3.

XXIII Taxiing W = 23,000 pounds, n. 2.0 limit.
The aircraft shall be in the three-
point attitude. No side or drag loads
are to be considereA.d

TABLE XIX

DESIGN CONDITIONS FOR GROUND HANDLING

Condition Specification

XXIV Towing W = 23,000 pounds, nz = 1.0 limit.
The aircraft shall be in the three-
point attitude. The followinq load
shall be applied at the tow fitting
and shall act parallel to the ground
and shall be reacted per Reference 3.

The nose-gear tow load shall be 6900
pounds and shall be applied as
specified in Paragraph 4.5 of Reference
3.

XXV Jacking W =23,000 pounds, nz -2.0 limit.
n ! 1.5 limit, n = ±0.5 limit.
Tge above loads shalY be considered in
all combinations which include the
vertical component. The horizontal
loads of the jack points shall be
assumed to be reacted in inertia forces
in such a manner as to cause no change
in vertical loads at the jack points.

XXVI Hoisting W-23,000 pounds, nz 2.0 limit.

Loads to be applied at specified
helicopter hoist points.
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TABLE XIX - Continued

Condition Specification

XXVII Mooring With the aircraft secured in the static
attitude, and with the control sur-
faces locked, the airplane shall be
subjected to a 65-knot wind from any
horizontal direction.

TABLE XX

CRASH LOAD FACTORS (ULTIMATE - ACTING SEPA1RATELY)

Item Load Factor

XXVIII Seat Installation, n = ±20.0
Pilot's and Crew nz = 20.0 forward

n = ±10.0

XXIX Cargo, Engine, Rotors, Fuel nz = ±10.0
Tanks, and Other Items, the nx 20.0 forward
Failure of Which Would ny ±10.0
Result in Injury to Per-
sonnel

The limit pressure for personnel floor shall be 338 psf. The
limit pressure for cargo floor shall be 787 psf.

Seventy-five percent of the loads of tvo pilots shall be
applied to the controls where critical. The boost loads shall
be considered operative and also inoperative. The loads shall
be as specified in Reference 4.

The following are the design criteria for the power train and
its associated components:

- The maximum continuous input torque ratIng of each
engine gearbox shall be 1350 foot-pounds.

- The maximum continuous torque rating of the drive
system outboard of the engine gearboxes shall be based
on 55 percent of the continuous engine output torque
rating of both engines.
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- The interconnect drive shaft between the engine gearboxes
shall be designed to a maximum continuous torque rating
based on 55 percent of one engine's output torque rating.
Its critical speed shall exceed maximum operating speed
by at least 15 percent.

The limit torque shall be 1.5 times the maximum continu-
ous torque rating.

The overall reduction as established by gearing arrange-
ment is 40.6 to 1.

The gear-tooth bending stress, subsurface shear, and K-
factors shall be calculated based on the maximum continu-
ous torque with resultant infinite life at this condi-
tion.

Gear-tooth Hertz stresses, Block scoring indices, etc.,
shall have satisfactory values at limit torque.

Bearings shall be designed to have a component life of
1000 hours at 75-percent maximum continuous torque and
at an engine output speed of 12,100 rpm.

The following table presents the maximum continuous and limit

torque design values.

TABLE XXI

ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION DESIGN SPEEDS AND TORQUES

Maximum
Cont Limit

Component Speed Design Torque Torque
(rpm) (hp) (ft-lbs) (ft-lbs)

Engine Output 16,600 3,435 1,090 1,635
12,100 3,110 1,350 2,025

Outboard .9,284 3,750 2,128 3,192
Interconnect Drive 6,768 3,394 2,635 3,953

Inboard 9,284 1,875 1,064 1,596
Interconnect 6,768 1,697 1,317 1,975

Transmission 409 3,684 47,478 71,217
Output 297 3,335 58,805 88,208
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6. FATIGUE REUIREMENTS

a. Airframe and Landing Gear (Nonoscillatory Structure)

The design objective for the airframe and landing gear shall be
a service life of 7500 flight hours and 10,000 landings. The
flight maneuver spectrum shall be in accordance with Spectrum
C of Reference 5. The distribution of sink speeds shall be in
accordance with Table IV of MIL-A-8866(ASG), except that the
maximum sink speed shall be 8.0 feet per second. A spectrum of
takeoff rotor loaids will be developed to supplement the wing
loads.

b. Dynamic Components

The design objective for the life of dynamic components shall
be 2500 hours. The oscillatory loads shall be those determined
both for helicopter and for fixed-wing modes of flight.

B. STRUCTURAL DESIGN LOADS

1. FUSELAGE LOADS

Ultimate loads are shown for three critical flight and two
critical landing conditions. These loads were calculated by
using unit loadings and balance loads and by multiplying by the
appropriate factor.

The following ultimate shears and bending moment curves are
shown in Figures39 and 40.

- Maximum Maneuver Load Factor at VL = 437 knots

- nz = 3.375g, 6= 4.5 radians/second 2 , V = 350 knots

- Gust on Vertical Tail

- Reserve-Energy Two-Wheel-Landing Spin-Up

- 3.Og Taxiing

Ultimate fuselage torsion curve for vertical tail gust is shown
in Figure 41.

2. WING LOADS

Ultimate loads are shown for the following critical conditions:

3.Og (limit) jump takeofg

4.5g (limit) positive balanced maneuver at 211 knots
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4.5g (limit) positive balanced maneuver at 437 knots

-O.3g (limit) negative gust at 437 knots.

The loads,which are shown in Figures 42 through 4 4 , include
Inertia, air loads, and rotor torque. These values are the
rpsults of resolving the moment and torsion into a plane
perpendicular and parallel to the clastio axis of the wing.

-4. WING ,•YLLON INi P.,;iTION LOA-,S

Actuator and conversion shaft loads for the critical condition
are shown in Table XXII. Notation and geometry used are shown
in Figure 45. These loads differ somewhat from those shown in
Table XXIV since they do not indluce the 1.65 engine torque
factor, which need not be carried beyond the spindle bearings.

4. MAIN-GEAR and NOSE-GEAR LOADS

The main-gear and nose-gear ultimate icJds are summarized in
Table XXIII. The location of loads is shown in Figure 46.

5. ROTOR LOADS

a. Discussion of Types and Sources of Loads

The rotor and mast are subjected to both static and oscillatory
loads and need to be designed for both types. The static loads
are those associated with helicopter maneuvers, thrust, and
torque. These loads are high in magnitude but occur relatively
infrequently during the life of the aircraft. The stresses
induced by these loads should be within the limit structural
strength of the components. The oscillatory loads are those
Induced one or more times per rotor revolution and are caused
by the cyclic loads on the blades as theý traverse their
azimuth during helicopter flight. These Latter loads, while
relatively low in magnitude, have a very high frequency of
occurrence, and it is generally necessary to assure that they
do not produce stresses in excess of the endurance limit of the
structural components. A more detailed discussion of design
procedures for oscillatory loads is given in the fatigue section
of this report. Bell Helicopter's IBM computer programs were
used to generate both static and oscillatory blade and mast
loads.

b. Static Blade Loads

The critical loads occur during a 372-rpm, 3g helicopter maneu-
ver. The limit static beamwise and chordwise bending moment
distributions on the blade for this condition are shown in
Figure 47. The limit centrifugal force distribution is shown
in Figure 48, The loads shown in both figures were computed
using BHC Program C02.
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TABLE XXIII

ULTIMATE MAIN-GEAR AND NOS;-G;EAR REACTIONS

Nose Getir Main Gear

Condition 1V P P PV d s v S

Reserve- Energy 9000 2L200
Landing, Three Point

Maximum Vertical 9000 2250'A 23800 59i501
Reac t ion

Reserve-Energy 23800
Landing, Two Puint

Braked Roll, 20700 16560
Two Point

Braked Roll, 16300 13800 11040
Three Point

Unsymmetrical 10600 ±3320 13150 10520 ±1830
Braking

Reverse Braking 17250 -13800

Taxiing 13200 20675

Turning 6540 3270 25815 -12907

Spin-Up 9000 6930* 21650 16700*

Spring Back 9000 -6190* 23800 -14900*

Main-Gear 23800 ±11900* ±11900*
Obstruction

Nose-Gear 9000 ±6300* ±6300A
Obstruction

*Defines loads applied at axle.
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c. Fatigue Blade Loads

The loads used for fatigue analysis are the highest loads that
exist continuously at VH. Figure 49 shows the oscillatory beam-
wise and chordwise bending moment distributions on the blade
for various mast angles at 150 knots. Similar curves were
developed for a series of speeds in order to establish the
curves of Figure 36. A description of the analytical methods
used to determine these moments Is given in Paragraph E,
Dynamic Analysis.

6. TRANMISSION CASE AND SPINDLE LOADS

The ultimate loads shown in Figures 50 and 51 are used for the
design of the conversion actuator, spindle, spindle bearings,
and transmission case. The rotor mast torque and drive-shaft
torque are obtained from the design criteria. The hub restraint
is specified as 1500 foot-pounds per degree, the thrust is
estimated as 2500 pounds nominal, and the pylon weight is 2429
pounds per side.

The resultant loads at the conversion actuator attachment point
and at the spindle bearings for four conditions are summarized
in Table XXIV. The loads resulting from flapping are caused by
thrust vector tilt ayid by hub restraint in the longitudinal
direction only. The flapping stops are contacted at 8 degrees
of flapping.

TABLE XXIV

ULTIMATE CONVERSION ACTUATOR AND SUPPORT LOADS

Condition Fixed-Wing Helicopter Helicopter Helicopter
(8°-Long. (No Flap- (8 0 -Long. (80-Lat

Load Flapping) ping) Flapping) Flapping)

POX 34,100 -3,120 29,800 -5,210

Paz 25,700 -1,520 14,500 -2,540

P 42,600 -3,470 33,200 -5,790

Pi I -1,200 65,400 69,500 65,400

Piz 54,800 27,100 28,400 48,600

P 54,800 70,900 74,500 83,400

POX 29,100 68,600 46,900 70,300

P 64,100 69,500 54,600 92,600

P 70,500 97,800 72,700 116,200
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C. FATIGUE CONSIDERATIONS

1. DISCUSSION OF PROBLEM

a. Helicopter Component Loading

Rotary-wing aircraft present problems in fatigue on a much
larger scale than do fixed-wing aircraft. This is primarily
because of the great number of components that are subject to
oscillatory loads and because of the cyclic frequency of these
oscillatory loadings. For an aircraft of the D266 type, which
is both fixed and rotary wing, special conditions are encoun-
tered which encompass the aspects of fatigue of both types of
aircraft.

Bell's experience in the design and testing of helicopters has
shown that the loads resulting from high-speed level flight are
usually the most significant ones affecting the fatigue life
for the rotors, pylons, and some portions of the control sys-
tem. Unlike fixed-wing aircraft, these loads are produced at
a constant one-g flight and are essentially a function of
forward velocity, being caused by the variation of dynamic
pressure and cyclic change in angle of attack of the blades as
they sweep the azimuth of rotation. Although the actual magni-
tudes of these loads are relatively low, the large number of
cycles to which the components are subjected makes this condi-
tion critical from a fatigue standpoint. Calculations show
that these oscillatory loads persist, although they decrease
in magnitude, throughout the conversion process until the air-
craft is supported by lift of the wings.

The various maneuver and gust conditions in helicopter mode
will produce higher loads than the cne-g high-speed condition,
but these are transient in nature and result in the accumula-
tion of relatively few cycles of high loads during the life of
the aircraft.

Design loads for numerous conditions of helicopter flight and
transition were derived for this aircraft's main rotors and

* controls by means of computer programs set up for this purpose.
These calculated design loads are then used in accordance with
the design criteria.

b. Airframe Loadings

This aircraft, being both rotary and fixed wing, is subject to
fat 4 gue loadings peculiar to both types of craft, in addition
to loads that occur during conversion from one configuration to
the other.
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In helicopter configuration, the airframe experiences loads
resulting from takeoffs and landings of varying degrees of
severity in addition to the usual type of helicopter maneuvers.
It should be noted that, because all of the takeoff lift is
concentrated at the wingtip, changes in takeoff power directly
affect the state of bending stress within the wing. Also, the
presence of the large concentrated tip masses will produce
dynamic responsp stresses in the wing due to hard landings.

In fixed-wing configuration, the wing is subjected to the
familiar types of loadings common to conventional aircraft.
The only difference lies in the fact that rotor torque produces
locally high stresses at the tip, and this torque has to be
carried through the wing. Variations in power settings, there-
fore, produce cycles- of stress variation in the wing.

During conversion, the aircraft experiences a combination of
loads peculiar to the two configurations. It is worthy of note
that the rotor torque produces changes in state of stress in
that it produces chordwise bending in helicopter mode and beam
bending in fixed-wing mode, with a combination of both during
conversion.

2. DESIGN CRITERIA

a. Rotating System Components

(1) General

A fatigue life of 2500 flight hours is the design objective for
all rotating system components and for ;il1 components of the
control system subject to rotor feedback loads.

Bell Helicopter Company's experience, both analytical and
practical, has shown that, in the design of components in the
rotating system, if the oscillatory stresses associated with
high-speed level flight are approximately the same magnitude as
the endurance limit for an aluminum structure, a satisfactory
fatigue life will be obtained. If the flight loads for this
condition are higher than the endurance limit. ý fati-'P life
will be too low; conversely, if these flight Ja arp
helow the endurance, the result will be an - r i
penalty. In the case of steel or titanium SL 'Uýý ', 11 _Alar
criterion exists, except that the endurance limit must be
about 1.4 times the oscillatory loads corresponding to the high-
speed level-flight condition in order to obtain a satisfactory
fatigue life. This factor is due to the difference in charac-
teristic shape of the S-N curve for these materials.

Based on experience from helicopter rotor life deteiiiination,
the approach of using the level-flight maximum-speed condition
as a criterion for satisfactory dynamic component life in used
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for the D266. The highest oscillatory loads associated with
maximum level-flight conditions, whether in helicopter or
fixed-wing configuration, are therefore utilized as fatigue
design loads for the preliminary design of the rotating system
components.

(2) Design Fatigue Allowable Stresses for Rotating Components

Once the design fatigue loading condition is established, the
component parts are analyzed and the oscillatory stresses are
compared with the estimated endurance limits of the parts. The
estimated endurance limits or design fatigue allowable stresses
are obtained in most cases from previous fatigue tests of
geometrically similar structures. Allowable stresses are based
on a compilation of fatigue test data on many actual full-scale
structures. Most of these data have been accumulated in Bell
Helicopter Company's testing laboratories during fatigue test
programs on helicopters and VTOL aircraft.

An allowable oscillatory stress for the rotor blade was derived
from the test data which is representative of the fatigue
strength of the inboard high mean stress regions of rotor
blades. For the outboard blade skin region, the allowable
oscillatory stress was increased in accordance with the de-
crease in centrifugal force. A modified Goodman diagram is
used to express the mean-oscillatory relationship.

b. Basic Airframe

(1) General

The design of the basic airframe is in general accordance with
the strength requirements of MIL-A-8866(ASG) for a utility-type
aircraft. Therefore, in accordance with that document, a
fatigue life of 7500 flying hours and 10,000 landings is the
design objective for the airframe. Analysis has determined that
the wing is the most critically loaded component of the air-
frame. In order to satisfy the life requirement, the wing is
designed so that the fatigue life calculated by the Cumulative
Damage Method, employed in conjunction with an S-N curve which
is representative of the minimum strength of the structure, and
a stress frequency of occurrence spectrum representative of the
lifetime of the airframe, is 7500 hours or greater.

(2) Design Fatigue Allowable Stress for Wing

Since design considerations required that the wing have splice
joints, the repeated stresses associated with the riveted skin
joints are of primary concern in evaluating its fatigue
strength. Fatigue data come from test results accumulated by
Alcoa Research Laboratories from tests of similar riveted
joints of the same material (7178-T6 aluminum alloy). Since
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the Alcoa test specimens were dimensionally similar to the
D266 wing joint, the test results are considered applicable,
and the S-N curve developed from the tests was used in the
fatigue analysis.

D. VERIFICATION OF MAJOR STRUCTURE

1. WING

a. Static Analysis

Bending stresses in the wing are computed by means of a normal
beam type of stress distribution with the sandwich skin and
rear spar caps carrying all of the bending moment. Wing sec-
tion properties were derived as a function-of total upper sur-
face skin thickness. Using the critical spanwise bending
moments and an allowable stress of 60,000 psi, skin thick-
nesses were calculated at several points on the wing between
B.L. 42 and 239. The resulting plot of skin thickness versus
B.L. is shown in Figure 52. The skin thickness was held
constant from B.L. 239 to the outboard rib due to the high
shear stresses in this area. It is felt that combined stresses
can be significant; therefore, larger-than-normal axial
margins of safety are held in this region. Peak compression
stresses at the outer fiber are shown in Figure 53 for the
critical conditions of Figure 43. Allowable compression
stresses are shown in the same figure.

The outboard area of B.L. 239 to the end rib is a redistri-
bution area for the conversion actuator loads. Bending stresses
in this area are of necessity kept lower due to the interaction
with the high shear stre ýes in this redistribution area.

The method employed in deriving the allowable stresses for the
sandwich panels is a generalized solution of the methods out-
lined in MIL-HDBK-23.

The front and rear spar shear flows for the critical conditions
and allowable shear flows are shown in Figures 54 and 55. Spar
shears are calculated using the vertical shear and torsion shown
in Figures 43 and 44. The shear flows are based on a conven-
tional two-spar single-cell analysis.

b. Fatigue Analysis

The wing is designed for a maximum takeoff load factor of 3.0g.
It is estimated that during its operatiorn the aircraft would
not exceed a load factor of 1.3g on normal takeoff or 1.58g
during a maximum-performance takeoff; it Is also estimated
that during a jump takeoff, the load factor would not exceed
2.04g.
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Three major splices are made in the wing axial load carrying
structure. These splices are located at Wing Stations L2,
65.5, and 195. Stresses were calculated for three maneuver
conditions, as shown in Table XXV, for the critical splice at
Wing Station 42.

2. ROTOR BLADE

The spanwise distributions of EI about both the beam and the
chord axes are shown in Figure 57.

The blade is subjected to both static and fatigue loadings.
Static loads occur relatively few times during the life of the
aircraft and are the highest loads the blade is expected to
receive. These loads include beam bending, chord bending, and
centrifugal force. Fatigue loads occur continuously during
normal operation of the aircraft. A fatigue load consists of
a steady or mean component plus an oscillatory component. The
mean stress has little effect on the life of the blade compared
to the oscillatory stress, but it cannot be nPglected. It is
used to determine the allowable oscillatory stress by means of
a modified Goodman diagram as shown in Figure 58.

For static analysis, two conditions are investigated. These
conditions are:

- Maximum torque, with all torque applied to 2 of the 3
blades in conformance with paragraph 3.3.1 of Reference
4. This condition produces maximum chordwise stresses.

3g helicopter maneuver at 372 rpm. This condition pro-
duces the highest beamwise stresses.

The condition that gives the critical stresses for the blade
is the 3g maneuver condition. Detailed analysis shows that the
minimum margin of safety occurs at 50-percent span. The analy-
sis of this section of the blade is typical of that used to
design the entire blade. The cross section at 50-percent span
is shown in Figure 56.

Z = 6.16 IN. A = 6.03 IN 2
I = 171.0 IN." IB = 11.1 IN. ___"_

Figure 56. Cross Section of Rotor Blade at 50-Percent Span.
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MB = 1.5 x 120,000 = 180,000 inch-pounds ultimate
(Reference Figure 47)

C.F. = 1.5 x 50,000 = 75,000 pounds ultimate
(Reference Figure 48)

fB = 29,400 psi ultimate

ft = 12,400 psi ultimate

ftotal = 41,800 psi

The material is 2024-T4 aluminum alloy.

F = 60,000 psi
tu

M.S. = +0.44

Figure 36 shows the flight corridor for the aircraft during
conversion. The blade's applied and allowable oscillatory
beam-bending moment distributions, for a typical point on the
boundary of the corridor, are shown in Figure 59. This point is
at 150-knot airspeed and 30-degree mast angle. A typical
calcu'lation for the allowable oscillatory beam-bending moment
at 50-percent radius is shown below. The mean load distribu-
tions associated with the oscillatory load distribution at
150 knots, 408 rpm, and 30-degree mast angle are shown
in Figure 60 at 50-percent radius:

MBS = 20,000 inch-pounds

C.F. = 60,000 pounds

fBS = 3200 psi

f = 9700 psi

" total = 12,900 psi

The endurance limit at 50-percent radius for a steady stress
of 12,900 psi is found from Figure 58 to be FzB = 4700 psi.

The ollowable moment is FzB = 29,000 inch-pounds.

The applied moment is M = 28,000 inch-pounds.

It might be noted that there Is a very small effect due to
chordwlse oscillatory moments. These are sufficiently small
to be neglected, an the order of magnitude of chord moment is
slightly above the beam moment, but the I is an order of magni-
tude higher.
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The blade grip Is critrial at Station 31".75 (13.75-perentt
rodi i us). Thi section modulus of the grip for chord bending is
1 S. 7 cubie inche slad for beam hending is 31.M cubic inches.
T'herefore, the cr • t-iral condition orck rn when the o0l ectivt
pitch in suel that all bending at this station is in the chord-
wise direction. Detailed stress analysis of the blade grip
showed adequate static and fatigue strength.

E,. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

1. AIRFRAME STRUIC'UIIRAL DYNAMICS

During the 1)2(,6 design studyt the airframe dynamic response has
received considerable attentlon because of the necessity to
avoid resonance with r'otor-•enerated harmonic forces and be-
cause of the influence of wing.,pylon dynamics on rotor stabil-
Ity (Ref'erence 7). The airframe transient response has also
been investigated.

In helicopter mode and during conversion to fixed-wing mode,
normiAl helicopter rotor-generated oscillatory forces caused by
the asymmetric airflow through the rotor will be experienced.
One of the primary reasons for the choice of a three-bladed,
rather than a two-bladed, rotor was the lower vibration level of
the three-bladed rotor. Three per rev will be the principal
harmonic vibratory force in the fixed system. One-per-rev and
six-per-rev forces will be smal 1. In fixed-wing mode, the air-
flow through the rotor will be axial, and rotor-generated vi-
bratory forces reaching the airframe will be very simall. Con-
sequently, cabin vibration levels will be quite l'.t,.

a. Airframe Natural Frequencies

The airframe dynamic response and the natural frequencies were
calculated using IFIC computer Program A75D, which is a state
vector, transfer-matrix approach to Lalculating the coupled,
damped, forced response of the airframe. Shear deformation and
rotary inertia are included in the vibration analysis. Program
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t Ion, however, t hr prImarv wi ng•-t otnaega',r modes are Hlear
of on.-per- rev aid t hr'Ce-pel'-rev rotor harmonIcs , hoth 1n
atradv he Picopt er li{ fht anld in fixed-win tli flht . Ourling t he
ciange from thte hel fcopt er-mode tlt or- apred ratnge to thie. I i xeOd
wing -mode rot or-speed range, several resonanres will he passed
through however, the ampl I tode ho I t up w it lie amal I lecause'
of thie s peed of t ratio it [He airframe nat ural frequcoc les for
helicopter and tixed-wing modem are plotted in lFigiures (il
and t62.

The natural frequencien of tVhe t ixedwIng cotifigtiret ion are
calculated with the pylons in the fully converted (L0-degree)
ponition, and the helicopter natural freqtuencies are calculated
with the pylons vertical to degree ). During conversion, the
wing-pylon coupled natural frequencies will change slightly
because of t:he change in coupling between wing-beam and wing-
chord hendinA. Also, the pylon 'tch isol.ation mount spring
rate Increases and then decreases during conversion.

b, Crew Compartment Vih'ration Levels

The cahin vibration levels caused hy rotor-generated harmonic
forces will. be very low through~out the 1P266 flight regime. In
helicopter mode, the principal vibratory force reaching the
airframe will be three per rev (20.5 cps at 4O0 rpm). The
normalized response at the crew station to vertical oscillatory
forces at the rotor huh is plotted in Figure 63. The cockpit-
obtained three-per-rev vlhratlon level, shown in Figure 64,
was from calculated three-per-rev rotor vertical huh shears.
The shaded area in Figure 64 indicates the range of' must
angles availahle in helicopter mode (see Figiaure 36).

c. Airframe Transient Response

(1) Dynamic Landing Loods

Dynamic landing loads were analyzed to determine the wing bend-
Ing moments during a hard landing. The results showed that the
loads during a design-sink-speed landing (8.0 fps) are not
critical.
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(2) (;ust Response

An analysis was made to determine the effect of the wing flex-
ibility on the loads developed during flight in turbulent air.
This analysis indicates that the loads with wing flexibility
are 15 to 20 percent greater than those calculated for a rigid
body. The response of the D266 to a 66-fps sharp-edged gust
is shown in Figure 65. The 196-knot point was chosen because
the maximum design gust velocity occurs at that speed (see V-n
diagram, Figure 37). Note that the 2.9g load factor calculated
in Program C81 agrees well with the V-n load factor. The maxi-
mum wing bending moment at butt line 42,0 is about 20 percent
of the design bending moment.

The response of the D266 for an encounter with a 50-fps sine-
square-shaped horizontal gust was also determined using
Program C81. In order to show the effectiveness of the rotor
pitch governor under severe conditions, the gust response was
determined with the governor both "on" and "off". Timc
histories of rotor thrust and rpm and the longitudinal and
pitching accelerations at the cg are shown in Figure 66. The
rotor collective governor is effective in minimizing the effect
of the gust. The change in longitudinal acceleration is re-
duced by 50 percent, from 0.4g to 0.2g, and the pitching ac-
celeration is reduced by 70 percent.

(3) Jump Takeoff

An analysis of the jump takeoff condition was made to deter-
minr the effect of the dynamic amplification on wing loads. At
maximum helicopter rpm (409 rpm), each rotor has a dynamic lift
capability of 23,500 pounds. This load was applied as a ramp
input with a time-to-peak of 0.3 second in conformance with
MIL-S-8698(ASG). BHC Program A80 was used to calculate the
loads that result from the rotor lift input. The analytical
model includes the first symmetrical wing bending mode. A time
history of the wing bending moments during a jump takeoff is
shown in Figure 67. The resulting wing bending moments are
equivalent to a 2.92g rigid-body load factor. The wing is
designed for a 3.Og load factor.

2. ROTOR ANALYSIS

a. Rotor Flapping Analysis

In the helicopter mode, flapping will be the same as for any
helicopter with a semirigid rotor. Well-known analytical
methods were used to determine the maximum flapping amplitudes.
The D266 rotor is clear of the 8-degree flapping stops
throughout the helicopter-rnode fliglit regime.
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Flapping in the fixed-wing mode was calculated using several
methods. One of these was the use of the equation derived in
the rotor-pylon stability analysis (Reference 7). The equa-
tions are based on tip-path-plane aerodynamics. The flapping
amplitude calculations are for motion in the pitch direction.
Similar equations are used for motion in the lateral
direction.

Values of total flapping for the D266 in level flight and in
stabilized maneuvers are plotted in Figure 68. In maneuvering
flight and in turbulent air, rotor operating speed will be 297
rpm, so the 8-degree flapping limit will not be exceeded within
the flight envelope.

A time history of flapping in a pullup is iThown in Figure 69.
The in-plane steady hub force or H-force developed in the
maneuver tends to cancel the g-force due to the overhung rotor
weight, so the resulting pylon deflection is small during
maneuvers.

b. Rotor Blade Natural Frequencies

The D266 rotor natural frequencies were calculated using Bell
Helicopter Company Program C02. Program 002 calculates the
coupled in-plane and out-of-plane blade natural frequencies
over selected ranges of operating speed arid collective pitch
setting.

The natural frequencies and mode shapes for the D266 rotor are
presented in Figures 70 and 71 for collective and cyclic modes,
respectively. Collective modes are modes in which all the
blades cone up or down and simultaneously wind up the mast.
Cyclic modes are modes in which the blades deflect in opposite
directions, both in and out of the plane of rotation. No mast
windup occurs,

The lowest collective mode is the first symmetric blade out-of-
plane bending mode. The corresponding uncoupled mode is the
symmetric blade beam-bending mode. As collective pitch is in-
creased, the frequency of this mode also increases due Lo rota-
tion of the blade chord stiffness into the out-of-plane direc-
tion. This mode has only a small amount of in-plane bending
associated with it.

The second collective mode is an in-plane S-ing mode. The
associated uncoupled mode is in-plane chord bending. This mode
decreases in frequency as collective pitch is increased because
the blade beam section is rotated into the plane of rotation.
Although a six-per-rev resonance is indicated at low rpm in
fixed-wing flight, this mode wil.]. not present a problem, since
six-per-rev airloads will be extremely small due to the
symmetry of airflow In this flight condition.
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The third collective mode is related to second symmetric blade
beam bending. In the high rotor rpm range (helicopter flight),
the motion of the mode is primarily out-of-plane. In fixed-
wing flight (low rpm and high collective pitch), the motion is
primarily in-plane. A six-per-rev resonance is indicated in
helicopter flight at high collective settings. Flight test
experience has shown that such high-frequency resonances are
easily controlled by small weights at the antinodes.

The lowest cyclic mode is the rigid-body flapping mode. This
mode is not shown in Figure 71 because it increases with air-
speed due to the effect of 83. The rigid-body flapping mode
is normally at one per rev, but on the D266 the fixed-system
hub spring and the 6 raise the frequency to 1.25 per rev at
normal operating speids.

The second cyclic mode is an in-plane mode that is primarily
chord bending at high rpm (and low collective pitch settings)
and beam bending at low rpm (and high collective pitch set-
tings). Experience has shown that the location of the fre-
quency of this mode is very important from a blade load stand-
point. The final blade configuration was selected so as to
keep the frequency of this mode above 1.3 per rev throughout
the operating range. At low rotor speed, 198 rpm, this
mode is close to a two-per-rev resonance, but the two-per-rev
excitation will be very low in the high-speed mode.

c. Rotor Loads

During the design study, the rotor loads have been thoroughly
investigated. Blade loads in both steady flight and in maneu-
vers, including conversion from helicopter to fixed-wing mode,
were calculated. Over one hundred computer cases were run to
determine blade loads of the final rotor configuration for a
variety of flight conditions.

Rotor loads were calculated using the following procedure:
First BHC Program C81, "Helicopter Rigid Body Dynamic Analysis,"
was used to calculate a trimmed condition for a given airspeed,
gross weight, conversion angle, and center of gravity. This
trim point defines the rotor-tip-path-plane orientation and
the blade flapping. Next BHC Program F40, "Blade Bending
Moment," was used to calculate the steady and oscillatory blade
bending moments using the tip-path-plane orientation from Pro-
gram C81. The oscillatory bending moments for one-per-rev
through four-per-rev airloads are calculated. The blade loads
in and perpendicular to the plane of rotation for each harmonic
are first calculated; then the harmonics are summed and re-
solved into blade beamwise and, chordwise components.
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Figures 72 through 76 show blade bending moment distributions

for helicopter flight, conversion, and fixed-wing flight. The

oscillatory loads given in these figures are the vector sums of

all of the integral rotor harmonics through four per rev.

Loads are given in terms of the beamwize and chordwise direc-

tions. This procedure results in a large discontinuity at 10-

percent radius, where the feathering portion of the blade be-

gins. The discontinuity is most apparent in fixed-wing mode

(high collective settings), where the blade beam section is in

the plane of rotation; whereas the hub beam sections (inboard

10 percent of radius) are always perpendicular to the plane
of rotation.

Figure 72 shows the blade loads in helicopter flight at 90
knots. The high blade twist required for optimum performance
causes higher than normal (for a helicopter) blade beamwise
loads. This is because the blade tip operates at negative
angles of attack in high-speed helicopter flight, causing a

large download on the tip of the advancing blade. The primary

component of these higher loads is one per rev. Normal heli-

copter two-per-rev and three-per-rev components are also
present.

Figures 73 and 14 show the effect of mast angle on the blade

loads. At 150-knot airspeed, increasing the angle of the

mast reduces the blade loads. Converting the pylon results

in a better angle-of-attack distribution on the blade and,
consequently, lower oscillatory loads. Blade load calculations
indicate that the D266 can operate continuously with zero-
degree mast angle (pylon vertical) at speeds up to 120
knots and even up to 150 knots for short periods of time. The
conversion corridor is shown in Figure 36. The boundaries
of the corridor are established by the wing stall speed and by
blade oscillatory bending moments.

In fixed-wing mode level flight (Figures 75 and 76), the os-
cillatory blade loads are low because the airflow is essen-
tially axial. The only significant oscillatory loads are at
one per rev. Blade beamwise steady bending moments are higher
than for a helicopter; because the high collective setting re-
sults in the rotor torque's being reacted in blade beam direc-
tion. Note that most flight time will be in the fixed-wing
configuration where oscillatory moments are low. The effect of
the fixed-system longitudinal hub spring is to increase blade-
root bending moments while decreasing the bending moments in the
outboard 50 percent of the blade.

The blade loads were also calculated for different maneuvers in
fixed-wing [light mode. Figures 77 and 78 show typical blade
loads during a pullup and an encounter with a 66-foot-per-
second gust. In tftese maneuvers, high oscillatory loads of
very short duration were encountered.
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3. L.FTING %'_.ZFACE AEROELASTIC STABILITY

The aeroelastic stability of the D266 airframe and rotors has
been thoroughly analyzed. The analysis shows that the D266
airframe and rotor are free of aeroelastic instabilities from
hover to speeds in excess of 1.15 Viimit (503 knots).

The very thick wing, its forward sweep, and the extremely stiff
torque box formed by the two spars and the upper and lower
honeycotab wing skins combine to provide a wing configuration
that is not susceptible to aeroelastic instabilities. The
honeycomb wing panels which constitute most of the wing bending
material are also fully effective in torsion. This efficient
use of the bending material, together with the relatively thick
wing section, gives the wing very high torsional stiffness.
The flexibly mounted rotor on the wngtip introduces additional
effects which are included in the determination of the wing
flutter and divergence speeds.

The possibility of control surface flutter is eliminated by
the irreversible controls of the D266. Hydraulic cylinders
are located at or near the ailerons to insure a maximum free
play that is less than the permissible free play specified in
Reference 8. Each aileron is controlled by a dual hydraulic
cylinder which is attached directly to the aileron horn. The
elevator and rudder are actuated by single hydraulic cylinders
in the vertical fin. Irreversible (lock-and-load) hydraulic
valves maintain irreversibility in the event of a loss of
hydraulic power.

a. Wing Flutter and Divergence

The wing, including.the aerodynamic and inertial properties of
the rotor, was analyzed using incompressible aerodynamics. A
symmetric free-free flutter analysis was made using the collo-
cation method. Bell Helicopter Company Digital Computer Pro-
gram F71, which utilizes structural influence coefficients,
was used for the symmetric analysis. An asymmetric free-free
flutter analysis using the moual method was made using Bell
Program F68. Both of theae programs use a two-dimensional,
incompressible, unsteady, aerodynamic influence coefficient
matriy calculated with Bell Program F67, and a mass matrix
calculated with Bell Program F69. The mass matrix represents
the mass, inertia, and mass unbalance of each wing section.
The methods and calculation procedures used in these programs
are developed in References 9, 10, and 11.
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The analytical model used for the wing is shown in Figure 79.
Seven sections were used, with the seventh section representing
the rotor pylon. The rotor pylon was represented by using the
pylon-pitch-isolation mount spring rate (6 x 106 in.-lb/radian)
as the tcrsional spring rate of the last wing section, and by
using the rotor-pylon mass and inertial characteristics as
the mass properties of the seventh section.

The rotor in-plane aerodynamic force (H-force) was represented
ry modifying the lift coefficient and pitching moment coeffi-
cient uf the seventh section. Figures 80 and 81 show dH/da
and dH/d;,respectively. Values for dH/da and dH/d& were ob-
tained from Program C81.

Required structural damping for sea level, 15,000 feet, and
30,000 feet, and for minimum, half, and full fuel was calcu-
lated as a function of airspeed. One-half fuel was found to
be critical. Required structural damping versus airspeed is
shown in Figure; 82 and 83 for symmetric and asymmetric
modes, respectively. The wing flutter boundary is well beyond
the flight envelope.

The very high torsional stiffness of the D266 wing virtually
precludes divergence from wing aerodynamic forces alone. The
rotor aerodynamic forces tend to lower the wing divergence
speed, however, so a divergence analysis that includes the
rotor aerodynamic forces was made. The wing divergence speed
was found to be 670 knots.

b. Aileron Reversal

The very high torsional stiffness of the D266 wing precludes
aileron reversal due to the wing and aileron aerodynamic
forces alone. The reversal speed was calculated, though,
because the rotor aerodynamic forces tend to lower the aileron
reversal speed. Reversal speed was calculated to be well above
600 knots.

c. Empennage Flutter

The flutter analysis of D266 empennage shows that the horizon-
tal tail and vertical tail are free of flutter to speeds over
600 knots.

4. ROTOR AEROELASTIC STABILITY

A complete aeroelastic investigation of the D266 rotor showed
that the rotor is stable throughout the flight envelope. The
investigation included the following areas:
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-Rotor-Pylon Stability - This subiect 2s covered in
detail in References 7 and 12. The stability of the
D266 final rotor-pylon configuration is discussed
herein.

Rotor Blade Motion Stability -This includes blade pitch-
flap flutter and a special type of in-plane elastic
motion instability. Pitch-flap flutter is precluded in
the D266 by the very high blade torsional. stiffness and
by mass balancing (at 25-percent chord) and is not dis-
:zussed further. The special type of in-plaT)( elastic
motion instability is discussed in this section.

a. Rotor-Pylon Stability

The D266 is free of rotor-pylon instabilities of the propeller-
nacelle whirl flutter type throughout the operating regime.
This fact has been confirmed both by an extensive analytical
investigation and by scale-model wind-tunnel tests. A high
level of damping is provided throughout the flight envelope by
the rotor-pylon control features incorporated into the D266
design.

A comprehensive analytical study of rotor- pylon stability
characteristics, published recently by Hall (Reference 13),
shows that the principal destabilizing factor is the in-plane
aerodynamic rotor force generated by blade flapping at high
advance ratios. The basic mechanism can be understood from
Figure 84, which shows that a rotor plane rotation (q + a )
through the aerodynamic flapping forces AT 1 and AT 2  xduce
the in-plane forces AHI and AH2 . Both H-forces create a moment
about the pylon pivot point (P) in the same direction as the
rotor plane rotational velocity (• + a 1 ). A simple expres-
sion for this destabilizing moment is given in Reference 13.
The time-averaged H-force moment is

MH I (ab + ý,) per blade. (I)

It can be seen that for a given blade inertia I and mean rotor
radius R, the destabilizing moment increases wih speed V and
mast length h. (The D266 rotor mast has been kept short by
sweeping the wing slightly forward.)

A solution to this stability problem is found basically by
making the term (a + negative. This is accomplished by
controlling the rotor f1apping (aI) as a function of the pylon
deflection (0x).
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(1) Design Features

Based on these principles, the rotor control system was de-
signed to incorporate a swashplate-pylon coupling linkage,
such that rotor cyclic pitch inputs are introduced by pylon
motion.

The swashplat--pylon coupling is used in conjunction with a
soft pylon-pitch-isolation mount so that the pitching moment
about the conversion axis caused by the in-plane rotor force
results in pylon-pitch motion relative to the wing. Figure 85
shows the principle of this swashplate coupling, which is
phased in automatically with the mast angle. The
swashplate-pylon coupling creates a swashplate-pitch input that
is opposite in direction to the pylon motion and 1.8 times its
angular magnitude. Because the pitching moment about the con-
version axis caused by the rotor in-plane force also twists the
wing, the actual swashplate motion, relative to the fuselage
reference plane, is only 1.4 times the pylon motion. The
cyclic pitch input to the rotor from the swashplate motion
creates aerodynamic flapping moments and in-plane rotor forces
that stabilize the rotor-pylon system.

Stability in yaw for pylon motions is achieved by mounting the
pylon rigidly to the wingtip in the lateral direction. The
wing provides a very high level of stiffness in this direction.
The lateral system frequency is calculated to be 9.5 cps. This
frequency is too high for the rotor to follow, with the result
that (aI +4ýx) will be very small. Hence, no lateral in-
stability will result.

The 1500-foot-pounds-per-degree hub spring is active only in
pitch. It has been established that some damping is intro-
duced into the rotor-pylon system by this hub spring.

The combination of soft pylon mounting in pitch, swashplate-
pylon coupling about that axis, and stiff pylon mounting
in yaw is optimized by the selection of the rotor plane angle
to which the cyclic pitch inputs (from pylon coupling) are
introduced. This is done mechanically by swashplate retarda-
tion. The swashplate retardation angle is shown in Figure 86.
In selecting a value of retardation which will provide maximum
damping to rotor and pylon modes, the effects of pitch-flap
coupling, 83, and the hub spring are included. The 8 angle
used in the D266 rotor system is 30 degrees. The retirdation
angle is set at 25 degrees.

The mechanical simplicity of the swashplate-pyLon coupling
affords highly reliable rotor-pylon stability in the D266.
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Figure 86. Illustration Of Swashplate
Retardation And 83
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(2) Methods of Analysis and Correlation with Test

Two methods of rotor stability analysis have been formulated
to prescribe the cause and behavior of rotor-pylon instabil-
ities:

- A step-by-step method (BHC Program S05) gives a digi-
tal solution to the blade-flapping and pylon motion
equations.

- A closed-form method (BHC Program S03) uses a more
simple linear analysis to indicate trends and to
isolate the instability behavior.

Both methods use lumped parameter systems and include pylon-
pitch, yaw, and wingbeam degrees of freedom. Program SO5 is
the more accurate method because of its nonlinear aerodynamic
representation. It was used in the analysis of the final J266
rotor-pylon configuration. Both Programs S03 and SO5 are
developed in Reference 7.

Extensive wind-tunnel tests have been conducted to investigate
rotor-pylon stability. These tests were conducted to isolate
the important parameters, to evaluate several methods for
providing stability, and to provide a basis for analytical
correlation. They are summarized briefly below.

- A model of the XV-3 rotor-pylon system was tested and
compared with the full-scale results from the Ames 40-
by-80-foot tunnel. Good correlation was established.

- A scale model of the D266 rotor system was used to
confirm the analytical results. Basic parameters such
as swashplate-pylon coupling, swashplate retardation,
pylon-pitch and yaw spring rate, rotor rpm, wing beam
stiffness, flapping spring rate, and 83 were varied to
determine their effect on rotor-pylon stability.

The model parameters and operating conditions were used as in-
puts to Program S05, and the rotor-pylon-mode nat.ral frequency
and damping were calculated. A comparison of the rotor-pylon-
mode frequency and damping for a model run with that calculated
with Program S05 is shown in Figures 87 and 88. The
excellent correlation shows that Program S05 can predict the
stability of the D266 rotor pylon. A description of the rotor-
pylon model is given in Reference 1. Additional model compu-
ter program correlation plots are given in References 7 and
14. These reports show that the computer programs predict
correctly all of the trends established in the model test pro-
gram and that correlation with specific runs is quite accurate.
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(3) Stability Characteristics of the D266

The D266 rotor-pylon configuration's stability was calculated
throughout the fixed-wing-mode oper-iting range by computer

Program SO. Plots of damping versus airspeed are shown in
Figures 89 through 91 for altitudes of sea level, 15,000
feet, and 30,000 feet. (Note that the observed damping is
shown and not the damping required, as is often presented in
stability studies.)

The principal parameters used for the D266 in this study are:

Blade inertia 580 slug-ft 2

Blade lock number 5.8
Number of blades 3
Hub spring in pitch 1500 ft-lb/deg
Lateral hub spring 0
Pitch-flap coupling 300
Swashplate retardation 250
Swashplate coupling in pitch 1.8
Swashplate coupling in yaw 0 2

Pylon inertia 1921 slug-ft
Rotor weight 1150 lb
Pylon cg - conversion axis 4.61 ft
Rotor center - conversion

axis 6.177 ft
Pylon spring rate in pitch 5 x 10 5 ft-lb/rad
Pylon spring rate in yaw 3.425 x 106 ft-lb/rad
Pylon damping 1.5% critical

The results for the D266 indicate that the rotor, controlled
by the coupled swashplate, becomes increasingly stable with
forward speed.

b. Rotor Blade Motion Stability

A specific type of rotor blade instability first suggested by
Hohenemser in Reference 15 was investigated for the D266 rotor
configuration. The instability involves the coupling between
in-plane blade elastic bending and rigid blade flapping pro-
duced by out-of-plane static elastic deflections of the blade,
together with control system flexibility. In Reference 15,
it was suggested that this type of instability might be a char-
acteristic of rotors without drag hinges. An analytical study
was made and a model test program was conducted to investipate
this instability. The results of both show that the D266 is
stable.

Bell has test flown more than a dozen different multibladed,
semirigid rotors. The first of these rotors was built and
tested on the Model 47 helicopter in 1956-57. More recently,
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in February 1965, a four-bladed system was flown on the Bell
UH-I high-performance test vehicle to a power-limit speed of
196 knots (MADV = 0.935).

In the development of these rotors, there ar', two prominent
dynamic problems. The first is the difficulty of providing
sufficient in-plane stiffness to place the first in-plane fre-
quency higher than one per rev. A frequency of 1.25 per rev
is satisfactory. The other problem is concerned with a three-
per-rev resonance at the second beam bending mode of the blade.

The original three-bladed rotor tested on the XH-40 was the
only multibladed rotor system to be troubled with instability
problems. This rotor had very long, thin, heavy blades and
was inadequately mass-balanced in an attempt to keep the first
in-plane frequency above one per rev. Also, large trailing-
edge doublers on the root of the blade produced a pitch-cone-
coupling effect. Analytical work with the passive analog com-
puter at Computer Engineering Associates was conducted simul-
taneously with the ground run program and is reported in
Reference 16. When the original blades were replaced with
stiffer, mass-balanced blades, the rotor proved to be quite
satisfactory. This rotor had performance and vibration char-
acteristics superior to the standard rotor of the XH-40 test
vehicle, and it was flown to speeds above 120 knots and to
altitudes above 18,000 feet. During maneuvers, more than 2g
were obtained without difficulty.

The D266 rotor blades are very stiff, lightweight blades. The
first in-plane frequency is well above one per rev (see Figure
711 and the second beam bending mode is clear of three-per-
rev resonance (see Figure 70). Also, the blades are extremely
stiff torsionally, and a stiff control system is provided with
dual boost hydraulic cylinders mounted close to the swashplate.

(i) Analytical Work

The analysis of the D266 rotor blade motion stability is based
on the two-degree-of-freedom analysis of Reference 17. ihis
analysis has been shown to yield conservative results. The
equations of motion presented in Reference 17 are based on
small inflow angles; for the D266 analysis they were modified
to include high inflow angles, pitch-flap coupling, a hub
spring, and steady In-plane blade deflection.

Precone for a given elastic cone-up angle is destabilizing be-
cause the effect of the gyroscopic terms is increased.
Figure 92 shows the relative effect of precone on the stabil-
ity boundary calculated for a rotor slightly different from
the D266. However, the net effect is stabilizing, since
lower, and even down, elbstic coning occurs as precone is
increased.
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Pitch-cone coupling, , 5 has a s Iight1y destahi I;i ing effect
Thrust by itself is stabilizing, but the up-coning associated
with thrust makes high thrust condition destabilizing.

(2) Model Work

The scale D266 rotor-pylon model that was used to study rotor-
pylon instabilities was modified for these tests. A beamwise
flexure was installed between the $rip and the blade so that
the scaled frequency of the first in-plane blade mode was
obtained. The model was tested in hovering operation, and the
collective pitch was varied from minimum to maximum (blade
stall), thus sweeping the minimum an6 maximum elastic coning.
A zero-degree precone and a 2-1/2-degree hub were tested, and
no instability was noted. At each collective pitch setting
the mode was "plucked" by yawing it slightly, and the result-
ing blade motion was highly damped. The model was also tested
with the pylon free in pitch. No unstable behavior was noted.

(3) D266 Blade Motion Stability

An adequate stability margin is assured since instability can
occur only if the elastic cone-up is over 4 degrees. The
maximum value of elastic coning calculated for the D266 is
1.8 degrees.

Even when the control system stiffness of the D266 is arbi-
trarily lowered to one-sixth of the calculated stiffness, the
instability boundary is above the operating range. Figure 93
is a plot of the fixed-wing-mode elastic coning required for
instability versus airspeed. Note that the actual coning is
well below that required for instability.
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,'EcTION 1V. WIIwGII'r ANI) BALANC,%

A number of preliminary studies were conduct:ed to determine
minimum-weight configurations of the various components of the
D266. The weight empty in 15,994 pounds. At the design gross
weight of 23,000 pounds, the available useful Load is 440
pounds greater than the 3000 pounds of fuel plus 3000 pounds
of cargo specified.

Extensive studies to optimize the location of the wing with
respect to the pylon conversion axis have resulted in full
utilization of the maximum helicopter cg limits throughout the
gross weight range up to design gross weight. Due to the
decreasing cg shift, during transition at increasing gross
weight, the helicopter's aft cg limits are varied above 23,000
pounds gross weight. The aircraft may be loaded, less fuel,
to either the most forward or the most aft cg limit in the
helicopter mode, and not exceed the fixed-wing-mode cg limits
after conversion from helicopter to fixed-wing configuration.
These limits are shown in Figure 94. The relatively large
allowable cg range, in the helicopter configuration, is a
direct result of the high-wing, tilting-pylon configuration,
which places the rotor plane a maximum distance from the cargo
area and the gross-weight vertical cg. Hub-restraint springs
are incorporated in the rotor assemblies to provide maximum
control power and cg range at high gross weights.

Specified weights for auxiliary powerplant (150 pounds), armor
(300 pounds) avionics (900 pounds). and fixed equipment
(1200 poundsO are included in the weight empty; however, pre-
liminary estimates were made of the components and systems
assumed to be included in the 1200-pound fixed-equipment
weight, to verify that it would be adequate and to assist in
balance calculations. Weights for these items were based on
available, off-the-shelf equipment used in similar applica-
cions and comparable systems in existing aircraft. The results
of this analysis show that, even though a weight penalty of
approximately 120 pounds is included for the heavier weight of
the ejection-type crew seats, as compared to standard crew
seats, these items totaled only 1034 pounds. Thus, there are
166 pounds not allocated, which can be assumed to cover anti-
icing and/or other unspecified equipment.

Weights of all major structural components (rotor, wing,
fuselage, and tail surfaces) were estimated from layout draw-
ings, utilizing materials and gages determined by a relatively
detailed structural analysis. Allowances were added to the
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detailed estimates to account for miscellaneous joints?
splices, and fasteners which are not shown on the drawings.
The total weight thus derived was then verified by the use
of generally accepted empirical estimatimg methods and by
comparison of unit weights of existing proven designs.

The total calculated rotor assembly weight for the D266 is
2302 pounds, which correlates with the current average value
of 10 percent of gross weight. Many features are incorporated
into the D266 rotor design to achieve low optimum weight.

The total wing weight was checked by use of the wing estimating
method given in Reference 18. This method considers the total
wing weight to be a sum of wing basic weight, WD, and wing
secondary weight, WS, with WB being the wing weight caused by
basic bending and shear effects due to airloads and inertia
loads, both distributed and concentrated, and with WS being the
wing weight due to size and loadings of structure other than
the main structural box, such as leading-edge an-I control
surfaces, and the weight due to miscellaneous joints, hardware,
access, etc.

Fuselage weights were estimated in the same manner as the other
major structural components; skin, bulkhead, frame and stiffen-
er gages, and axial member areas were based on the results of a
relatively complete stress analysis, and dimensions were taken
from detailed layout drawings. The estimating method of Ref-
erence 19 was used to verify the resultant total, with excel-
lent correlation.

System weights, such as controls, engine sections, powerplant
installation, etc., were estimated by detailed analysis of
layout drawings, to determine component sizes, number of pivot
points, cowling areas, and similar parameters. Typical unit
weights were used to compute the total weight. Detailed lay-
outs of the transmission components were the result of a rather
complete design study and stress analysis of the transmission
system; therefore, weights of these components were calculated
from the drawings and were verified by the methods of Reference
20.
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SECTION V. PERFORMANCE DATA

A. SUMMARY

D266 performance in helicopter and fixed-wing modes is sum-
marized in Tables XXVI and XXVII.

The perfor'mance requirements of Contract DA 44-177-AMC-373(T)
and the applicable D266 performance are listed below:

REQUIREMENT D266 PERFOR4ANCE

1. Hover OGE at 6000 feet 1. Hovers OGE at 11,050 feet
(95 0 F day, 3000 pounds of (95 0 F day at design gross
fuel, 2450 pounds of addi- weight of 23,000 pounds.
tional required items) All payload, fuel, and

other weight requirements
included.) Or: hovers
at 6000 feet with 8100
pounds of payload.

2. Disc loading 10 lb/ft 2  2. Disc loading = 9.88 lb/ft 2

(Design gross weight
23,000 pounds)

3. Constant-altitude transi- 3. Constant-altitude transi-
tion tion, over a broad speed

range, or during high-power climi- , or power-off
descent.

4. Maximum speed = 300 knots 4. Maximum speed is 345 knots
at military rated power at 23,000 pounds gross
sea level, standard day weight, sea level; at

12,000 feet, 385 knots

5. Overall L/D 10 5. In fixed-wing mode, L/D is
10.1 (at sea level, 155
knots); at 25,000 feet,
240 knots, L/D = 11.1.

B. LIFT AND DRAG

1. ROTORS

Plots of rotor-blade-section lift and drag are shown in Figures
95 through 100. Figures 95 and 96 show the data for a
26-percent-thick section that are used for outboard blade
from 7 percent to 20 percent of blade radius.
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Figures 97 and 98 show data for a 21-percent-thick section that
are used from 20-percent to 50-percent blade radius, and
Figures 99 and 100 show the data for a. 10-percent-thick section
that are used from 50-percent blade radius to the tip.

Since it is not certain that the drag bucket values shown in
Reference 21 could be realized on the D266 rotor, it was conser-
vatively decided to set minimum drag coefficients of all the
D266 sections to a value of 0.008. Figure 101 shows a compari-
son of low-Mach-nutaber D266 data with Reference 21. Recent
Bell experiments with boundary-layer visualization techniques
on rotor blades in the hovering condition have shown that lami-
nar flow can be obtained to nearly the same chordwise extent as
in two-dimensional tests; hence, drag bucket drag values are
possible. It is possible that the low minimum drag characteris-
tics of the 64A-series airfoils will be realized in the D266 aud
that performance will be greater than that calculated.

2. WING

The section lift characteristics for the full-scale wing are
shown in F4 %ure 102 for both the flaps-up and the flaps-down
conditions. For comparison, the wind-tunnel lift data are
shown in the F:nr figure. The wind-tunnel data include the
incremental l.ft )f the fuselage as well as wing lift, but
the fuselage cotLtrib-tion if. -&all compared to that of the
wing. The D266 lift curve slope compares well with the mean
slope of Che model test results. The lift curve slope for
the full-z-2ale wing was computed using span measured to the
outboard edge of the rotor nacelles and effective wing area
including all that covered by the fuselage. The Figure 102
comparison validates these assumptions. This same figure
illustrates that there are no sharp breaks in the lift curve
at stall. The shape of the lift curve in the stall area is
similar to the NASA Class D characteristics.

Maximum lift coefficient for the full scale wing is estimated
to be 0.15 higher than the wind-tunnel data. This is seter-
mined from the Reynolds number increase from 1.23 x 100 for
the model to 14.3 x 106 for the D266 at 200 knots. Reference 21
shows a CLmax increase due to this RN change from 0.25 to
0.30 for smooth 6-series airfoils and about 0.15 for rough
6-series airfoils. The lesser increment is conservatively used.

3. LIFT ANALYSIS

a. Helicopter

In helicopter configuration, most of the aircraft weight is
supported b, the rotors. With no mast tilt, wing lift is zero
to 120 knots. Bfore approaching full conversion speed, it is
desirable, therefore, to effect a partial conversion. This
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results in carrying positive lift on the wing up to maximum
conversion speed. The partial unloading of the rotor improves
performance and reduces rotor loads. Figure 103 shows lift
distribution between the wing and the rotor for level flight.

Figure 104 shows w.Lng-rotor vertical force distribution in full
autorotation (both engines inoperative). This figure shows that
no excessive rotor unloading occurs up to speeds of 100 knots.
At a descent speed of 75 knots, the rotor supports 60 percent
of the weight of the aircraft.

The lift distribution between wing and rotors at the peak of a
2.Og symmetrical pullup is shown in Figure105. In the speed
range between 90 and 150 knots covered in this figure, the
rotors produce between 60 and 70 percent of the total normal
force.

b. Conversion

The lift distribution between wing and rotors during conversion
is shown in Figure l06. The distribution is shown for a speed
of 120 knots. Data at other speeds in the conversion envelope
are not shown since the difference in distribution is small
and occurs at the beginning of the maneuver. The figure shows
a smooth changeover of lift during the conversion.

c. Fixed-Wing Mode

In fixed-wing configuration, the rotor supplies a very small
amount of the required lift force. Throughout the fixed-wing
level-flight spectrum, the rotor's contribution is negligible.
A pullup maneuver results in an increase of rotor H-force
which contributes somewhat to the generation of normal g.
However, this contribution is relatively small compared to
that of the wing.

4. DRAG ANALYSIS

a. Forward Flight

Total flat-plate drag area is 9.51 square feet in fixed-wing
mode with zero wing lift. The wetted-area drag coefficient is
0.00405 referred to the total wetted area of 2340 square feet.

In helicopter configuration, with gear up, flat-plate area is
28.16 square feet. This value includes an increment of 18.65
square feet of drag area for the rotor pods at a 90-degree
angle of attack. The pod drag varies as the cosine cubed of
the rotor mast angle of attack.
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A summary of the D266 drag breakdown is given in Table XXVIII.
Data are given in terms of drag coefficients based on wing area
and in terms of equivalent drag. area for both helicopter and
fixed-wing modes. Table XXIX gives a detailed breakdown of
the drag estimate, including reference areas and data sources.

Another estimate of the D266 drag was made, using skin-fri( tion
drag coefficients, for comparison with Table XXIX. This esti-
mate is shown in Table XXX . The coefficient range employed
is for the surface conditions of a well-constructed aircraft.
The positions for transition from laminar to turbulent boundary
layers are included in the table. For the fuselage, transition
is at a point 10 percent aft of the nose because of the canopy.
The lifting surface transition is taken to be at 40-percent
chord under zero lift conditions. The rotor nacelle transition
is at the nose because of rotor-blade root wake effects. The
total drag area using this method is 7.9 square feet. By
adding an increment of 0.7 square foot for the effect of surface
conditions and control surface gaps on the wing and empennage
and the interference and miscellaneous components increment of
0.9 (Reference TebLe XXIX), total drag area increases to 9.5
square feet. This compares favorably with the Table XXIX
estimate. The one-tenth scale-model drag was calculated and
compared to the mersured drag. Coefficients for aerodynamically
smooth surfaces from Reference 22 are used to obtain the model
drag. Table XXXI summarizes the calculations. The total drag
area from Table XXXI is 5.3 square feet (referred to full-scale
dimensionsl and the measured drag area is 6.1 square feet
(Reference I). The difference is attributed to interference
effects.

Wing-induced drag area is determined from the expression,

CL2 Aw (2)

where

Aw = 330.5 square feet

ARw = 7.44

e = 0.9

The drag coefficient for the total aircraft, including wing-
induced drag, is shown in Figures 107 and 108.
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rABLE XXVIII

D266 [)RAG SUMMARY

Fixed-Wing
_Helicopter Mode Mode

6arasite Drag

Flaps Up

CDo 0.0288 + 0.0565 cos 3aM 0.0288

fo 9.512 + 18.65 c0os 3 am 9.51

Flaps and Ailerons

Down 30 Degrees

CDo 0.0808 + 0.0565 cosa M 0.0808

fo 26.71 + 18.65 cos a M 26.71

Induced Drag
2 0 . 4 6 C 2

CDj 0.0476 CL 0.0476 C

o 15.7 CL2 15.7 CL2

Notes: f = equivalent flat plate drag area.
Reference area = wing area = 330.5 square feet.
aM = mast angle of attack. 0 degrees when

relative wind is perpendicular to the
mast axis.

CDtotal = CDo + CDi

ftotal fo + fi
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b. Hovering Download

The download on the wing in hovering is 6 percent of rotor
thrust. This value is obtained from the expression:

Download C x Wing Area in Downwash (3)
CDrst Rotor Area

Wing area in the downwash is based on a rotor slipstream diam-
eter of 0.75 times rotor diameter. For the D266, the pro-
jected wing area in the slipstream is 160 square feet with
the flaps and ailerons deflected 60 degrees. The rotor disc
area is 2 x 1164 = 2328 square feet. Then,

Wing Area in Downwash = 160 = 0.0688
Rotor Area 2328

A CD value of 0.817 is obtained from test results reported in
Reference 23 and includes the effect of the D266 rotor twist
rate. Thus,

Download = 0.817 (0.0688) = 0.06
Thrust

The same download factor is used for hovering in ground effect
as well as out of ground effect. Reference 2? indicates that
this is conservative. The increase in rotor hover efficiency
due to the presence of the wing is conservatively neglected.

C. ENGINE PERFORMANCE

Rotor shaft horsepower available versus altitude for hover and
vertical climb is shown in Figure 109. Power available
for hover and vertical flight is shown only to 20,000 feet,
since engine operation at zero airspeed is prohibited beyond
that altitude.

Forward-flight normTal power and military rated power available
are shown versus airspeed and altitude in Figures 110 through
117 for 16,600, 12,100, 10,075, and 8050 engine rpm.

All engine limits and the transmission torque limit (1350 ft-
lb) are noted on the power-available curves where encountered.

Fuel-flow data are shown in Figures 118 through 120. They cover
twin-engine operation for sea level, 10,000 feet, and 29,000
feet cn a standard day.

The D266 is designed to cruise at an engine rpm of 8050, so all
the fuel-flow data shown are at this rpm. In mission perfor-
mance calculations, warmup and takeoff allowances are for 16,600
engine rpm, and the climb fuel allowance is at 12,100 rpm. T'.Leso
data have been calculated but are not shown in this report.
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Twin-Engine Operation.
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Note that all fuel flow has been increased by 5 percent over the
manufacturer's data.

Net jet thrust for the 300-square-inch tailpipe area is plotted
in Figures 121. through 123 versus rotce- shaft horsepower. In
Figures 148 through 150, which are thrust-horsepower-required
curves, are shown lines of thrust horsepower available (THP
avail) at normal. and military ratings. These lines are cal-
culated using the rotor shaft power available (SHP) curves
(Figures llOthrough 117), the propeller efficiency (-q) curves
(Figures 138through 146), and net jet thrust power (THPFN)
curves (Figures 121 through 12: .

THPavail = (Rotor SHPavaii x 71 @ V, rpm, altitude) - TIHPF

(4)
where FN x V

THPFN = 326

V = True airspeed in knots

D. HOVERING

1. POWER REQUIRED

Power required versus thrust for hovering IGE and OGE is pre-
sented nondimensionally in Figure 124. The data are given in
nondimensional form for two tip-speed values. The spread of
the data for the high tip speed is attributed to compress-
ibility effects. The OGE power required is also presented in
the form of figure of merit in Figure 125. Dimensional power
required versus gross weight is showa in Figure 126. These
data include the effects of download and derive from the
CP - CT curves in Figure 124. It is expected that the down-
load factor used (6 percent) will be conservative for I1E
operation. IGE data were determined by modifying OGE results
as a function of the ratic of rotor height above the ground
to rotor diameter. The factors used to correct for ground
effect were obtained from analysis of hovering data for the
UWI-lB helicopter.

2. CEiLINGS

1ovterin cuilings, in and out ot orounu ý- ec t, tur i- st,indird
anrd a 9SuF day, for singLi- and twin-engine operation, are
shown in Figure 127. These ceiling!s werc ohtained as tIollws:
Power available for thc appropriate cond ition is ohbttAnl. from
Figure 109. Figure 126 is entered with the power-
,ivaii1;ihl e value to nbt a;;r, c: gdross f J~itr tho dt-sred
condi t ion.

For the si ngylc-etL irno hover ( orA t i i reis o e' m d
vantage in using the lower end of .e hovering tip-speed rainge.
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Fo r twin -ongine hover, the upper end( ot the rainge yields
be tter performance. Thei Jfor'e, single-engine hovering ceilings
a1re shown at a tip speed ,C 750 feet per second, and the twin-

I!! -

onYgine ceilings are at 825 feet per second.

3. VERTICAL CLIMB

The excess power available for vertical climb is the difference
between power available Arid power required to hover out of
ground effect. This is shown in Figure 128.

E. HELICOPTER FORWARD FLIGHT

1. POWER REQUIRED,

Forward-flight curves are shown in Figures 129 and 130 for the
high tip speed of 825 feet per second. For normal operation,
where conversion takes place shortly after takeoff, there is
no particular need to optimize power required in helicopter
flight. However, if long-duration helicopter flight is desired,
then use of the lower range of' tip speeds may result in lower
power required. The power-required figures shown are developed

for the optimum rotor-mast-angle setting in the range from 0 to
20 degrees.

2. CLIMB

Climb data are shown in Figures 131 through 134 for both single-
and twin-engine operation at military and normal power. The
curves reflect the wing lift hrnd drag effects for the climb
condition. An overall efficiency hacLcor -f 0.85 is used. This
is determined from computer analysis of several rliult condi-
tions. The equation employed is

R/C excess power x 33000 x 0.85ftm(5

Excess power is the difference between power available and
power required for level flight at best-rate-of-climb speed.
Best-rate-of-climb speed does not necessarily correspond to
minimum-power level-flight spdhedsince the changes of wing
lift and drag in climb affect the power required.

Substantiation of the efficiency-factor value of 0.85 is given
in Table XXXII. The data are based on. F35 calculations using
the lift and drag associated with the airframe angle of attack
in climb. Rotor downwash effects on the wing are also included.
The maximum rate for design gross weight at sea level on a
standard day is 6,160 feet per minute for twin-engine operation
and 2,240 feet per minute for single-engine operation.
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TIALE. XXXI I

S1 IIl1,'I'ANTI IATIO)N OF CLi.IMB EFFI, II'NCY FACTOR

I Tlrue' Ai rsp eed (kt) 80 84 9K

0 'Coss Woight (l.h) 21,000 23,000 23,000

Q lowwer Requ i red (lhp)

LOvel Flight 1,6714 1,710 1,792

G Climb 6,262 6,700 2,528

Power to GClimb (hp)

(- 0 .4,588 4,990 736

(5) Calculated Rate of Climb, 5,590 6,080 895
(ftCrni n )
Simple Energy, ,= (1.85

4 x 13,000 x 08'2 ' /

Q Calculated Rnle of Climb, 5,650 5,970 1,000
F35 (ft/min)

3. AXUIMUM SPEED

Maximum speed at 20 degrees conversion angle has been calcu-
lated for single-engine and full-power operation. These are
plotted versus altitude at desig; gross weight and are shown
in Figure 135. Maximum speed is 180 knots for twin-engine
operation (oscillatory blade load limit) and 150 knots at sea
level for single-engine operation. Both of these speeds are
above the maximum allowable continuous speed for unlimited
blade life shown in Figure 137. The maximum allowable con-
tinuous speed for 20 degrees mast conversion angle is found
to be 135 knots from Figure 137. This airspeed is shown in
Figure 135 to indicate continuous operation. Airspeeds above
this value should be used only for limited operation.

F. CONVERSION

i. POWER REQUIRED

Power required versus mast angle is plotted in Figure 136
for one gross weight and airspeed. The variation shown is
representative for other gross weights and conversion speeds.
It is seen from the figure that there are no abrupt variations
in power during the conversion.
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2. SPEED RANGE

The D266 conversion corridor for design gross weight at sea
level is shown in Figure 137. This figure shows that conver-
sion can be performed 'through a wide range of speeds. Factors
involved in determining this envelope are rotor mast angle
setting, rotor rpm, power available, and rotor blade oscilla-
tory loads. The lower limit depends on wing CLa and is shown
for both the flaps-up and the flaps-down conditions. There are
two upper limits presented which are based on oscillatory loads.
One curve, VH, is the speed for infinite life; the other
curve, VL, is for limited-life operation or a maximum-speed
condition.

G. FIXED-WING FLIGHT

1. PROPELLER EFFICIENCY

For helicopter hovering computations, the in-plane component of
induced velocity has traditionally been neglected. For the
fixed-wing axial-flight condition encountered by the D266,
neglect of this in-plane velocity component leads to optimistic
computations of performance. hierefore, the induced angle
equaLvdns are modified to account for this velocity component.
The use of these more exact equations results in about a 3-
percent increase in cruise power requirements. Rotor perfor-
mance is presented in the form of propeller efficiency versus

rotor shaft horsepower per rotor for a range of speeds, rpm,
ard standard-day altitudes in Figures 138 through 146.

To check. the validity of the analytical techniques employed
in determining performance in the D266 fixed-wing mode, a
correlation study was made using NASA model propeller data.
The comparison of measured and calculated efficiency is shown
in Figure 147.

2. POWER REQUIRED

a. Airframe Thrust Horsepower Required ('1HI')

The airframe thrust horsepower required is the product of the
forward-flight velocity and the propulsive thrust required to
balance the drag of the airframe in steady-state level flight.

Figures 148, L49, and 150 contain results of the calculations
for 70, 80, 100, and 120 percent of design gross weight, and
for flight altitudes of sea level, 10,000 feet, and 25,000 feet
on a standard day.
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b. Net Engine Jet Thrust Horsepower per Engine (THPFN)

To determine the actual thrust and the thrust horsepower which
the rotors are required to produce, it is necessary to include
the contribution of the engine jet exhaust thrust. This thrust
may be positive or negative and may add or subtract from the
airframe drag.

Resul ts are plotted in Figures 151 through 153 in a form conven-
ient for use in determination of total airframe and engine jet
thrust horsepower required. Data are shown for ranges of air-
speed and thrust horsepower, for three altitudes (sea level,
10,000, and 25,000 feet) and for a single engine.

The curves are entered at the airframe thrust horsepower
required per engine (1/2 THP for normal flight with both
engines) at the true airspeed, and the net jet thrust horse-
power per engine is read.

c. Total Airframe and Engine Jet Thrust Horsepower per Rotor
(THPTOT)

This is the sum of the airframe thrust horsepower required and
the engine jet thrust horsepower.

d. Rotor Shaft Horsepower Required per Rotor (SHP)

Including the propeller efficiencies of the rotors in the fixed-
wing mode, the rotor shaft horsepower required to prod!uce the
total airframe and engine jet thrust horsepower is calculated
and presented in Figures 154, 155, and 156.

Plots are made as a function of true airspeed and for the three
flight altitudes. These data are used together with fuel flow
data in Figures 118 through 120 to calculate specific range.

e. Total Engine Shaft Horsepower Required (SHPENG)

With the mechanical transmission efficiency and the accessory
power required included, the total engine shaft horsepower
required, for both rotors, is shown in Figure 157 for 710, 80,
100, and 120 percent of design gross weight. These data are
used in determining the overall aircraft lift-to-drag ratios
in the lixed-wing flight mode.

3. LIFT/DRAG RATIO

Overall lift-to-drag ratio versus airspeed is shown in Figure
L58. Curvet are shown for sea-level conditions and for 10,000-
and 25,000-foot altitudes at design gross weight.
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L/D is obtained from engine shaft horsepower required as

fol] ows:

L = gross weight

D -S 11Peng x 326
V

The maximum values are 10.1 at sea level, 10.7 at 10,000 feet,
and 11.1 at 25,000 feet. The sea-level requirement of 10 is
met.

4. MAXIMUM SPEED

Maximum speed at design gross weight versus altitude for
single-engine and full-power operation is shown in Figure 159.
The limits considered are military rated power or maximum torque
(1350 ft-lb), whichever comes first. Maximum spe•ci is 345
knots at sea level and 385 knots at 12,000 feet for twin-
engine operation. With one engine inoperative, maximum speed
is 259 knots at sea level and 288 knots at 12,000 feet.

The maximum allowable continuous speed (VH) is 350 knots. This
speed is also shown in Figure 159 and indicates areas where full-
,jwer operation is not allowed for continuous operation. Limit
divc, speed -,s 437 knots.

5. RANGE

Specific range, in nautical miles per pound of fuel, is shown
versus airspeed in Figures 160through 165 for sea level, 10,000-,
and 25,000-foot altitudes for single- and twin-engine operation.
Payload-range curves are shown in Figure 166 for three gross
weights and altitudes of sea level and 10,000 feet on a standard
day. At a takeoff gross weight of 30,800 pounds, more than
11,000 pounds of payload can be transported 540 nautical miles
with a normal fuel load.

At design gross weight of 23,000 pounds, the D266 has a range
of 431 nautical miles at sea level with 3000 pounds of fuel
and a 3000-pound payload. If the payload is increased to
10,800 pounds, the range is 394 nautical miles with a takeoff
gross weight of 30,800 pounds. These ranges are based on a
fuel allowance of 5 minutes of normal power at helicopter
rpm for warmup, takeoff, and conversion. This amounts to 270
pounds of fuel.

Ferry range at 25,000 feet is calculated to be 4275 nautical
miles for a takeoff gross weight of 41,500 pounds with 22,965
pounds of fuel. This range permits unescorted flight capability
across both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Because of the
high gross weight, a rolling takeoff is selected instead of the
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normal helicopttr p,-oc edure * rh, .r', I ru,1  .* W• ?,,, witil th11%,
rotor mast tilted forward 30 (legrees and flaps down 30 degrees.
The ground run is calculated to be 2400 feet to a climbout
speed of 120 knots. In addition to the warmup, takeoff, and
conversion fuel allowance, the ferry range was calculated using
10 percent of initial fuel loeid for reserve. Mel used to
climb to 25,000 feet was also taken into account.

All fuel-flow data used for the range calculations are 5 per-
cent conservative.

6. RATE OF CLIMB

Rate of climb versus altitude is shown in Figures 167 through
170 for several gross weights for single- and twin-engine opera-
tion, and for military and normal power.

H. SINGLE-ENGINE AND POWER-OFF FLIGHT

1. POWER-OFF DESCENT

Power-off rate of descent versus airspeed is shown in Figure
171 for two rotor rpm. The minimum rate of descent is 2100
feet per minute at 80 knots and 297 rotor rpm. The minimum rate
of descent at 347 rotor rpm ib 2950 feet per minute at 65 knots.
Lines of constant collective pitch setting are also given in
Figure 171. These data show that if constant collective is
held, the rate of descent decreases and the airspeed for mini-
mum rate of descent increases as r,', is decreased.

2. SINGLE-ENGINE FAILURE

There is a wide range of speed within which single-engine level
flight is possible in helicopter configuration. This is illus-
trated in Figure 172. If a single-engine failure should occur
in this region, a very small height loss will occur during the
time it takes the working engine to build up the power required
for single-engine operation. If failure occurs below or above
the single-engine level-flight envelope, then an acceleration
or a deceleration must be made to get into the single-engine
flight envelope where level flight can be maintained. Landings
can be made with no difficulty, since rate of descent can
easily be checked by use of the engine power available and the
stored energy in the rotors.

The fixed-wing mode single-engine failure situation is similar
to that for the helicopter, in that there is a wide range of
speed in which single-engine level flight is feasible. This
is shown in Figure 173. Before a landing is made, the proce-
dure is to decelerate to c aversion speed, to make the conver-
sion, and to enter the helicopter flight regime.
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If a single-engine failure should occur during conversion from

helicopter to fixed-wing configuration, the process can imme-

diately be reversed in order to return to helicopter flight.

If conversion is being made to helicopter configuration and a

single-engine failure occurs, then the reconversion can be

continued to enable single-engine flight in helicopter mode.

If circumstances so warrant, conversion to the fixed-wing mode
can be completed for single-engine flight in this condition.

3. TOTAL POWER FAILLURE

a. Helicopter Mode

Three conditions are investigated for complete power failure
in helicopter mode. The first one is in ground effect hover,
the second is landing from a steady-state autorotation with
forward speed, and the third is out of ground effect hover.

The height trom which a touchdown can be made with an 8-foot-
per-second sink rate (landing-gear design limit) is calculated
to be 8 feet. A delay of one second is made between failure
and collective control input. Figure 174 shows the time his-
tory of the maneuver. Touchdown occurs 1.9 seconds after
failure of both engines.

The height from which landing can be achieved for the OGE
ho-ar point is determined in two steps. The first step is to
calculate the height lost during flare and landing and to
determine the minimum forward speed at which a flare can be
made for a safe roll-on landing. Figure 175 shows two cases,
one flare initiated at a 75-knot steady autorotation and a
second flare starting from a 90-knot auto_:-tation. The flare
from 75 knots results in a 9-foot-per-second vertical touchdown
speed, and zero-rate-of-descent landing results from the 90-
knot condition. For a safe autorotational landing with both
engines out and for the rpm investigated, a minimum forward
speed in autorotation of about 80 knots is indicated by these
results. An altitude of 120 feet is required to perform this
landing.

The second step in computing the OGE hover point is to compute
the height lost from the time of power failure to an 80-knot
steady descent. The time history for this case is presented in
Figure 176. A 2-second waiting period after failure of both
engines is used before the pilot's actions are taken. The
collective is then lowered and the cyclic stick is moved for-
ward to initiate the horizontal acceleration. A considerable
drop in rpm occurs while the rate of descent builds up. The
rpm drop and the increase in rate of descent are arrested and
reversed, and the required forward speed is attained within
about 12 seconds. Some time is subsequently required to stabi-
lize the situation prior tc the moment that the flare can be
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In general, when a helicopter-mode power fnilurte occurs iat
speeds less than 80 knots, then accc.eleration to 80 to 1.00 knots
should be made and a steeajdy descent estaiblished, followed by
a conventional heliCopter-type flare and landing. MIen failure
occurs at speeds above 100 knots, then a deceleration should be
made to 80 to 100 knots and a steady descent should be set up,
followed by flare and landing.

b. Fixed-Wing Mode

The general. response following a total. power failure in the
fixed-wing mode is to flare and thereby exchange airspeed for
altitude until conversion speed is reached. Reconversion can
be performed as the deceleration continues. Once helicopter
configuration is attained, the rotor-pitch ýovernor is
switched off so that rpm can be built up prior to flare and
landing.

Power failure at two speeds has been investigated in detail.
Figure 177 is a time history of the 150-knot case in which the
power failure is followed by a continuous reconversion at 15
degrees per second and a deceleration to 80 knots in helicopter
autorotation. About 300 feet of altitude is gained during the
reconversion. During the flare, 120 feet (see Figure 175) of
altitude will be lost, so that the complete maneuver can be
performed with no altitude lose. Figure 178 is a time
history of the 350-knot case in which the failure is followed
by a flare, during which 2000 feet of altitude are gained and
speed is reduced to 150 knots. From here, reconversion can be
made as shown in the previous figure.

C. Height-Velocity Diagram

The heigl t-velocity diagram for the case of a failure of both
engine,-., Figure 179, is made from the calculations described
above. A 2-second delay is used for the high-speed and OGE
points. For the IGE hovering point, a 1-second delay is used,
since it is assumed that pilot concentration will be such that
a longer delay is not required. At high speed, an unsafe
altitude is shown only to indicate the danger of flying close
to the ground at these speeds. Near wing-stall speed, the
curve is slightly raised to allow forward speed to be built up
before initiation of reconversion. The fairing between the
computed points follows the normal relationship between
altitude and forward speed as determined by flight tests of
helicopters. For a single-engine failure, no unsafe altitudes
are indicated.
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SECTION VI. ELECTRICAL, HYDRAULIC, AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

A. FLIGHT CONTROLS

I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The flight controls of the D266 Composite Research Aircraft
combine the basic elements of conventional helicopter and
fixed-wing aircraft control systems. The control system is
so arranged that a single pilot can maintain full control
throughout the flight envelope, including conversion. It
is shown schematically in Figure 262. The cockpit controls
are connected to the respective rotor or surface controls by
mechanical push-pull linkages and mixing levers, which pro-
vide the relationships among the cockpit, roto2, and control-
surface travels given in Table XXXIII.

The control phasing during conversion is accomplished mechani-
cally by means of mixing levers and the geometric arrangement
of the control components. It varies only as a function of
the rotor-pylon position. The rotor provides the primary con-
trol in the helicopter flight mode. Conventional aircraft
control surfaces are used in the fixed-wing flight mode. Air-
craft control during conversion is provided by both the rotor
and the control surfaces.

a. Helicopter- Flight Configuration

In helicopter configuration, control is provided by the follow-
ing pilot inputs to the rotor:

- Pitch - forward or aft cyclic blade pitch on both
rotors

- Yaw - differential cyclic blade pitch on the rotors

- Roll - differential collective blade pitch on the
rotors

- Thrust - collective blade pitch increase or decrease
on both rotors

A momentary up-down switch with a posits 'n indicator controls
the position of the flaps and the neutral position of the
ailerons. The flaps and the ailerons may be deflected 60
degrees to provide an effective full-span flap for reducing
the rotor download on the airframe.

b. Conversion Configuration

To provide proper authority of the controls during conversion
between the helicopter and the fixed-wing flight modes, some
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controls are phased out, changed in authority, or phased in.
The change in control authority during conversion is shown in
Figures 180 and 181.

The sequence of control authority changes mechanically as the
pylon is converted from helicopter (vertical) to fixed-wing
(horizontal) mode and is as follows:

- The authority of the control stick on the longitudinal
cyclic blade pitch, as shown by Figure 180a, is reduced
approximately as the cosine of the mast angle.

- The ,,ithority of the control stick on differential col-
lective blade pitch, as shown by Figure 180b, is reduced
approximately as the cosine of the mast angle.

- The authority of the rudder pedals on the differential
collective and cyclic blade pitch is shown by Figure 181a.
Differential cyclic pitch is reduced in authority
approximately as the cosine of the mast angle.
Differential collective pitch is increased to ±1 degree
at a 40-degree mast angle and then is phased out
when the rotor mast reaches the vertical position.
This change in differential collective pitch is included
as a secondary feature to provide a more favorable roll-
with-yaw characteristic during conversion.

- The authority of the collective lever on collective
blade pitch is shown by Figure 181b. The collective
pitch and the collective pitch range are both increased
with increasing mast angles.

Thrust control during conversion is accomplished by selecting
a desired engine power lever and rotor speed. The rotor pitch
is controlled automatically by the rotor-pitch governor. A
two-way momentary switch on the control stick actuates the
conversion system. The switch is moved forward to rotate the
pylon to the fixpd-,ing flight position and aft to return it
to the helicopter position. Conversion can be continuous or iti-
cremental. The conversion can be stopped and the pylon Locked
in any selected position by releasing the conversion switch.

c. Fixed-Wing Configuration

In the fixed-wing flight configuration, primary control of the
aircratt is identicaL to that of fixed-wing, propeller air-
craft. The control surfaces are also active in the helicopter
mode bat have limited authority, owing to the low dynamic
pressures and the high moment capability of the rotors.

the rotor trim provides aircraft yaw trim in fixed-wing flight
by equalizing the thrust of the rotors. The rotor t! rust is
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2. COCKPIT' CONTROLAS

The control sticks are gimbal -mounted at the, floor direct in
front of the pilot and copilot, aind they aire. interconnecteo by
push-pull linkages. Longitudinal movement imparts a ptish..pul.ý
motion to the, longitudinal control linkage to produce cyclic
bLade pitch changes on the rotors *inri to deflect the elevator
surfaces. Lateral movement of the stick imparts it push-pull
motion to the lateral control linka~e to produce differential
collective blade pitch change and differential. deflection of
the ailerons.

Directionul control of the aircraft is provided by conventional
rudder pedals. The pedal pivot attachment is mounted below the
floor level. Each pedal is connected by a link to a walking-
beam-type betlcrank with a single lateral outpat. The control
pivot of the bellcranks is moved forward or aft to adjust the
pedals. The lateral outputs of the bellcratiks are connected to
the directional-control linkages, which deflect the rudder and
make differential cyclic blade pitch changes. Wneel toe brakes
are provided on the pilot's rudder pedals.

Rotor thrust is controlled by interconnected collective levers,
pivoted at the floor. Upward or downward motion of these
levers imparts a push-pull motion to the collective blade-
pitch-control linkages. Collective pitch is controlled either
manually by the collective lever or automaticall~y by the
rotor-pitch-governor actuator. that is connected in parallel
with the lever. When engaged, the actuator automatically moves
the linkage and the lever. The pilot can override the actuator
input by manually operating the collective lever.

The power-management levers are. interconnected with the twist-
grips on the pilot's collective lever. Friction for the power
levers and the collective twist-grips is controlled by a lever
adjacent to the power levers. The rpm-select lever is l.ocated
on the left of the engine power control levers. A detent pre-
vents Inadvertent retardation of the control below 95-percent
rpm. The governor is automatically engaged when the lever is
retarded past the detent position. A button on the head of
the lever may be depressed to prevent governor engagement at
an undesired rpm.

* The flaps are controlled by a momentary switch on the pedestal
and a position indicator on the instrument panel. Either

* pilot can operate the flaps by depressing and holding the
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switch in the desired direction of flap tra•,el. The flaps may
be posit ioned at any setting betweeri Irail and 60 degrees
down. The neutral setting of the ailerons follows the wing-
flap position. A pitch-trim switch controls a tab on the
elevator to permit trimming of forces in the event o't a fail-
ure of the hydraulic boost system. A rotor-trim sL-,tch on the
console changes collective pitch differentially for- trim in
both the helicopter and the fixed-wing modes.

3. ROTOR CONTROLS

The rotor controls provide all primary control of the aircraft
during helicopter flight, and thrust control. (power) in fixed-
wing tlight.

a. F"xed Controls

The fixed controls provide rigid mechanical connections between
the cockpit and the rotating control system and control sur-
faces. All controls are hydraulically power-boosted. All
mixing and phasing bellcranks (except cyclic phasing) are
located above the cabin in the area of the fuselage-wing
junction.

(1) Cyclic

Longitudinal control stick and rudder pedal motions are mixed
to provide a single control motion to each rotor. The control
mixing lever arrangement is shown in Figure 182. A longitudinal
movement of the control stick, shown in the upper sketch, pro-
vides a cyclic control input to the mixing levers and identical
cyclic blade-pitch changes at both rotors. Rudder pedal move-
ment, shown in the lower sketch, provides a differential cyclic
control inpiit to the mixing levers and produces equal but
opposite blade-pitch changes at the rotors.

Th.= mnied control output is independently transferred to the
rotors by means of a push-pull control routed in.side the lead-
ing edge of each wing. The push-pull controls connect to a
torque tube, Figure 183, that is mounted at each wingtip. The
other end of the torque tube is attached to the transmission.
The torque tube is offset from the conversion axis and has a
preloaded ball spline that accommodates the change in length
during conversion. The preloading precludes the possibility
of looseness in the control.

(2) Cyclic Phase-Out

The output arm of the torque tube, in Figure 183, travels in a
vertical plane and is connected to control tube "All which
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moves parallel to the rotor mast. As a result of this geome-
try, the torque tube input to the rotor is phased out as the
pylon rotates from the vertical to the horizontal position. In
the helicopter configuration, rotation of the torque tube
imparts a vertical push-pull motion to the attached control
tube "A" which causes the rotor blade pitch to change cycli-
cally. As the pylon rotates forward toward the fixed-wing
position, the authority of the torque tube output is geomet-
rically reduced. When the pylon reaches horizontal, the
pilot (torque tube) control authority is completely phased
out.

The upper end of the control tube "A" attaches to the pylon
coupling mixing lever "B" located at the side of the pylon
below the swashplate.

Control link "C" is the tie between mixing lever "B" and a
dual hydraulic cylinder. The hydraulic cylinder is based on
the transmission. The output end of the cylinder piston rod
is attached directly to the swashplate. This arrangement
reacts the rotor steady and oscillatory loads as close to the
rotor as possible and minimizes the number of loaded linkages.

(3) Swashplate-Pylon Coupling Control

A swashplate-pylon coupling control increases rotor stability
in the fixed-wing flight mode. It introduces cyclic control
opposite to the pitching of the pylon. The swashplate-pylon
coupling control is phased out (inactive) in helicopter flight
mode and is phased in as a function of mast angle during con-
version to the fixed-wing flight mode.

The pylon is spring-mounted ,y means of a rubber mount at-
tached between the conversion actuator, which is wing-based,
and the main transmission. Deflection of the rubber mount
occurs on the a'is of tl rcnvprs- actuator. A control tube
"Dr",ls shown in Figure 184, is attached to the conversion actu-
ator end of the rubber mount and a lever on the transmission.
This control tube rotates with the pylon during conversion,
is positioned approximately parallel to the actuator in the
fixed-wing mode, and is 90 degrees to the actuator in the
helicopter mode. These control tube positions relative to the
conversion actuator change authority of the swashplate-pylon
coupling control as a function of the pylon position. In heli-
copter mode, this control is phased out. During conversion,
it is phased in as a cosine function of the mast angle.

As the pylon is deflected in the fixed-wing mode, in the direc-
tion shown in Figure 184, the motion of tube "D" as the result
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of this deflection causes motion in lever "E" in a counterclock-
wise direction and moves control link "C" toward the rubber
mount. This actuates the swashplate in the direction which
opposes the pylon-pitch motion and tends to restore the pylon
to its neutral position. Lever "B", which is stationary in
fixed-wing mode, provides the fulcrum for lever " E " .

( 4 ) Collective

Collective blade pitch of both rotors is changed manually by
the collective lever or automaticall.y by the rotor-pitch-
governor actuator. Differential collective-pitch changes are

* produced primarily by lateral motion of the control stick.
The rudder pedals and the rotor trim control provide secondary
differential collective-pitch changes. The authorities of the

* collective controls are automatically changed during conver-
sion. This change is accomplished through mechanical linkages
which are driven by the conversion system.

(5) Collective Range-Shift Phasing Control

The upward and downward motion of the coliective lever is
routed to a collective range-shift phase-control bellcrank.
During conversion, collective pitch is automatically increased
with mast angle. The output front the phase-control
crank results in a 0- to 18-degree pitch range in the heli-
copter mode and a 20- to 55-degree pitch range in the fixed-
wing mode. The collective lever travel is the same (13.25
inches) for both modes. The phase control of the collective
system is accomplished by a simple walking-beam-type lever
with a movable fulcrum, as shown in Figure 185. The collective
pitch is controlled manually, or automatically by the rotor-
pitch-governor actuator. This ac1::uator is connected irk
parallel with the collective system and actuates the- !A.lective
lever with pitch-change demands.

(6) Differential Collective (Lateral Control-Stick Motion)

Lateral motion of the control stick is routed through a lat-
eral phase-control bellcrank which introduces the proper dif-
ferential collective blade-pitch control authority during
conversion. This bellcrank is shown in Figure 186. The output
decreases differential collective from Q2 degrees in the heli-
copter rode to ±0.2 degree in the fixed-wing mode. The rate
of contiol authority changes approximately as the cosine of
the con\.ersion angle.

(7) Differential Collective (Rudder Pedal Motion)

The control motion from the rudder pedals is routed through a
rudder phase-control bellcrank, as shown in Figure 187. This
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bellcrank arrangement changes the authority of the rudder out-
put motion as a function of the conversion position.

In the helicopter mode, full pedal motion results in ±0.25
degree of differential collective pitch change. During con-
version, the control authority is increased to ±1 degree of
pitch change at 40 degrees of conversion, and then it is reduced
to zero in the fixed-wing (fully converted) mode.

(8) Differential Collective (Rotor Pitch-Trim Actuator)

The phased differential collective outputs due to lateral
control-stick and rudder-pedal motions are routed through a
combining crank and emerge as a single output, as shown in
Figure 188 (Link '"A" in lower sketch). Link 'A" is the input to
the collective-and-differential-collective mixing levers. The
rotor-trim actuator is connected in series with control Link
"A",, and extension or retraction of the actuator introduces dif-
ferential collective pitch change for rotor thrust trim. Col-
lective control inputs (upper sketch) are routed directly to
the output bellcrank and produce identical outputs for both
rotors.

The collective pitch output is routed to each rotor by push-
pull controls installed aft of the wing spars. At the wing-
tip, the differential collective control is routed to the out-
board side of the pylon to a walking beam with the output
on the center of rotation of the conversion axis. The walking
beam is linked on the conversion axis to the transmission-
mounted dual hydraulic cylinder. This allows the pylon to
rotate through its conversion angles without introducing
collective pitch.

The dual hydraulic servo-cylinder is installed through the
center of the mast and is then directly coupled to the
rotating control system.

b. Rotating Controls

Collective control inputs are introduced by means of a non-
rotating dual hydraulic cylinder and tube extension inside
the rotor mast. The nonrotating collective control tube
transmits the collective motion to a rotating collective head
by means of duplex angular-contact bearings. The collective
head slides inside the rotor shaft, and it is splined to the
mast at its lower end to provide rotation with the mast.

Cyclic control inputs are introduced through the hydraulic
cylinder, which is mounted on the side of the transmission case
and is connected to the nonrotaping ring of the swashplate.
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The swashplate is mounted on a support which permits ±10
degrees of motion. Only one axis of tilt is provided, and
this is oriented so that retraction of the hydraulic cylinder
(down on the swashplate input) introduces a cyclic blade pitch
change which tilts the rotor downward and forward. Bearings
mounted around the fixed ring transmit the cyclic inputs to
the rotating ring of the swashplate.

Cyclic motion is transmitted from the rotating ring to the
collective cyclic mixing levers located above the hub by means
of a fixed-length control tube. There are three mixing levers,
one for each blade, which combine the cyclic and collective
motions into one output. They are pivoted near their center
on the collective head, with one end attached to the cyclic
gontrol tube and the other end attached to the pitch-change
tube. The pitch-change tube is connected to the blade pitch
horn and is adjustable to provide for tracking the blades.

The links, attached between the spinner support ring and the
swashplate ring, drive the rotating conL±rols without inter-
fering with the swashplate-tilting motion.

4. SURFACE CONTROLS

Movable surface controls provide the control of the aircraft
in fixed-wing mode. They also provide a degree of effective-
ness in the higher-speed helicopter spectrum and during con-
version. The surface controls, except flaps, are coupled with
the rotor controls.

The rudder control is a direct link from the pedals to the
rudder. Near the wing-fuselage juncture it is coupled with
the rotor control. A single, hydraulically powered cylinder
is mounted in the fin. An irreversible valve prevents control
feedback in the event of hydraulic system failure. The out-
put motion is directed through a bellcrank and links to the
rudder. The full movement of the rudder pedals produces full
rudder travel in all flight modes.

The elevator controls are coupled to the fore-and-aft motion
of the control stick and are routed directly to a single,
irreversible, hydraulically powered cylinder that is mounted in
the vertical fin. The output of the hydraulic cylinder is
directed by bellcranks and linkage to each elevator surface.
Full control-stick travel produces full elevator trgvel in all
flight modes. An electrically actuated trim tab, on the left
elevator control surface, provides control-force trim in the
event of a hydraulic power failure.

The aileron control is connected to the lateral output of the
control stick and is directed aft to a bellcrank at the wing-
fuselage juncture. This bellcrank provides equal-but-opposite
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motion1s to push-pull controls, routed aft of the wing spar,
and to at mixing bellcr:.ink. This mixing bellcrank provides
for normal dlfferential aileron deflections due to control-
stick inputs, and for changing L•e neutral position of the
ailerons with extension or retraction of the flaps. The mix-
ing ot' the flap and aileron control inputs is accomplished by
a waiLking-beam-bel].crank combination that allows the aileron
to deflect with the flap and that also provides a variation of
aileron travel with flap deflection. With 100-percent flap
extension, the total aileron travel is approximately 10-percent-
down and 50-percent-up of full aileron travel. The output from
the walking beam is linked with a bellcrank to a dual hydraulic
cylinder which is attached directly to each aileron.

The flaps are controlled by hydraulically driven screw jacks.
One hydraulic motor is powered by hydraulic System III and
provides normal flap actuation. The second hydraulic motor
is powered by the APU hydraulic system and provides flap
actuation in the event of primary hydraulic system failure.
'rhe flap actuation screw jacks are inte-connected with shaft-
ing to assure synchronization. The screw jacks are irrever-
sible to provide positive locking of the flaps in any position.

B. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

The D266 Composite Research Aircraft has three independent
transmission-driven hydraulic systems in addition to one
system driven by an auxiliary power unit. All flight controls
are powered by the transmission-driven hydraulic systems so
that hydraulic power is independent of the engines. The
hydraulic systems use M1IL-H-5606 hydraulic fluid and operate
at 3000 psig. Dual servoactuatois are provided in the pri-
mary rotor controls and for the ailerons.

1. SYSTEMS I AND II

Systn-i I and II (Figure 189) are identical and are located on
the left and right pylons, respectively. Each system supplies
power to one side of the rotor and aileron control actuators
located on or near the pylons. Each system also powers a
convi-rsion actuator. "Bootstrap"-type pressurized reservoirs
permit system operation in any conversion position.

The basic hydraulic power system components are unitized into
one compact modular assembly, which simplifies installation
and increases reliability, as it eliminates all of the fittings,
tubes, and joints which would be used to interconnect individ-
ual components. It also saves space and weight, and it is
easily replaceable.
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a. Rotor Controls

Each rotor is controlled by two servoactuators; one actuator
controls collective pitch and the second actuator controls
fore-and-aft cyclic. The servoactuators have dual cylinders
which are independently controlled by a tandem hydromechanical
servovalve.

In the event of the loss of System I or II hydraulic power
source, System III will still provide full service rate. The
actuator will automatically bypass fluid from one side of the
inactive piston to the other. Trimmable force gradient
devices are buiLt into the cyclic actuator, providing the
pilot with a force proportional to control position and
airspeed.

b. Surface Controls

The servoactuators which control the ailerons are similar to
the rotor actuators. Systems I and II supply power to one
side of the actuators for the left and right ailerons, respec-
tively. System III supplies power to the other side of both
aileron actuators. Trimmable force gradient devices are
built into the actuators, providing the pilot with a force
proportional to control position and airspeed.

c. Conversion

During conversion, the rotors are rotated by means of
hydraulically powered irreversible screw jacks located at each
pylon. A mechanical interconnection between the conversionactuators permits conversion by either system in the event of
a failure of one system. Flow regulators are installed tomaintain a constant rate of conversion. The conversion pro-
cess can be stopped or reversed at any time.

2. SYSTEM III

System III (Figure 190)is a combination flight-control-utility
system. It supplies power to one side (opposite to Systems
I and II) of the rotor and the aileron control actuators. It
also supplies power to the rudder, elevator, flaps, stability
augmentation system, force-gradient system, ventilation fan,
and retractable landing gear. This system can also be
used for in-flight engine starting. A variable-delivery pump
is driven from the accessory gearbox so that hydraulic power
is independent of the engines. A "bootstrap" reservoir assures
an adequate supply of oil to the pump suction port at suf-
ficient inlet pressure to prevent pump cavitation. In case of
a failure in this system, the APU can be started and used as
an auxiliary power source, provided that the fluid reservoir
is not depleted.
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a. Rotor Governor

Power is controlled primarily by the collective lever position
in helicopter flight and by power lever position in fixed-wing
flight. The rotor rpm is controlled by the engine power tur-
bine governor in helicopter configuration and by the rotor
governor in fixed-wing flight. The rotor-governor controls
an electrohydraulic servoactuator that is connected in par-
allel with the rotor collective pitch controls. The actuator
incorporates velocity limiting to prevent undesirable rapid
pitch changes. The actuator is located on the pilot's side of
the manual servovalves of the collective actuators. Relief
valves in the acLuator Limit its output force and allow the
pilot to override the actuators if desired. When hydraulic
pressure is removed from the actuator, a pressure-operated
bypass valve connecting both sides of the piston opens, and the
actuator can be moved as required without appreciable resis-
tance to the pilot.

b. Surface Controls

System III provides power for the elevator, rudder, and aileron
control actuators, and the flap-control motor. The aileron
ser~oactuators are dual, with one side powered by System III
and the other side powered by System I or II. rhe servo-
actuators for the rudder and elevator are powered only by
System III; however, in case hydraulic power is not available,
the servoactuators are designed so that if the pilot makes a
control motion, the input control engages position stops on the
actuator, permitting the pilot to move the control surfaces
through a direct mechanical coupling. For this condition,
irreversible valves on the servoactuators prevent the feed-
back forces from moving the pilot's centrol against his
command.

The rudder and elevator servoactuators incorporate electro-
hydraul.ic pressure control val.ves and force-control pistons,
which supply a force at the pilot's control that is propor-
tional to the stick position and airspeed. The flaps are
mechanically interconnected and are powered by a hydraulic
motor driving an irreversible mechanism.

c. Landing Gear

System III provides power for extending, retracting, and lock-
ing the landing gear. Separate actuators are provided for
each gear. Internal locks are incorporated in the actuators
to lock tht gear in the extended position. External locks,
operated by small actuators, lock the gear in the retracted
position. Sequence valves assure proper sequencing of the
locks and actuators. Four-way, three-position solenoid valves
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provide the pressure for retraction and extension. Flow-
limiting valves are provided in the return line from tiie

I

landing-gear actuators to control the velocity at which the
gear retracts or extends.

A limit switch attached to the air-oil shock absorber and an
integral downiock on the actuating handle prevent inadvertent
retraction of the landing gear when the aircraft is on the
ground. For emergency conditions, operation of a manual con-
trol in the cockpit releases the uplocks on the gear, allowing
the wheels to free-fall to the down-and-locked position.

d. Stability-Augmentation System

ii iJ

Electrohydraulic servoactuators are installed as integral
links in the fore-and-aft, lateral, and directional control
systems. Stability augmentation system (SAS) inputs cause the
control links to change length. Figure 191 is a schematic of
the SAS hydraulic system. Engaging the SAS channel directs

* hydraulic pressure to the actuator, disengaging the main pis-
ton-rod lock. The actuator then functions as directed by the
electrohydraulic servovalve, up to the limit of its control
authority. Loss of hydraulic pressure causes the actuator
piston to automatically center, lock, and act as a fixed con-

* trol link.

e. Force-Gradient System

The electrohydraulic force-gradient system, integral with the
flight-control system, provides a variable control-force
gradient as a function of airspeed from any selected trim
position. Force-center-trim provisions are provided at each
cockpit flight station. The actuator is shown schematically
by Figure 192. An electronic unit processes the various
control-position and airspeed-sensor signnls, and it supplies
input control information to the pressure control valve. This
valve controls the hydraulic pressure differential across the
force piston, which is connected to the servovalve input link-a
age. The force from this piston is transmitted to the servo-
actuator input linkage and requires the pilot to exert an equal
force to prevent control motion. Relief valves across the
piston limit the maximum force so that the pilot may override
the system at any time. Stops limit the aircraft control rate
due to the force gradient. An override velocity gap permits
full n servovalve spool displacement by the pilot.

3. AUXILIARY POWERPLANT SUBSYSTEM

The APU-powered hydraulic system is used primarily for engine
starting. The APU system can also be used for checking out
Systems It II, and 1i1; it also provides hydraulic and
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St t r i:t : powtr for grounid operr t ioul And i.%; t • ti, ti. I ltt
hbA kup for .y. t em I I I . 111e Sola.r T'r2-T-1'- 111 A---.- l_,rry power
unit i lrvts it vArinl te-dimpl.ncement pump nuppti et, tromn a
"boot ,t rap" rvservoi r. A shutoft vAlva normalLy IsoLates tlhe
APMY yst em from Syxt em I I I nnI t lie tnginie-stArt lAg mot or,11

I'A(,II mn4 in Vngie Is 1 t. NOrteCd by A varnable-di sp•acement hydrau-
l, ic motor that drives the engine t hrough a gearbox and an, over-
running cliuthli. The unit operates 4s a fixed-displacement
hydrautlic motooi at speeds below the firing range of" the engine.
As engine speed inereaises beyond the firing range, the motor
inlet pressure drops due to the Limited capacity of the APU
unit. The decrease in inlet pressure causes the auxiliary
compensator in the motor to meter high-pressure fluid to the
stroking piston, and it reduces tihe motor displacement ; the
power output of the motor remains constant until the engine
reaches the self-sustaining speed. Beyond this self-sustaining
speed, the overrunning clutch disengages the motor from the
engine, and a speed-sensing switch closes the engine-starting
valves. The engine-starting valves are normally closed and
are located outside of the fire zone. As a result, there is
no hydraulic fluid under pressure in the engine compartment
except during the engine-starting cycle. See Figure 193.

C. FLIGHT ASSIS'r SYSTEIS

1. RO FOR- PITCII-GOVERNOR SYSTEN

The rotor-pitch-governor system is a closed-loop control sys-
tem that maintains a selected rotor rpm by controlling blade
pitch. The governor cannot be engaged at power-turbine speeds
above 95-percent rpm. Sufficient deadband is provided at that
setting to prevent interaction between the rotor-pitch and
power-turbine governors. The system is shown schematically
by Figure 19 4 . A block diagram of the system is shown by
Figure 195. The system utilizes one of the aircraft's standard
rotor tachometer generators as the sensor for the controlled
variable and compares this signal with the pilot-selected
rotor rpm. The resultant error signal produces a prescribed
displacement of the rotor-governor actuator which changes the
blade pitch of the rotor to correct the rpm error.

The governor control loop is a compensated, integrating-type
system which provides high-quality static and transit error-
control characteristics. To promote safety, the governor
actuator can be manually overpowered and is velocity-limited.
A signal is provided to the master warning panel if the rpm
speed error exceeds approximately 10 rpm.

The electrohydraulic governor actuator is connected in nar-
allel with the blade-pitch control, as shown in Figure 9+4.
It has 100-percent displacement authority; however, as a
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safety measure, it has a velocity limit of 3 degrees per
second and an override force capability of 40 pounds.

The amplifier unit will accept ac, dc, or variable-resistance-
type signals. It serves as an amplifier to drive a load such
as the hydraulic actuator valve. This unit also provides an
indication of governor malfunctions by proportionally detecting
the error between the selected and the measured rpm. The width
of the sample period is utilized to provide a warning signal
on the caution panel when the rpm error exceeds prescribed
limits.

The rotor speed sensor is one of the standard transmission-
mounted tachometer generators used to provide rotor speed
indication for the pilots. The output signal from this gen-
erator is fed into the detector/amplifier.

2. FORCE-GRADIENT SYSTEM

The control-feel characteristics of the D266 are provided by
the force-gradient system. The level of the forces is con-
trolled as a function of airspeed so that the pilot is appro-
priately informed of the effectiveness of his controls during
both helicopter and fixed-wing flight.

The system is shown schematically by Figure 196. Control posi-
tion and dynamic pressure sensors are combined in the ampli-
fier/control unit to provide the controlling signals for the
hydraulic force actuators on the valve heads of the control
servoactuator assemblies. These forces are applied to the
pitch, roll, and yaw controls and are felt by both the pilot
and the copilot. Hydromechanical feedback within the force
actuator valve assures that the forces produced are linear
with the electrical signal. Stick jump is eliminated by cir-
cuitry which provides zero-force signals prior to initial
engagement,

Forces are developed in each channel independently from the
forces in other channels. Hence, there is no interaction
between the controls. Breakout forces are held to I ± 0.5
pound for the longitudinal and lateral channels and 5 1 2
pounds for the yaw channel. Normal control friction due to
bearings provides these forces in the longitudinal and lateral
channels. Mechanical adjustable friction is also provided on
the pilot's control stick. In the yaw channel, however, a
simple diode and resistor combination within the electronic
circuitry provides the 5-pound breakout force function.

The system is so designed that safe flight criteria are met in
the event of either an electrical ora hydraulic component fail-
ure. An electrical failure-detection circuit senses the rate
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of change of the force-producing signal at the hydraulic
actuator valve. If an abrupt failure occurs, a cockpit warn-
ing light is actuated, and the force existing at the time of
failure is programmed to decay slowly. If hydraulic failure
occurs, the velocity authority of the force actuator is
mechanically limited to assure that the controls are held to
a safe velocity. Also, the maximum override forces are limited
to an acceptable level.

Figure 197 is a block diagram of the complete system for the
pitch channel. Roll and yaw channels are functionally similar.
The multiplier is biased to produce a constant minimum-force
displacement gradient.

Longitudinal 1.4 lb/inch
Lateral 1.0 lb/inch
Yaw 5.6 lb/inch

With the multiplier bias established, the force actuator pro-
duces a force proportional to the control displacement and
tends to return the control to the neutral trim position.
Thus, the spring-like function is obtained. This function is
derived through the dynamic "loop", shown as blocks 2-3-4-5-2
of Figure 197.

A constant control force of 16 lb/g in fixed-wing flight is
provided by increasing the stick force gradient as a function
of dynamic pressure. Lateral and pedal force gradients are
also increased as a function of dynamic pressure.

The force-gradient functions are:

Longitudinal 1.4 + 0.12 (q - 50)

Lateral 1.0 + 0.15 (q - 50)

Yaw 5.6 + 0.29 (q - 50)

where q represents a dynamic pressure of 50 lb/sq ft. The re-
sulting variations in force gradients are shown in Figure 198.

Lateral and longitudinal force system trimming is accomplished
by a four-way switch on top of the pilot and copilot control
sticks. No yaw force trim is provided.

For servo stability, rate signals are generated from the
control-position sensor. In addition to providing rate damping
to the basic "spring loop", a frequency-sensitive network
generates a high feedback force at the pylon natural frequency
to prevent pilot-induced oscillations. The spring-Loop gain
for the longitudinal channel is increased as shown by Figure
199. The lateral channel has similar characteristics.
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3. STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM

The stabilization system for the D266 is functionally a three-
axis (pitch, roll, and yaw) stability augmentation system
(SAS), with auxiliary electrical control inputs in each axis
to supplement the conventional mechanical control inputs. The
combination of the stability-augmented airframe and the auxil-
iary pilot inputs results in an airframe that is well damped
for disturbing functions, yet is very responsive to pilot
control inputs.

The system is shown schematically by Figure 200. A block dia-
gram of the system is shown by Figure 201. Operationally, each
axis of the system consists of a conventional control loop, a
compensated attitude rate feedback loop, and a supplemental
pilot control loop which is summed with the pilot's mechanical
input. The control transducers sense control motion and pro-
vide the basic signals for the supplemental loops. These
signals provide for differentiating between pilot inputs and
disturbances, and they allow the parameters of the rate feed-
back loop to be considered independently (i.e., the feedback
loop is designed without concern for the pilot control/response
characteristics, to satisfy the stability requirements of the
basic airframe throughout the flight envelope). The freedom
afforded by this design enables the overall system to be
tailored for specific mission requirements, pilot comfort,
minimization of fatigue in the physical control system, etc.

The merits of the system are summarized below:

- SAS provides a well-damped airframe for external dis-
turbances while providing an airframe with a desired
response for pilot control inputs.

- SAS provides a short-term attitude memory for external
disturbances.

- Operational requirements are simple and logical to
facilitate maximum use of the SAS.

- The SAS uses limited-authority (approximately 15 per-
cent of total) series actuators to enhance safety of
flight.

- The actuators automatically center and mechanically
lock when the SAS is disengaged or in the event of
electrical and/or hydraulic power failure.

D. LANDING GEAR

The landing gear is a hydraulically operated, retractable,
tricycle configuration with a dual-wheeled nose gear and a
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Figure 200. Stability Augmentation System, Schematic.
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tandem-wheeled main gear. The nose gear r, -tract s upward an~d
inward and is partially contained within the side ot" the I use-
lage. The portion of the gear remaining outside Olcu fuselage
is enclosed by an external fairing. The tandem-wheel main
gear arrangement results in a fuselage frontal area whirh is
comparable to that of a single-wheel gear configuration.

Two low-pressure tires are used on each gear. The inflation
pressures are 4 4 psi and 61 psi for the nose and main gear
tires, respectively. The effective ground pressure at normal
gross weight is 24 psi for the nose gear and J/./ phi for Jlie
main gear.

Single disc-type brakes are provided on the aft wheel of each
main gear. Aircraft steering is accomplished by' differential
rotor thrust and/or wleel braking. The nose wheel is castored
and free-swiveling to accommodate this type of steering.

The main gear tread is 170 inches. The gear arrangement pro-
vides a fuselage ground clearance of 18 inches and results in
a turnover angle of 35 (.;grees.

E. C ONVERSION SYSTEM

The primary functions of the conversion system are (i) to ro-
tate the rotor pylon from the vertical helicopter position to
the horizontal position and return and (2) to lock the pylon
safely in either extreme or intermediate positions. The sys-
tem also serves as a reference for rotor control system and
provides for phasing rotor contro. a function of flight
regime.

The major components of the conversion system are the two
actuators, an interconnect shaft, and a phasing gearbox. A
hydraulically powered screw-jack actuator is located on each
wingtip. To assure synchronization, the actuators are inter-
connected by a shaft which passes through the leading edge of
the wing. A small gearbox, in the center of the wing over
the fuselage, is driven by the interconnect shaft and provides
a linear motion in proportion to the conversion angle, for use
in phasing the rotor controls.

1. NORMAL OPERATION

The pilot controls the conversion operation by a three-position
(momentary on) switch on the cyclic stick grip. The switch is
moved forward to move the pylon from helicopter to horizontal
position; it is moved rearward to move the rotor back to heli-
copter position. This process may be stopped or reversed at
any position of the mast. The total pylon motion which is
controlled in this manner is 90 degrees.
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SThe c,'e i'sion ~swi tch ac' ti va tes .il solenoid v'alve located at
Ceach wingtip. The valve controls th, flow of hydraulic fluid
to the motor on the screw jack. The iydraulic power is sup-
plied to the screw-jack motors by the pump mounted on each
respective main transmission.

Thc tiormal conversion t[iie is approximately six seconds, vary-
ing ,1 ighLly with the load on the rotors. The conversion rate
is controlled by flow limiters in the pressure line to the
solenoid valve.

2. EMERGENCY OPERATION

In the event of failure of one of the hydraulic systems or of
the electrical circuit to one solenoid, the screw jack is
driven by the actuator motor on the opposite wingtip through
the interconnect shaft. There is no hydraulic back-pressure
in the system being driven by the interconnect shaft, as the
solenoid valve position allows free flow, in a closed loop,
through the nonoperating system. The switch movement by the
pilot is the same as with normal operation, and the time to
convert is also the same as in normal conversion.

The two solenoid valves are connected to separate electrical
buses. If an electrical failure of one valve should occur, a
normal conversion carn be made in either direction. If elec-
trical control of both solenoids is lost while in the fixed-
wing configuration, the solenoids may be operated normally
by pulling the emergency reconversion handle located on the
center console. This handle is mechanically connected by
cables to both solenoid valves, and it opens the valves to
extend the actuator hydraulically to the helicopter configura-
tion.

A safe conversion can be made in the unlikely event of an
interconnect shaft failure. Under these conditions, the
hydraulic-flow limiters control the conversion rate of the
two pylons to within a few degrees of one another.

3. ACTUATORS

The conversion actuators are hydraulically powered, double-
extension, recirculating ball-type screw jacks with a stroke
of 42 inches. The hydraulic motor is a Vickers model PFM,
3909 series. The motor is well suited for this application,
since it is designed for intermittent duty and has a very high
power-to-weight ratio. The maximum rating of the motor is
11.0 horsepower at a pressure of 3000 psi; 5 horsepower per
actuator is required for normal conversion. The flow ]imiter
controls the motor speed at 7800 rpm. This motor is mounted
to the gearbox of the actuator.
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The initial spceed reduction from the motor is 2:1 by spur
gears. At this point, small bevel gears provide the right-
angle takeoff for the interconnect shaft. A further 4.65:1
reducticn drives the outer, large nut of the ball screw. An
irreversible clutch is used in the gear train between the
interconnect takeoff and the final reduction. This device pre-
vents Lhe screws from moving or creeping under load, yet un-
locks when driven by the motor or the interconnect shaft.

Both the inner and outer screws have a lead of 0.5 inch. The
ball nuts are preloaded to eliminate backlash and are provided
with wiper seals to prevent dirt from entering the nuts. Dry
lubricants are used on the screws to reduce the accumulation
of dirt on the threads. The drive reduction gearbox itself
is oil-lubricated and sealed at each end of the large ball nut.

Two trunnions are incorporated in the gearbox case for attach-
ment to the outer wing rib. A clevis is provided at the end
of the small screw for attachment to the pylon-isolation mount
on the main transmission.

4. INTERCONNECT SHAFT

The synchronizing shaft connecting the two screw jacks runs
the full span of the wing inside the leading edge. The
shaft revolves 300 times during the conversion process at
approximately 3000 rpm. The shaft is made from 2024 aluminum
alloy tubing, 3/4 x 0.028 wall. The surface of the tube is
hard anodized to resist wear and corrosion. Two small univer-
saL joints are used to allow for the motion of the conversion
actuator and to allow small changes in length.

The shaft is supported by Teflon fabric bearings to eliminate
the need for lubrication. A long bearing life is assured
since the shaft bearing surfaces are burnished, the duty cycle
is short, and the normal loadings are negligible. The shaft
transmits very little torque in normal operation; and since
the diameter was dictated by dynamic considerations, the shaft
is considerably over-strength even for emergency loading.

The small phasing gearbox, located near the center of the
interconnect shaft, has an 18-to-I worm gear reduction that
drives a 3/4-inch-diameter, 10-pitch, Acme screw. The gear-
box provides a linear output of 1.66 inches that is propor-
tional to the conversion angle. This linear motion is used
in the control system as a mechanical reference to conversion
angle and also provides the signal for the conversion angle
indicator in the cockpit.
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F. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

Primary power for the D266 is provided by two parallel 300-
ampere, 28-volt, dc generators driven by the accessory gear.-
box located in the aircraft fuselage. AC power is supplied
by a 2.5-kva, 115/200-volt, three-phase, 400-cps static in-
verter. A 20-kva, 115/200-volt, three-phase, 400-cps gen-
erator, mounted with a constant-speed drive to the auxiliary
power unit in the aft fuselage, provides an alternate ac
source. A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 202.
The system provides power for all the basic aircraft require-
ments, and it has the additional capacity to supply the power
needed for the test program instrumentation. All components
of the system are designed, as applicable, in accordance with
relevant military specifications, and the systems are in ac-
cordance with MIL-E-25499A.

The controlled generator outputs from the right- and left-hand
dc generators are connected to the Number 1 and Number 2 dc
essential buses, respectively. The Number 3 dc nonessential
bus is connected through relays to both essential buses and
is normally supplied by both generators operating in parallel.
The Numbers I and 2 buses are also normally connected through
a relay and are supplied by both generators operating in
parallel.

The peak average continuous load for the dc system is in the
takeoff condition. This load is 37 percent of the continuous
rating of the do generators. The peak average continuous
load for the emergency condition, with only one generator
operative, is 56 percent of the continuous rating of this
generator.

The ac inverter is supplied by the Number 2 essential bus.
Alternate ac power is obtained from the ac generator driven
by the APU, which is started from the battery connected
through the Number I bus. Either of the essential buses will
supply all the equipment necessary to complete a mission
safely, should a fault occur in one of the systems.

The peak average continuous ac load is in the cruise-landing
condition. This load is 49 percent of the continuous rating
of the ac inverter. The loads on the ac system have been
split to provide good phase balance. Also, when one system
has failed and the loads havc transferred, good phase loading
is maintained.

The aircraft is equipped with a turbine auxiliary power unit
(APU) located in the aft fuselage. The APU drives the hydrau-
lic pump for the engine-starting system and a 20-kva ac
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generator. The ac generator may be used for ground checkout
of all ac systems.

A 13-ampere-hour battery supplies power for starting
the APU and for lighting as needed in ground operation at
night. The battery is a nickel-cadmium type CA-1OH.

A receptacle is provided for external dc power. Reversed
polarity protection is provided in the external power relay
by a diode in the relay coil circuit. When an external power
unit is connected to the dc receptacle, all buses may be ener-
gized.

Engine starting is accomplished hydraulically using the APU.
The APU is started either by battery or by external power. On-
board battery starts can be made at temperatures down to
-25°F; below -25'F, external power is required.

The systems on the composite research aircraft offer an excel-
lent potential for growth of both ac and dc systems. It should
also be noted that, should additional capacity be required,
the rating of the machine can be increased by 33 percent and
still maintain the same envelope size.

G. HEATING, VENTILATION, AND ICE PROTECTION SYSTEM

A heating and ventilation system is provided for the crew and
cargo areas. The system also provides air for defogging the
windshield and other transparencies. Ice protection systems
may be required for an operational vehicle; however, they are
not required or provided for the research machine.

The heating and ventilation system is shown schematically in
Figure 203. Outside air is drawn in by a hydraulically driven,
variable-speed, vaneaxial blower and is delivered to the cargo
and crew compartment outlets through ducting. The blower is
sized to provide a complete air change every 35 seconds.
Engine bleed air is introduced into the airstream downstream
of the blower for heating. The noise suppressor is installed
in the main supply duct downstream of the bleed-air exit
nozzle, to reduce noise generated by the high-velocity bleed-
air jet. An overheat switch is installed in the main supply
duct and is connected electrically, in series, with the bleed-
air shutoff valves. The overheat switch opens at a preset tem-
perature, and the bleed-air supply is shut off to prevent over-
heating of the ducting or adjacent structure.

The heating and ventilating air is ducted through the fuselage
and to the heating and ventilating outlets in the crew and
cargo compartments. Six outlets are provided in the cargo
area. Outlets are provided near the pilot's and copilot's
feet and by the windshield and lower transparencies.
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!he heating capacity of the system is sufficient to maintain
a 40OF compartment temperature at an ambient temperature of
-65 0 F. The heating requirements and system capability to
maintain a 40OF compartment temperature are shown as a function
of ambient temperature by Figure 204. The estimated time to
attain a 40OF compartment temperature is ten minutes at -250F
ambient and 30 minutes at -65 0 F ambient. The capability of
the system exceeds the specification requirements.

The D266 is a research vehicle and does not require ice pro-
tection systems. An operational vehicle will require this
protection if it is to have an all-weather flight capability.
For an operational machine, ice protection will be required
for the windshield, engine inlets, essential instruments,
aerodynamic surface, and rotors.

The thermal energy for anti-icing can be provided. About 50
percent of the engines' available bleed-air supply is used for
cabin heating and other purposes. The excess available bleed
air is more than adequate for inlet duct anti-icing, which is
accomplished by piping bleed air through a shutoff valve to
double-walled areas of the inlet duct.

Electrothermal deicing equipment can be provided for all es-
sential instruments, antennas, etc., except radomes where per-
formance may be degraded by electrical interference. For
these applications, pneumatic-boot deicing can be provided.

The critical areas of the aerodynamic surfaces would be anti-
iced by conventional pneumatic deicing boots on the wing, the
horizontal stabilizer, and the vertical fin.

Electrothermal anti-ice systems will be provided for the
rotor blades and spinner. The forward portion of the spinner
will be continuously heated. Cyclic heating will be used for
the aft portion of the spinner. The rotor blades will be
cyclically heated. The blade heating elements will be lamina-
ted in the blade leading-edge abrasion strips and will have
variable power density.

The electrical power provided for the research veh:cle is
inadequate for supplying the ice protection systems described.
The electrical system for the operational vehicle will include
two 20-kva alternators mounted on the drive system and one
20-kva alternator mounted on the auxiliary power unit. This
installation is anticipated to be adequate for the normal air-
craft electrical requirements and also for operation of the
ice protection systems. These systems can be installed within
the 166-pound equipment allowance included under the "furnish-
ings and equipment" group in the weight statement.
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SECTION VII. STABILITY AND CONTROL

A. INTRODUCTION

This section presents the flight and handling characteristics
of the UL166 and the results of the analysis that was conducted
in areas that required special design attention. Methods used
in the analysis included closed-form stability equations, ana-
log and digital computer program: for open- and closed-form
solutions for static trim and dynamic maneuvers, a moving-base
flight simulator for evaluation of handling qualities, and
wind-tunnel tests of a tenth-scale model.

The design study was directed toward analyzing areas requiring
special design attention and assuring acceptable stability of
the vehicle with the SAS inoperative. All of the stability and
control requirements of MIL-H-8501A and MIL-F-8785 (ASG) can be
met by the D266 with the SAS off--except for yaw damping in hov-
er and roll acceleration and stick force per g in high-speed
flight. The proposed requirements of References 24 and 25 which
refer to the conversion flight regime are met. With SAS on, yaw
damping in addition to that provided by the basic aircraft aug-
ments the damping and stability characteristics about the other
axes. The yaw damping in hovering is about the same as that
normally associated with tandem-rotor helicopters. The control
power is sufficient to meet the yaw response requirement of
Reference 26 with the SAS off. With the SAS active, yaw damping
is increased by the "lead" network. The stability augmentation
system is not required for flight because of the good stability
characteristics of the basic airframe. The pilot effort re-
quired to fly the D266 with the SAS inoperative will be similar
to that in present-day helicopters.

Table XXXIV is a summary of the most important requirements of
Reference 26 compared with the values for the D266 found in
this analysis. Table XXXV similarly shows the requirements of
Reference 24.

Roll acceleration in the fixed-wing flight mode results in
values of pb/2V after 0.97 second that are somewhat less, at
speeds below 300 knots, than the required 0.07. At design
cruise speed, the value is 77 percent of the required pb/2V--
only slightly lower than the requirement. If flight tests
show that this acceleration capability is not acceptable, aile-
ron travel could be increased to 124 degrees to meet the re-
quirement throughout the speed range.

The stick force is within the required values of 12.9 to 34.3
pounds per g (Reference 27), except at two "cururer" conditions
in the fixed-wing flight envelope: at 150 kncls at the most
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aft cg, the stick force gradient is 10 pounds per g (meeis
Reference 24 recommenuation); at 350 knots at the most forward
cg, the value is 39 pounds per g. These calc'ulated values are
based on the parameters of the proposed force-gradient system.
If necessary, these parameters can be changedi however, the
proposed systemo is believed to be the best compromise of' con-
flicting requirements. Figure 205 shows the varintion of con-
trol power throughout the flight regime.

B. HELICOPTER FLIGHT

Calculations of helicopter flight characteristics at sea level,
NASA Standard Atmosphere, at the most forward and most aft
center-of-gravity locations, were made. Although stability
characteristics change somewhat with altitude and temperature,
experience indicates that analysis of sea-level conditions is
adequate for most design purposes. The "required" character-
istics are those of Reference 26 unless stated otherwise. An
analog computer program was used in calculating much of the
heiicoptei stability data. The digital computer Programs C81,
F35,and F06P were used to determine maneuver and trim charac-
teristics, rotor performance, and helicopter stability,
respectively.

Closed-form equations were used, when possible, to substantiate
the digital and ,nalog computer results.

i. HOVERING AND LOW-SPEED CHARACTERISTICS

The control power, damping, and response characteristics of
the D266 have been summarized in Table XXXIV and have been
compared to Reference 26 requirements. The inherent control
power and damping in pitch and roll are greater than the
minimums required for VFR flight. Although yaw damping with-
out SAS is less than that required, the control power is
sufficient to meet the yaw response criteria. Figure 206
comparps the control power and damping characteristics of the
D266 with those reported in Reference 28. With SAS, damping
is increased and the initial control power is changed, so
that the desired response characteristics are attained. All
control power, response, and damping calculations were made
at overload gross weight. Total rotor thrust is found by mul-
tiplying gross weight by 1.06, to account for wing download.

Pitch is controlled by fore-and-aft cyclic-pitch changes
applied equally to both rotors. The pitching moment is gen-
erated by tilting the thrust vector, and by the hub moment
caused by flapping. The resultant rotor force is assumed to
be perpendicular to the t 4 p-path plane for static control-
poweL' calculations, and the tip-path-plane deflection with cy-
clic pitch is all that needs to be determined. There are four
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predominant effects that must be considered: pitch-flap cou-
pling, swashplate phasing, torsional wing deflection, and
pylon-mount deflection.

Figure 207 shows the pitch response, calculated with the analog
and digital computers, to a I-inch cyclic step in hover. The
analog indicates an attitude change of 5.2 degrees after I sec-
ond, and a maximum rate of 13.7 degrees per second. The time
constant is 1 second, which is similar to that of a conven-
tional helicopter. The pitch-control power over inertia, as
indicated by the maximum slope of the pitch-rate trace, is
0.27. This value correlates well with the calculated value.

Roll control in hover is obtained by differential collective
pitch. Inherent roll damping is caused by the thrust change
with inflow which is induced at the wingtips by a roll
velocity.

Yaw control is obtained by differential fore-and-aft cyclic
pitch. The thrust is assumed to be perpendicular to the tip-
path plane; and the horizontal component of the thrust, act-
ing at the wingtip, provides a yawing moment. Wing and pylon
deflections were taken into account in determining the static
location of the tip-path plane.

Yaw damping results from the speed stability of the rotors.
This effect is small, however, and the SAS is the primary
source of damping.

The change in thrust with collective pitch increases linearly
with speed in helicopter flight (Reference 29). Since aileron
effectiveness also increases with speed, the total roll-control
power increases with speed. Yaw-control power also increases
with speed, owing to the effectiveness of the rudder and the
increase of dif/dLa with speed.

Roll- and yaw-control sensitivity in low-sr -ed forward flight
is greater than in hover, as illustrated in Figure 205, and
less stick motion is required to produce desired rates of roll
and yaw. No lateral control is required for trimmed flight
because of the contrarotating, rotors; 10 percent of the hc.'er-
ing rolling moment is available throughout the flight regime.

Sideward flight at 35 knots r'equires 1.8 degrees of differen-
tial collective pitch. Approxi4 ,',*'.y 40 percent of the hover-
ing induced velocity of the "If_-int" rotor appeat-s dt the 'rear"
rotor at 35 knots. Since ~4 degrees is available, roll control.
in sideward flight is sufficient. The rudder "drag"' in side-
ward flight creates a yawing moment, which is balanced by 1.2
degrees per rotor of differential cyclic pitch. Since 4e.25
degrees is available at each rotor, there is sufficient yaw-
control power to overcome fin, "drag" at 35 knots.
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The D266 employs a power-turbine governor to control fuel flow
in helicopter flight. The droop compensating cam is so de-
signed that there is little lag in response and no vertical
oscillation in hover.

The collective sensitivity is approximately the same as that
of the UH-l; therefore, hovering with less than 1/2 inch of
stick motion will be as easy in the D266 as in a conventional
helicopter.

2. STATIC STABILITY

a. Longitudinal

The analog and digital computer programs provided the data of
this subsection. Since the analog program was restricted to
zero-degree mast angle, the digital program was used to deter-
mine static-stick pcsitions required for trim at partial con-
version angles. The two computer programs do not quite agree,
probably because simplified rotor equations were used in the
analog program. Therefore, the digital program is used for
determining level-fligh+ trimmed-stick positions, and the ana-
log program is used to determine static stability about a
trimmed condition with the collective lever fixed. All longi-
tudinal static stability reqiuirements of Reference 26 are met
or exceeded.

The control-stick positions required for trimmed level flight
are shown in Figure 208 at forward and aft cg locations, as
determined on the digital computer.

A unique feature of the D266 is the ability to convert par-
tially in helicopter flivht. This technique increases the
wing incidence, unloads the rotor, increases the propeller
efficiency, and reduces the power required. These effects
were noticed on the XV-3 and were reported in Reference 30.
At 75 knots, the horsepower required was reduced from 425
to 295 as the rotors converted from 0 to 15 degrees. In
addition to the power saving, the longitudinal stick position
required for trimmed level flight moves aft. The stick
position required for flight at 20-degree conversion is shown
in Figure 208. Static-stick margins increase considerably
for partiil conversion angles.

The analog computer was used to determine the collective-fixed
speed stability, and the results are shown in Figure 209. The
slope of stick position versus speed is always positive. It
becomes shallow at high speeds, as it does for conventional
helicopters.
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b. Lateral-Directional

The effect of lateral-directional control coupling was investi-
gated (Reference 31), and handling-quality boundaries were
determined for an IFR approach task. Figure 210 and Table

XXXVI show these data. The shaded area indicates the D266
coupling that has been calculated for all modes of operation.
The data indicate that the coupling is within the normal
operation boundary for the IFR approach task. Figure 210 shows
handling qualities rated better than 3.5 on the Cooper scale.

Figure 211 shows the roll response to a lateral step at 85
knots, obtained with the digital computer. No roll rate is
evident, and the maximum roll rate is 14 degrees per second
per inch, which is less than the allowed maximum of 20 degrees
per second.

The effect of the SAS on the roll response characteristics is
to increase the apparent control. power. This is done with an.
electronic lead network that momentarily puts in more control
than the pilot commands. This extra control is quickly
"washed out" and the response time is improved. The initial
roll acceleration is increased about 70 percent above the basic
value. The improvement in roll characteristics is evident in
Figure 206.

The pedal and lateral stick displacements required at the re-
quired sideslip angles (Reference 29) are indicated in Figure
212.

Figure 213 shows the response to a lateral stick displacement
at 85 knots. The adverse yaw is only 1/2 degree. This would
probably not be noticeable to the pilot, and it certainly
would not be objectionable. The adverse yaw requirements of
Reference 26 are met. Figure 213 shows the response to a pedal
input at 85 knots. The beneficial effect of the differential
coupling in reducing roll rate is apparent.

3. DYNAMIC STABILITY

a. Longitudinal

Three methods were used for the investigation of the longitudi-
nal dynamic-stability characteristics of the D266 in the heli-
copter mode: the analog computer program, the digital computer
program (C81), and the closed-form uncoupled equations of
motion. The results of the different methods correlate reason-
ably well. They show the dynamic-stability characteristics of
the D266. Over the entire helicopter-mode speed range, the
requirements of Reference 26 are met without the SAS engaged,
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TABLE XXXVI

HANDLING QUALITIES _____________

Airspeed Ma st Pedal Lateral ,l~xx NWIzz
Angle Input Input 'In. Pedal In. Lat Stick

(knots) (degrees' (in. ) (in. ) (rad. secl in. (rd'Ie 2n.

85 0) 1 -0.097
85 0 0

120) 0 1 -0.185
120 0 10

120 30 1 -0.024
120 30 1 -0. 095

120 60 1 +0.056
120 60 1 -0. 11.5

150 90 1 -0.015
150o 90 1 0

350 90 1 -0.085
350 90 1 0
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as shown in ''igure 21.4 . With SAS active, pitch damping is
increased, and the times to haif-amplitude are further de-
(,reased.

The normaI ••ccelerat 1on and pitch-rate characteristics obtained
on the anaIlog computer are shown in Figure 21.5 at 70, 98, and
120 knots.

The response to an artificial disturbance was simulated on the
ianlog computer by introducing an aft pulse. The same pulse
amplitudes is the step inputs needed to attain 1.5 g within 3
seconds wero used for about 0.5 second. Figure 216 shows time
histories of the resulting normal acceleration.

h. Lateral -Directional

Digital- Program C81 was used to determine lateral-directional
stability. Time histories of response following a right-
lateral control step and a right-pedal. step are shown in Fig-
ure 21.1. The directional oscillation is well damped, with a
period of about 8 seconds. The roll-subsidence mode has a time
constant of about O.4 second, which is better than that of
either single- or tandem-rotor helicopters. No reversal of
rolling velocity occurs, and there is only a small amount of
adverse yaw.

4. AUTOROTATION

The D266 can safely enter autorotation at any speed after hold-
ing all. controls fixed for 2 seconds and reducing power as
required by Reference 26. Figure 217 shows a time history of a
throttle chop while hovering at 2000 feet. Rotor speed is
maintained and steady autorotative flight is established.
Figure 218 shows a power-off landing that was initiated from
75- and 90-knot autorotative flight. Touchdown is made at 30
and 35 knots, as required by Reference 26. These data were
obtained with the C81 Computer Program. Pitch, roll, and yaw
displacements do not exceed the maximum allowed, and rotor
speed control is maintained by reduc.ing collective pitch as in
a conventional helico-Ler after delaying the required 2
seconds.

Flare capability of the D266 is better than that of conven-
tional helicopters at the same disk loading because of the
more efficient lift configuration and the laterally disposed
rotors. Flares may be initiated by aft cyclic or by con-
verting the masts from 10 degrees forward to zero as the
ground is approached. Touchdown speeds below 35 knots will
be attainable with the D266, because high fuselage attitudes
are permissible near the ground.
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C. FIXED-WING FLIGHT M

I. CONTROLLABILITY

a. Longitudinal

The trimmed stick positions in level flight were calculated and
compared with the information obtained from the C81 output.
Both sets of data agree well and are shown in Figure 219. The
C81 maneuver program was used to determine the angles of attack
necessary to develop limit load or to stall the wing at forward
cg. Figure 221 shows the results of that investigation. It
can be seen that for all speeds above 245 knots, the D266 can

,develop the limit normal acceleration of 4.5g.

The stick force per g, shown in Figure 222, was found using the
longitudinal stick-force gradient and the stick displacement
per g shown in Figure 220.

The lift characteristics at stall were investigated exten-
sively in the wind tunnel for level flight, power on, flaps up
and down. Figure 223 gives the results of these tests. The
lift decreases gradually at stall.

The C81 maneuver program was used to investigate the difference
in response between a stick pull-and-hold maneuver and a stick
pull-and-return. Figure 224 is a time history of the normal
acceleration resulting from two such pullups at 250 knots,
using stick displacements of 0.5 inch. The pull-and-return
had a duration of 0.3 second. The time history shows that
the peak normal acceleration resulting from the pull-and-
return is less than the final acceleration developed during the
pull-and-hold maneuvet.

b. Roll Controllability

(I) Steady Roll Performance

Some of the rolling performance requirements for Class II air-
craft are given in Table VI of Reference 27. Using these re-
quirements for the D266 and a V of less than 500 knots, the
design conditions for steady ro~l performance are:

Pb of at least 0.07 at 0.8V = 280 knots

2V H

4 of at least 0.015 at MH

of at least 0.07 and a of at least 10 feet/second

it 1.1 V5  = 118 knots.
L
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S III

• b b

The ailerons extend from 0.55 to 0.915 1 and are 25 percent
of the wing chord. The deflection range varies with flap
setting. For this aileron configuration, Figure 18 of Refer-
ence 32 gives the effective change in wing-section angle of
attack for a unit change in the aileron deflection to be
da = 0.53 for a sealed aileron. A wingtip helix-angle param-

~d~a

eter y' is defined in Reference 33 such that

C l a da C\P (6)
18 d a (IP
a

This is the value of the change in rolling moment coefficient
for a total aileron deflection of both the right ailerons of
A6 degrees. The equation can also be shown to give the re-
lationship of Equation 2 of Reference 33, which is

b 7Id \ A8 (7)
S=dY a a

Since this equation takes into account only the wing contribu-
tion to Cl , it is necessary to correct the parameter y' when

p
making an analysis of the entire aircraft. The effective
value is

, = Y(cI )WING (8)

e(Cp)TOTAL

Substituting in Equation 2, we find that

_Vý= Y'ef f 48)"a

It is necessary to make a correction for large aileron deflec-
tions to the value of pb/2v by a factor K shown in Figure 9-16
of Reference 34. The value of y' used foO the D266 is 0.0072
per degree as determined by Figure 2 of Reference 33. Using

this value of y' and calculating the ratio (c1 w (C'p)total,
we determined the deflection per aileron that is required to
develop a steady roll rate. The results are shown in Figure
225. In the case of the flaps-down configuration, the value
pb/2V is shown for the deflection of the up-going aileron,
S au-
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With flaps up, the D266 can meet the steady roll requirements
at all speeds. With flaps lowered 30 degrees, the steady roll
performance at low speeds is less than the desired levels
specified in Table VI of Reference 27. It is believed that the
requirements at the low speeds are intended to insure suffi-
cient roll performance when landing conventional aircraft.
The D266 lands and takes off in the helicopter mode where roll-
control power is high.

(2) Roll-Acceleration Capability

Paragraph 3.4.16.2 of Reference 27specifies that the roll-
acceleration capability must be such that the roll rates,
specified in Table VI of Reference 27, can be reached within
(0.5 +0b ) seconds. For the D266, this time is 0.97 second.

The roll acceleration was investigated by introducing lateral
stick displacements at 150, 280, and 350 knots and by comput-
ing the response with C81. Time histories of the resulting
roll and sideslip responses are shown in Figures 226 to 228,
respectively. The roll rate attained is 0.97 second, measured
and ratioed to full-lateral control by assuming linear aero-
dynamics. The following pb/2V values are obtained:

- 0.0235 at 150 knots
- 0.0535 at 280 knots
- 0.0525 at 350 knots

The value at 350 knots exceeds the required value of 0.015.
The accelerations at the lower speeds are below the required
values. The 150-knot value is 34 percent of the required
value; however, the requirement is largely based on the neces-
sity for rapid roll response of conventional aircraft during
landing and takeoff maneuvers. The D266 will be operating in
helicopter mode for these maneuvers, and roll-control poý:er
will be considerably increased.

c. Lateral Control in Sideslips

The stick displacement required at different trimmed sideslip
angles is shown in Figure229 for speeds of 150, 250, and 350
knots. These stick positions and the lateral stick-force
gradients were used to calculate the forces associated with
these displacements.

2. STATIC STABILITY

a. Longitudinal

The stick-fixed neutral point for the D266 was calculated using
Equation 5-35 of Reference 34, which was modified to include the
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Ie ect ol I lie rot ors. These dato show t:hat the neutral point
iN jilt ot the. most rearwakrd allowable cg position by a margin
o•' 18. ' percent. Therefore, the longitudinal static stability
with respect to the lift coefficient or angl e of attack at
('ons I in t speedt is positive for al. 1 flight conditions. The
elevotor..treo st t.ic stnbility will be the same as the elevator-
fIixed stahility, bec'iuse the boosted control system does not
permit control surface loads to feed back to the pi.tot stick
con t rt'o I

Throughout, the speed range in I ixed-wing flight, a rearward
st ick movement wil I generate a nose-up pitching moment, which
in turn result in the Initiation of a climb and a decrease in
speed. A matneuver was run on CRI to get a quantitative feeling
for the change in trim speed due to a stick position change. A
stick ramp input of -0.2 inch was applied over a period of
10 seconds from an initial level-flight cruise at 250 knots
with the most aft cg. The speed along the flight path de-
creased from 250 knots to a steady 210 knots after 27 seconds.
A time history of the speed during the above maneuver is
shown in Figure 230. An aft-stick force of about 2 pounds is
required to maintain the -0.2-inch stick displacement through-
out the pullup.

b, Lateral.- Direc ti onal

The D266 will possess directional static stability and desir-
able dihedral and side-force characteristics, as determined by
wind-tunnel data which have been modified to reflect final con-
figuration changes. The wind-tunnel tests indicated that the
aircraft was neutrally stable in yaw with the smaller stabi-
lizer, at the small angles of sideslip, but the aircraft be-
came more stable at angles larger than about 8 degrees. This
trend is shown in Figure 231, which shows the yawing moment
coefficient of the wind-tunnel model as a function of the side-
slip angle. The increase in uirectional stability at angles of
sideslip larger than 8 degrees indicates that the sidewash
factor and dynamic pressure reduction adversely affect the fin
effectiveness at small sideslip angles. The D266 fin area is
54 percent larger than the fin used in the wind-tunnel tests in
order to improve the directional stability. Most of the added
area came about through an increase in the span of the fin, so
that the sidewash factor and dynamic pressure reduction, near
the fuselage, will affect a smaller percentage of the fin area.

The rudder deflection was calculated for steady sideslips at
speeds of 150, 250, and 350 knots, The pedal positions
associated with these rudder deflections are shown in Figure 232.
That figure indicates that the D266 has the capability of
developing a 10-degree sideslip, as required by paragraph
3.4.1L.1 of Reference 27.
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The D266 will have a large, positive effective dihedral. The
high wing location, the tall vertical fin, the positive wing
dihedral angle, and the rotor forces all contribute to this
high value. Wind-tunnel data agree well with the calculations
made using the appendix of Reference 35.

3. DYNAMIC STABILITY

Longitudinal and lateral-directional modes of motion are inves-
tigated separately in the conventional manner. The short-
period motion was found to be heavily damped. The phugoid and
lateral-directional -. stable, i above the require-
ments of Reference 27. The calculations indicate the spiral
mode to be damped.

a. Longitudinal

Dynamic stability was calculated by linearized theory and com-
pared with the results from the digital computer maneuver
Program C81.

The time history of short-period longitudinal oscillation is
shown in Figure233. Figure 234 compares the short-period-mode
characteristics, as obtained from rigid-body analysis, with the
case of flexible blades and changed rotor aerodynamic forces
and the case of rigid blades and flexible pylons. Due to the
swashplate-pylon coupling linkage, a higher damping is obtained
in the case of the flexible pylon, whereas a destabilizing
effect is indicated when only blade flexibility is considered.
It is seen that the requirement of Reference 27 to damp the
short-period mode to one-tenth amplitude in less than one
cycle is met. There is no specific requirement for the long
period when it is longer than 15 seconds. The period is con-
siderably longer and the mode is stable.

b. Lateral-Directional

The equations used to investigate the lateral-directional
dynamics were obtained from chapters 4 and 7 of Reference 35.
The solution was obtained in the same manner as for the longi-
tudinal case and yielded one pair of complex roots associated
with the Dutch-roll oscillation and two real roots associated
with the rolling motion and spiral mode.

Time histories as obtaine. from the computer program C81, for
lateral and directional step inputs at 350 knots, are shown in
Figures 228 and 235.

D. CONVERSION FLIGHT

There are no current military specifications that define fly-
ing qualities requirements in the conversion flight regime;
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ht ri' fo:'i!, tihe ret. omilivnda t tIIi o ti t Kof rt ironicon 24 and 25 i tio used
its guideN. The rontraot * schedule states that "there Rhall
he no dis•,oitinrultl'iea in sta)fl ty and conttol chdracteri~t ica
during transistion from verticol I I f'tlng device to crulse
I I ft i ng d( vi c InId vice ve'rs,''" and thait the aircr14ft w Il he
cajp-i)le of 't rans it ion from vert ic'al I I ting device to cruise
lI H in device and vice vera, oat constant aiititude. Continued
'l ight sholl be possiblhe with no ,tbnormal ath l lit y and control

grad ient a and shall be possi hi o ut tiny conversion conf iguration.
Conversion shall be reversible at tiny point In transition."
These charac, eristics have been achieved in the D2(( design.

The difficulty in anal yzing the conversion condition by con-
ventional equations made it desirable to utilize the unique
capabilities of the Bell. Helicopter Company Computer Program
C81 to determine the D266 characteristics. Since good agree-
ment between C81 results and conventional analyses has been ob-
tained for the other two modes of flight for the D266 and in
numerous helicopter configurati .n studies conducted in the
past, the conversion characteristics determined herein are
believed to be valid.

i. CONVERSION FLEXIBILITY

The wide range of airspeed in which the D266 can make partial
or full conversions is shown in Figure 236. Normally, conver-
sions would be made in the area between the maneuver margin
line and the line indicating reduced-life loads. The lower
value of the upper speed limits is established by the endurance
stress level of the rotor components and defines the speed and
conversion angles where continuous flight operation is permis-
sible. There are two sets of lower speed-limit lines shown in
the figure; one shows l.Og (stall) and 1.3g capability for the
flaps-up condition; the other set shows the same information
for the 30-degree flaps-down condition. Flaps are normally
used for conversion and reconversion. Flight can be maintained,
within the conversion corridor, with no limits of control or
stability being encountered.

Several conversions have been performed with Program C81 to
obtair. time histories of control motions during steady level-
flight conversions. Figure237 shows a time history of a con-
version from helicopter to fixed-wing mode at a speed of 120
knots. Figure 238 shows a conversion from fixed-wing to heli-
copter mode while holding speed and altitude. As seen from
the figure, altitude and airspeed changes are negligible,
rotor speed remains constant, and only small stick movements
are required.

To demonstrate the simplicity of stopping and reversing the
conversion procedure, Figure239 shows a time history of a
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conversion that was aborted at 45 degrees. Again, there is

negligible change in altitude and airspeed, and no excessive
stick motion is required.

Since the D266 configuration is similar to that of the XV..3,
some pilot comments concerning the XV-3 conversion character-
istics are presented for information. In Reference 30 (p. 24),
it is stated that: "One outstanding feature of the XV-3 was
that conversions and reconversions could be made, either in
'beeped' steps or continuously from any flight condition."
Also, "From a safety standpoint, a schedule of airspeed,
altitude, mast angle, fuselage angle, wing stall, flap
position, power setting or trim position was not required at
any time during conversion or reconversion." It should be
noted that the XV-3 was converted and reconverted in the
following ways: holding altitude, holding airspeed, during a
standard rate turn, during a climb, during autorotation, and
at altitudes of 600 and 10,000 feet. The present analysis
indicates that similar characteristics will be exhibited by
the D266.

2. STATIC TRIM

Program 081 was used to obtain static trim data in the conver-
sion region. Cases were run for several mast-angle settings
at airspeeds of 90, 120, and 150 knots and at forward and aft
center-of-gravity positions. From these data, three cases
that exhibit the greatest control motion have been selected
for the illustration of control stick position and other perti-
nent parameters. Figure240 shows 90-knot cases at forward cg
with flaps up and with 30 degrees of down flap. The breaks in
the curves between 30 and 40 degrees of mast angle are due to
wing stall in the flaps-up condition. Trim at mast angles
beyond 40 degrees could not be maintained, due to wing stall.

Figure241 shows a 120-knot case at aft cg with flaps up.
Trimmed level flight was attainable here throughout the mast-
angle range. Figure 242 shows data throughout the mast-angle
range at 150 knots with flaps up and the cg forward. The
variation in trim-control position is small and gradual.

Pedal position and lateral stick position versus sideslip angle
are computed at a mast angle of 30 degrees and are shown on
Figure 243. Stable gradients are exhibited for beth the pedal
and the lateral stick.

3. DYNAMIC STABILITY

The D266 is designed to be inherently stable in all regimes of
forward flight above 60 knots, including conversion. The sta-
bility augmentation system is incorporated as a pilot aid and
is not required for stability. To demonstrate D266 stability,
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calculated responses to stick pulses, in the partially converted
state with SAS inoperative, are shown in Figure 2 4 4 . These
curves show the pitch oscillations to be rapidly convergent.
Response to a step input at 30 degrees mast angie is shown in
Figure 245. The pitch rate is concave downward in about 0.9
second.

Lateral-directional stability in the partially converted state
is investigated by introducing pedal and lateral-stick inputs
and by analyzing the C81 output.

Figure 246 shows the time histories of the effect of a pedal
displacement in level flight with 30 degrees of mast angle at
120 knots. Figure 247 shows the effect of a lateral-stick in-
put at the same condition. Figures 248 and 249 show similar
time histories at a conversion angle of 60 degrees.

These figures illustrate that there is some degree of roll-to-
yaw coupling. This coupling results in a small-amplitude, well-
damped roll oscillation after pedal inputs. This will not
adversely effect the handling qualities as indicated in Figure
21-0.

iYaw-to-roll coupling is not significant, as can be seen on
Figures 246 and 249. The initial response to a lateral stick
input is an almost pure roll.
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SECTION VIII. COCKPIT ARRANGEMENT

The D266 cockpit has side-by-side crew seating, dual flight
controls, excellent flight visibility, and ejection-seat
emergency egress. The pilot, as aircraft commander, is
seated on the right as in conventional helicopters. The
cockpit arrangement is shown in Figure 256.

Normal access is through a center aisle from the aft cargo-
passenger compartment. Emergency ground egress from (aid ex-
ternal access to) the cockpit is through overhead escape panels

above the pilots' heads.

A. SEATS

The Douglas Aircraft Company Escapac I-C-2 seats provide up-
ward, zero-altitu4 e, zero-speed, rocket-powered ejection. The
seats conform to anthropometric requirements as defined in
WADC TR-52-321. They are adjustable vertically (±2.5 inches),
but not horizontally. The rudder pedals, however, are ad-
justable forward and aft. The system utilizes the 28-foot NB-9
parachute and the Navy integrated torso harness. Ejection
controls consist of both a D-handle on the front edge of the
seat between the pilot's legs, and a face-screen handle.
Either will initiate the ejection sequence. The shoulder
harness and seat belt are released automatically during
ejection, or manually for escape following nonejection
emergencies such as ditching. The parachute and survival
gear are integral parts of the ejection seat. The integrated
torso harness attaches to the parachute and survival gear.
The seat is attached to two ejection guide rails, which are
secured to the main structure.

B. FLIGHT CONTROLS

The cockpit flight controls are in accordance with MIL-STD-
250B and MIL-STD-203D, and they are conventional in location
and actuation.

1. CONTROL STICKS

Control sticks are provided for both the pilot and the copilot.
Both sticks are floor-mounted and are located at a pivot point
in the medial vertical planes of the respective operators.
The ranges of stick travel are ±6 inches, longitudinally and
laterally. The pilot's control stick is provided with a manual
friction adjustment which is conventional for helicopter cyclic
control sticks.

The secondary functions of the control sticks are to provide
for force-gradient trim, SAS disconnect, engine start,
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pylon conversion, and communications. These functions are

accomplished through control switches on the stick grips.

2. COLLECTIVE LEVERS

Collective pitch controls are provided for the pilot and co-
pilot. They are standard helicopter collective levers which
control rotor-blade-pitch change during helicopter mode.
During normal fixed-wing flight, the collective control lever
is automatically controlled by the rotor-pitch governor. How-
ever, the pilot retains an override capabi ity for emergency
manual control in the event of rotor-pitch-governor failure.

The range of collective lever travel from the "full-down"
position to the "full-up" position is 13.25 inches. This
represents a ratio of 1.36 degrees of rotor-blade-pitch change
per inch of collective input in helicopter mode. The amount
of pressure required to operate the collective is determined
by a manual friction adjustment located above the dual twist-
grip controls.

Power management is controlled by two rotatable grips
on the pilot's collective lever. The twist-grips are arranged
so that they can be operated independently or together with
the left hand. The total twist-grip travel is 240 degrees.
An engine idle release switch permits either or both engines
to be shut down. Depressing the switch electrically releases
the idle detent.

3. PEDALS

Directional-control rudder pedals are provided for both the
pilot and the copilot. Design and location of the controls are
in compliance with MS 33575 for dimension and adjustment.
The pedals may be adjusted ±3 Inches.

The pilot's pedals are also used to control the brakes for
ground taxi control. Braking is accomplished through
rotational depression of the pedals. To set the parking
brake, the pilot's pedals are depressed and the parking-
brake handle on his console is pulled. Depression of both
brake pedals releases the brakes when the brake handle on
the console is set.

4. FLAPS

The flap control is immediately forward of the power quadrant
on the center pedestal. It is accessible to both the pilot
and the copilot. Control motion corresponds to the actual flap
movement and is marked UP and DOWN. The control is a toggle
switch with an extended lever arm with an airfoil-shaped
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handle. The switch permits any degree of flap setting from
full up to 60 degrees down. The normal positions used are
60 degrees for takeoff and 30 degrees for conversion.

5. CONVERSION CONTROL

Rotation of the pylons for converting from one mode of
flight to the other can be carried out by either pilot by
actuation of the conversion switch located on the control-
stick grip. Full actuation of the switch results in a 15-
degree-per-second angular rotation of the pylons. An emergency
reconversion handle on the center pedestal provides the means
for manually positioning the hydraulic conversion valves.
This handle is used only in the event of dual electrical
failure.

6. LANDING GEAR

The landing-gear control lever is forward on the center pedes-
tal and is marked UP and DOWN, corresponding to wheel position.
The control lever is installed so that it is conveniently
accessible to both the pilot and the copilot. The emergency
gear handle on the landing-gear control panel may be operated
by either pilot. It releases the landing-gear uplocks through
a mechanical linkage and permits a gravity drop of the gear.

7. FLIGHT-ASSIST CONTROLS

lhe SAS control panel is located on the center pedestal im-
mediately forward of the power-management panel. Both pilots'
control-stick grips are equipped with SAS disengage, push-to-
release buttons.

The force-gradient power switch is located on the hydraulic
control panel in the center pedestal, and both pilots have
trim switches on the stick grips.

Rotor trim control is provided to balance rotor thrust. In
helicopter operation this provides roll trim, and in high-
speed flight it provides yaw trim. The rotor trim switch is
located in the hydraulic control panel.

Elevator trim-tab control is provided as a backup pitch-trim
system. The switch Is located on the hydraulic control panel
and provides selection of either elevator trim or pitch force-
gradient trim. Trim is activated with the trim switch on the
stick grips.
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C. POWER-MANAGEMENT CONTROLS

1. STARTING

Each engine is started independently with the power-management
controls in the OFF position. A starter-select toggle switch
on the fuel and engine panel, immediately aft of the power-
management control panel, establishes which engine is to be
started.

2. FUEL CONTROL

Two fuel systems, one in each wing, are normally used with
the respective left and right engines. Low fuel is indicated
by two quantity indicators on the instrument panel and a FUEL
QUAN caution-panel light. In the event of failure of one of
the dc fuel-boost pumps, the cross-feed valve is activated, and
the single operative pump moves all usable fuel to the engines.
Failure of either fuel-boost pump is noted by a warning light
in the caution panel. A fuel-flow indicator for each engine
is located with the engine instruments on the instrument pnnel.

Two fuel-cutoff toggle switches on the fuel and engine panel
are placed in the ON position during the start procedure.
Two fuel-boost pump switches are also located on this panel,
as is the cross-feed fuel switch.

3. POWNER CONTROL

a. Collective Lever

Power management in helicopter flight is through the con-
ventional. collective-pitch lever and the twin twist-grips on
the lever. The operation and configuration of this control
arestandard, the only exception being the additional twist-
grip control for twin-engine operation. The twist-grips
are used in helicopter flight (with the power-turbine gover-
nors engaged) to select the desired rotor rpm between 95-100
percent.

b. Control Quadrant

A set of power-management levers on the center pedestal, ac-
cessible to both pilots, operates in conjunction with the
twin twist-grips through a direct mechanical linkage. These
are continuous lever-type controls, whose location, shape, and
size assist olevfstadr identification. During helicopter
operations, these controls remain in the 95-pan-percent rpm

region, which is the most forward range. Throughout f ixed-
wing operations, the lpevers are utilized by the pilot as the
primary power controls (below the Ss-percent setting). The
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design of these controls is consistent with the recommendations
for controls for continuous operation as outlined in WADC
Technical Report 56-172; it generally complies with MIL-STD-
203D.

An rpm-select lever at the left of the power-management levers
may be operated by either the pilot or the copilot. A control
lever immediately to the right of the power-management levers
sets the system friction for the power-management levers and
the twist-grip controls.

L4. ROTOR-PITCH GOVERNOR

The rotor-pitch-governor rpm-select lever, loLated on the S
pedestal, includes a press-to-disengage button. An offset
detent aft of the OFF position precludes inadvertent acti-
vation of the rotor-pitch governor during helicopter opera-
tion, The governor rpm-select range is aft and left of the
detent. The svitch on the control lever knob allows the
operator to select any rpm setting prior to governor engage-
ment. It permits the lever to pass through the high-rpm
range without engine follow-through and also permits immediate
disengagement at any rpm setting. Two lights in the rotor-
pitch-governor control section indicate when the ro" or rpm is
below 95 percent, when the rotor-pitch-governor circuitry is
armed, and when the rotor-pitch governor is engaged. A rotor-
pitch-governor malfunction is indicated by a light in the
caution panel.

5. OPERATION

In heliLopter operation the collective lever is used for
power control, and the twist-grips are used for rotor-rpm
setting. The power-turbine governing range and the selection
range of the twist-grips are 95-100 percent of rotor rpm.

The power-management levers are used, with the rotor-pitch
governor engaged, during normal fixed-wing flight. The rotor-
pitch-governor rpm-select range is from below 95 percent to
48.5 percent. In normal fixed-wing flight, rotor rpm is be-
tween 48.5 and 73 perccnt.

The power-management levers and twist-grips are in the closed
or OFF position during the start and are advanced to the idle
position at approximately 20-percent engine speed. The
start-ignite function is initiated by a switch on the control
stick. The twist-grips are returned to OFF for shutdown.
Electrical detent stops are released by depressing the engine
idle release switch on the pilot's collective lever.
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D. SUPPORT SYSTEM CONTROLS

1. HYDRAULIC

The hydraulic control panel iE forward on the center pedestal..
There are three toggle switches--one eachi for System I,
System II, and System III--and one power-source-select switch,
for System III (normal or API)). A green light indicates the
status of the select valve in System III. Also included is
a force-gradient ON-OFF switch, a momentary rotor-trim toggle
switch (activated laterally to the left or right position),
and s two-position pitch-trim switch with norma]. and elevator-
trim-tab positions. Cautiun lights indicate low hydraulic
pressure in any system and low fluid quantity in System III.
The latter cautions the pilot that the power source is not
the problem and that using the APU as an alternate power source
will not provide system hydraulic pressure. In the event of
failure of either System I or System II, a mechanical inter-
connect feature allows the operati~e system to convert or re-
convert both pylons.

2. ELECTRICAL

The electrical control panel on the overhead console is
readily accessible to both pilots. On this panel are the
five three-position toggle switches for the battery, the two dc
generators, the ac generator, and the inverter. A "gang" bar
is provided for simultaneous deactivation of all of these
components in the event of an emergency. A dc bus rotary
selector switch and an ac bus rotary selector switch are lo-
cated aft on this panel. The NORMAL positions close the
relays so that all buses are incorporated into the system. To
investigate the failure of a bus, each bus may be isolated
by selecting one of the alternate positions on the rotary
control switch.

The pylon conversion actuators are controlled by power from
the essential dc bus Number 1 to the left actuator and by
power from the essential dc bus Number 2 to the right actua-
tor. Both the ,)ilot's and the copilot's conversion switches
normally activate the pylon actuators on each side.

There are three panels which control the interior lighting.
The lighting arrangement conforms to MIL-L-1.8276C. The over-
head panel contains controls for cockpit dome lights and
console lighting. The two side light-control panels give
each pilot the capability of activating and adjusting his
instrument-panel lights. Map lights are mounted on both
pilots' side-canopy rails in such a manner as to be ad just-
able for directing light into their immediate areas. The
map lights may be detached for use. Provision is made for
both red and white lighting under separate control.
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The exterior-lighting panel includes control switches for the
navigation and anticollision lights. An intensity control and
a FIASH-STEADY option are incorporated for the operation of
the navigation lights. In addition, landing-light rontrols
are located adjacent to the londing-gear paniel on the center
pedestal. The windshield wiper, and washer control switches anid
the pitot-heat switch are in the overhead panel. They are
conventional toggle switches.

3. AVIONICS

The center pedestal contains the VH.F.,"FM control panel, the Uill.'
control panel, and the pilot and copilot ICS control panels.
The VOR/DME control panel is located on the center pedestal,
forward of the communication panels.

4. AUXILIARY POWER UNIT

The APU control panel is on the center pedestal. A three-
position OFF-RUN-START switch is located on the right side of
the panel. Three red warning lights on this panel indicate
the status of the APU engine. They are a LOW OIL pressure
warning, an EXHAUST TEMP warning, and an engine OVERSPEEI)
warning. There is also a green HYDRAULIC PRESS advisory
light below the warning lights. It indicates that there is
adequate hydraulic system pressure for starting the 'T64 engines
and that the APU gas producer has reached operational speed.

E. ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS

Ventilating air enters through an intake above the cargo com-
partment, well forward of engine and APU exhaust areas. It
is moved by a "vaneaxial' blower that is capable of approxi-
mately 1400 cfm. Bleed air is used to heat outside air sup-
plied by the hydraulic-motor-driven ventilation fan. The cabin
heating and ventilation outlets are located near the floor on
the right and left side consoles and on the left and right
siles of the instrument panel. Individual nozzles defrost
the front windshield, lower panels, and side windows. The
pilot and copilot both have manual controls to limit or to shut
off the outlets. The cabin outlets may be shut off without
disturbing the flow of air to the windshield and window area
for defogging aod defrosting. An overheat switch connected
to the bleed air ON-OFF valves protects against overheat
damage to the duct system or other structure such as the wind-
shield.

F. INSTRUMENTS

Figure 256 in the Appendix illustrates the placement of the
instrument panel, pedestal, side console, and overhead panel.
Consideration has been given to the functional anthropometry
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tit th ie sent ed opvrator, tnel ud itn, hi N Ii omechaniaI I imi t a -
tions and his basic' visual skillsq, .light and engine In-
s trument's are arratiged in a simple, compact panel. (onven -

tiona , plroven d is pl ays havYe been used un i form]y. Where
po~ssi hle, all dlsplays and control, pert•Inent t:o a sequen'ce
oI act ivi ties have heen placed in a common area. The most
frequ en t y u sed displays have been grouped In a cent ra]
vis30l cone reft'relnced a botif a mean 1 ine Of sight, . Non-
critical or less frequent:lN u'ed displas are positioned
peripherallv to the optimum cone. Emergency warning dliaplmys
(fire, rpm) demanding immediate attention ure loated at- line-
of-sight level.

1 . l.'I,1 (UIT I N 'rRI INI.FNI'S

Separate sets of flight Instruments are provided for the pilot
and copilot. They include airspeed, gyro horizon, hearing-
distance-heading, turn-and-hank, harometric ialtitude, and
vertical speed indicators. A course indicator and clock are
provided in the pilot 's group of flight instruments. nthe
pi lot 's and copi lot 's pressure instruments are connected to
separate pitot-static systems. The selection and arrangement
of the instruments are in general compliance with Ml1.-SI'1)-33572,

2. PROPIUI,SI ON INST'RLJMENI'S

The propulsion instruments are located between +he pilot's
flight itnstruwents and the copilot's flight instruments. The
pilot and copil.ot are provided separate triple tachometers.
The rotor rpm indication on the pilot's triple tachometer is
driven hy the rotor-pitch-governor tAchometer generator, and
the copilot's is driven by a separate tachometer generator. A
dual torquemeter is located on the pilot's side. Gas-producer
tachometer indicators, power-turbine inlet-temperature Indi-
cators, fuel-flow indicators, engine oil pressure indicators,
and engine oil temperature indicators for each engine are
vertically arranged. Two fuel-flow indicators, a fuel pressure
indicator, and two fuel quantity gages are provided near the
center of the instrument panel.

Transmission-oil temperature and pressure indicators art, pro-
vided. In ,,AN, the oil pressure and temperature indicators
display the lowest system oil pressure and temperature. The
temperature or pressure of each transmission or gearbox in
the system can also be read individually.

3. NAVIGATION INSTRIUM FNT',

The pilot and copilot have separate bearing-distance-heading
indicators (BI-II). The pilot's panel also contains a cross-
pointer course indicator. A VOR U 1IF inavigation system is
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provided for qeogrsiph ic pr 1i t I on and a V l itu I I nIl 01at ion. 1(
magnoet c istan(dbV rompa 1 .91 mount rd above thl iott runmwt pati' I
between) the pilot and the 'opilot.

The avionicm cont rola are, located between the two pilot m on
the left side of a center pedertal. Inlu'lded are (lhe VOR
DHE, the Vi\F IN, and the I1IF. Two ititercom panels are side-
by-aIde, af't of the other commu n i ra I i o n s pat n, Ia.

6, WARNINGN AND) CAIO'['It)N SYSTEIMNS

The warning and caut ion systems are in vomplianve. with MII.-
STD-411A for such faetorn an ,olor coding, shape codinig,
location, lighting, and intensity of lighting.

The caution pane) is located in the center of the insttrument
panel, where It may he monitored hy either pilot. It 11n1cates
the following malfunctions:

- Fuel-boost pump, left and right

- Fuel. quantity

- Engine oil pressure, left and right

- Engine ice, left and right

- Chip, engine, left and riaht:

- Chip, transmission, left and riirht

- Transmission oil pressure and temperature, left
and right

- Force gradient

- Rotor-pitch governor

- Hydraulic pressure

- Hydraulic quantity, System III

- DC generator, left and right

- AC inverter

- External power

- Ejection seats

- Parking brake
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ksarni1.,1hh N id (c lc ki l 'R n al 4.r TO a I I dI eng in tit ptn alid linaru e
lanrl0 11 t ,ar- rondl t i ons. ;n atidio sign~al is also incrluded
iN t he rpml warn lill svystrim.

Tlb. c'ngý In. ire-we rn ug, and -ckillt rolI s ysxtem is% in the tipper
cenit .'r of t hr 11,0t ry'nment panlel . hr'ee T-hand I es are for use
wit 11 t ht API'l unift $ 1.ug ilt (tie 0n , a nd El g Ic tiTwo. Each hand I.e
cont tiuniis a Ifire -wart)i ng I i ght whifeh i ndicat es that there i a
a IIret inl t~hat part ictilar unit'. 'The' einuhn ircui try
t o t h) V niginle i S armeltd by Pill I iug t hie hand 1. . Th e ag en t
o ho rWe v is rel1ea~std by e ither of. two t. ogg 1. switches. On e
rh)a rge vIs for thec API'lu oi r and two charges are f or the main
eng, in tes , EI t Ihe rr o r b)o th ivn g i tne v h a r g es m ay 1) e d ir 'e c t ed to0
Pit her engitir.

Hie 1)20(1 has excel lent i titeri or exteri or coe'kpi t visi hi ).it y
It may he noted from Figure 255 t hat the t jeld-s of visiovi Pro-
vide a vi rltial 2~45-degree azimuth coverage thr'otwb thi' e~xt:vrislivC
P'lexiglas windshield anid side paniels. 1,o rws rd,-d ownward
v isi hilIi ty over t-he nose exeveds 2o degrees below the hori-
monta I viewing plane of the pi lot , conforming to the recom-
mendations of' V"AR 29). FolrWid-lte'Itrli I-dowl IWard v i~s i bil1i ty
is enhanced by the lower Plexiglas panels oin either side
of the cockpit. Upward visibility is effectively unrestricted,
permitting a total of 106 degrees in the vertical plane.
Jet-erallv, each pilot has a ll'5-degree viewing angle on the
near side and :38 degrees on the opposite side,

Projections fro)m cockpit equipmyentý hay' not b~een permitted to
intrude into the pilot-s' fields of vicw. Fratme members have
been hold to a recommended minimum without violating structural
integrity. Thus, the effective binocular blind spot behind the
frame is minimized.

MI'e instrument paniel. was designed and located to accommodate
the hiomechanicol. and visuial limitations of the human operator
and to insure optimum visibility of instruments in accordance
with standard human factors practice.

The cockpit is void of shiny metal or other high-reflectance
objects,and all instrument cases are painted flat black to
minimize reflectance.
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Figure 250. D266 Pilot Vi sibility.
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SECTION IX. EMERGENCY SYSTEMS AND PROCEOURES

A. POW ERPLANNT

I. ENGIN E FAILURE

The 1)26W can hover on one engine at design gross weight out of
ground effect at altitudes up to 4400 feet on a standard day,
or in ground effect above 1000 feet on a 95 F day. There-
fore, a normal hovering landing can be accomplished under most
conditions with a single operating engine. Forward flight is
possible on a single engine sit design gross weight (23,O0O
pounds). A true airspeed above 250 knots may be maintained
under sea -evel-standard conditions. Complete power loss is
an extremely remote possibility; however, it is easily manage..
able in the D266, as landino, can he accomplished in either
STOL or he licopter mode.

The two engines normally use fuel from separate fuel systems;
have separate oil systems, power-turbine governors, and igni-
tion systems; and are independently managed. The fuel control
schedules engine fuel. flow and compressor-inlet guide-vane
position so as to protect the engine from stall, to provide
altitude and temperature compensation, and to maintain the se-
lected power-turbine speed. Fuel control failure will normally
necessitate shutting down the engine, but failure or loss of
power on one engine during normal Flight will result in the
other, engine's accelerating to accept the load. Either engine
may he restarted in flight using normal starting procedures.

In the event that there is a complete loss of engine power
during flight, several choices are available to the pilot,
depending on airspeed, altitude, and mode of flight. Re-
starting of engines should he attempted if the flight condi-
tions, the time, and the cause of power failure permit. In
fixed-wing flight at high gross weight, a glide, reconver-
sion to 30 degrees, and STOL landing may be made onto a pre-
pared surface. At lower gross weights, reconversion to heli-
copter flight would give the most controllable power-off
configuration.

Power-off reconversion from fixed-wing mode to helicopter
flight is a simple, easy-to-accomplish maneuver. At high
cruise speed, deceleration to reconversion speed range may be
accomplished either by holding altitude and allowing the air-
speed to decrease, or by initiating a climb. The rotor-rpm-
select lever should be moved forward to the detent prior, to
reconversion. During reconversion and entry into autorotation,
the rotor-pitch governor will automatically position the col-
lective to maintain the proper rpm. As in a conventional heli-
copter, rate of descent may be controlled by the aircraft's
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speed and attitude. Al. 1. aircraft systems, including tul 1. hy-
draul-Ic and electric power, are avai ltibl e during autoro at ion.

One of the noteworthy features of the D)266 is its autrotita-
tional- landing cap. bility. As in any heLicopter, airspeed and
rate of descent must be monitored and control led by the pilot.
II: time perini ts, the rotor speed sel ect lever should he moved
forward to the OFF' posit ion so thait the p Iot: htas more freedom
to control rpm directly and to use col.lective control during
the landing f lare. It this is not done, he can override the
rotor-pitch governor (with 30 pounds of force) to execute the
landing. As wing Lift must be considered at high airspeeds,
the autorotational envelope must he observed in order not to
unload the rotots excessively.

A2 POWER-TURBINE-GOVERNOR FAIUJRE

Failure of a power-turbine governor may reduce power to a minimum
setting or may increase It to a maximum power topping setting.

Failure of one governor resulting in minimum fuel flow will
cause the other engine to accelerate to its maximum available
power to accept the power requirement. Power control may be
maintained by retarding the power-management lever of the nor-
mally operating engine or by decreasing the power required by
lowering the collective lever.

Failure of one governor that causes it to go to the maximum
setting will cause the other power-turbine governor to de-
crease power. Retording the power-management lever or twist-
grip on the high-power engine will result in the other engine's
ncreasing speed to produce the power required. The engine

with the malfunctioning governor may continue to be operated on
open loop in the power control range. The governor on the
normally operating engine will then schedule the flight tran-
sient power above the base-load setting of the malfunctioning
engine.

3. ROTOR-PITCH-GOVERNOR FAILURE

A rotor-pitch-governor failure may be of two types: the
governor may fail to maintain the control l:nd (rpm tolerance),
or it may lose control of either the upper :.,r the lower limit.
A light on the caution panel shows a rotr" r-ptch-governor mal-

* function of either type.

The rotor rpm will decrease when a governor failure occurs
which drives rotor pitch to the maximum. Because the collec-
tive lever is connected to the governor, the collective posi-
tion is an indication of the pitch and rpm settings. The
pilot may manually override the governor by increasing or de-
creasing the collective pitch lever's position. A failure that
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drives the rotor collective pitch to a minimum will cause a
rotor overspeed which is controllable with the collective
lever. The power-turbine governor will come into action (above
0)5-?ercent rpm) and will act as a topping governor to prevent
engine overspeed.

Torsional oscillation of the governor will necessitate moving
the rpm-select lever forward to the disengage position. Imme-
diate disengagement m;ay be made by pressing the disengage
button on top of the lever.

4. ENGINE FIRE

The fire warning and control panel includes three T-handles
which illuminate to indicate fire in the APU or in either
engine. The fire extinguisher system includes the T-handles,
which close fluid valves and open the fire-extinguishing-
agent line to each engine, and the fire-extinguishing agent-
discharge switches.

At the first illumination of a fire-warning light, the pilot
should check engine instruments (temperature, and oil and fuel
pressures) and, if possible, get a visual check for smoke and
flame. Immediate power reduction on the affected engine should
be made. If fire is present, the pilot should pull or direct
the copilot to pull. the appropriate T-handle.

Pulling the T-handle closes the fuel, oil, and hydraulic shut-
off valves, turns off the ignition, closes the bleed-air line
to the heating system, and opens the valve in the agent dis-
charge line. The discharge switch is then moved forward to
shoot the first charge into the engine. If the fire-warning
light goes out, the circuitry should >e checked by pushing the
test button. If the appropriate T-handle then will not light,
engine instruments and a visual check should be used to deter-
mine if the fire is out. Since only two shots of agent are
available per flight, the second should not be unnecessarily
discharged.

B. FUEL SYSTEM

Low-fuel-quantity indication by the caution light or the fuel
gages presents a flight-termination warning to the pilot. A
low-quantity indication on one gage with respect to the other
normally indicates asymmetric fuel loading. The cross-feed
valve should be opened, and the boost pump on the low-fuel
side should be turned off until the tanks are equalized.

Other indicators for the fuel system include a fuel-manifold
pressure gage, two fuel-flow meters, and caution lights for the
left and right fuel-boost pumps. Illumination of a fuel-boost-
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pump light is an indication of failure of either the boost
pump or the ejector pump in that tank.

Fuel-boost faiLure, indicated by a caution light, can be
classified as to boost-pump or ejector-pump failure by the
following procedure:

- Turn off switch to failed boost pump.
- If the fuel-manifold pressure drops, the boost pump

was operating and the ejector pump is clogged or in-
operative.

- If the pressure remains the same, the boost pump has
failed and the switch should remain off.

If the failure is in the ejector pump, the boost switch should
be returned to the ON position. In the event of boost-pump
failure, the fuel cross-feed line should be turned on to per-
mit gravity flow between tanks. The remaining boost pump will
supply fuel to the manifold for both engines. A back-flow
check valve prevents fuel in the manifold from flowing into
the tank with the inoperative boost pump. Failure of both fuel
pumps does not inhibit flight below the altitude limit estab-
lished by the suction capabilities of +-e engine-driven fuel
pumps; however, flight at or near this engine critical altitude
should not be attempted with both pumps inoperative.

Loss of fuel-manifold pressure without an indication of failure
of both boost pumps is either a gage malfunction or an indica-
tion of fuel-line rupture. If a flowmeter indicates an ab-
normally high flow for the power setting, a line rupture has
probably occurred between the flowmeter and the engine. The
engine should be shut down and the firewall fuel-shutoff valve
should be closed.

C. FLIGHT CONTROLS

1. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

The three completely separate hydraulic systems are independent
of engine operation. Each is designed to provide power for
full-load operation.

Failure of System I or System II will in no way compromise the
mission. Each supplies complete hydraulic power for conversion
and for cyclic, collective, and aileron controls on its respec-
tive side. Complete power for operation of cyclic, collective,
and aileron controls is also supplied by System III; and bc-
cause the conversion actuators are interconnected, failure of
either System I or System II will not restrict conversion or
reconversion. Failure of System III will not compromise the
functions powered by that system as the APU may be used as an
alternate power source.
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2. STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM

The stability augmentation system (SAS) is not required for
flight but is an added flight-assistance system. Both pilots
have SAS disconnect buttons on the control-stick grips for fast
or emergency shutoff of the system. When either button is de-
pressed, power to the entire SAS is cut off. The master power
switch must be turned off, then turned back on, to obtain powe-
for the SAS system. Any of the three axes may be disengaged
with the individual axis switches or the master power switch
on the SAS panel.

3. FORCE-GRADIENT SYSTEM

The force gradient is not required for flight but is an added
flight-assistance system. The pilot can override the force-
gradient system in the event of failure or malfunction of 0,e
system. A malfunction of the force-gradient system is indica-
ted by a light in the caution panel. The pitch-gradient force
may be separately deactivated by moving the elevator-trim
switch from the force-gradient position to the trim-tab
position.

14. ELEVATOR TRIM

In the event of hydraulic failure in System III, malfunction
of the elevator hydraulic cylinder, or malfunction of the
pitch-force gradient, the elevator control switch in the hy-
draulic control panel should be moved from the force-gradient
position to the trim-tab position. Fore-and-aft movement of
the trim switch on the control-stick grip actuates either the
force-gradient-pitch trim or the elevator trim, depending on
which system is in operation.

5. FLAPS

The left and right flaps are interconnecte': therefore, failure
of either flap actuator will not disrupt operation. In the
event of failure of the actuator, which is powered by System
III, the APU should be started to supply power directly to the
alternate actuator. If the interconnect fails, a split-flap
condition will result which will be shown on the flap indicator
(one flap up and the other down). The operating flap should be
positioned to any symmetrical settin4 possible. Even if a
symmetrical flap setting is nof-,rained, normal flight below
150 knots and a safe helicopte:- Landing can be made without
encountering control difficulty.

6. CONVERSION SYSTEM

Either conversion actuator will supply power for the complete
conversion, as the actuators are mechanically interconnected.
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Electrical power for conversion-actuator control is supplied
from essential dc bus Number I to the left pylon actuator and
from dc bus Number 2 to the right pylon actuator. Failure
of either electrical system will not compromise normal conver-
sion and reconversion.

A backup mechanical system for reconversion is operated by
pulling the emergency reconversion T-handle in the cockpit.
This process mechanically positions the hydraulic valves to
allow the actuators to move to the "up" pylon position. It is
used after complete dc power failure.

7. LANDING GEAR

Landing-gear position is shown by a three-position indicator
for each of the three gears. The presentations are for a wheel
"down and locked," a barber pole for "intermediate position,"
and an UP sign for "gear up and locked." The gear-actuating
handle is clear plastic and contains a red light which is
illuminated when the gear is unsafe. An audio signal also is
activated by an unsafe gear condition. It may be silenced,
however, with the horn cutout button.

The emergency gear-release handle is located on the center ped-
estal aft of the normal gear-control panel. The handle is
pulled out to release the gear uplocks mechanically, and the
wheels are free to drop into the down-and-locked position.
The normal gear-down indication will then be shown.

D. EGRESS

1. FLIGHT

The D266 crew seats are Douglas Aircraft Company ESCAPAC I-C-2
seats which provide fully automatic, upward, zero-altitude,
zero-speed, rocket-powered ejection. The seats are equipped
with a 28-foot NB-9 parachute, a shoulder harness, an inertia
reel, and seat belts. The pilot wears an integrated torso
harness which attaches to the parachute. An ejection-seat
light in the caution panel is illuminated when electrical
power is on and when the integral safety control lever on
the headrest is in the safe position. The safety lever,
which protrudes forward and down from the headrest, also in-
terferes with head motion until moved to the armed position.

The first action in a normal ejection is the release of the
overhead panel. If a malfunction occurs in the overhead
Plexiglas panel release, the seat will eject through the
panel. An overhead section of the seat protects the pilht
during this sequence. Each pilot initiates his upward
rocket ejection sequence by a 20- to 40-pound upward force
on the lower handle (D-ring) or by a similar force pulling
the face-curtain down in front of his head.
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A zero-delay lanyard initiates a 2-second delay in the para-
chute actuator as the seat moves up the rails. One second
iifter ejection initiation, the attachment harness is released,
-he separation bladders inflate, and the pilot and seat are
separated. The parachute pack opens approximately 2 seconds
after ejection and is fully deployed less than 5 seconds
after ejection has been initiated.

2. GROUND

Normal ground exit from the cockpit is through the door in the
bulkhead aft of the pilot seats and through the cargo compart-
ment exit. In the event of fire or other emergency that pro-
hibits normal exit, the overhead escape panels may be used. A
handle adjacent to each panel is pulled to fire the explosive
bolts attaching the panel to the airframe. Standing in the
seat, the pilot can easily step or crawl out of the aircraft.

E. CRASH PROTECTION

The engines of the D266 are aft of the wings, against the
fuselage. They are mounted to the aft spar of the wing and
are supported from the upper sides of the fuselage. Engine
separation, even during an extremely hard landing, is quite
unlikely. The engines are located far aft of the forward
entrance door. Clear access to the cabin is thus available
even after an engine explosion. The tailpipes are situated aft
of the rear door; thus,the hot exhaust gas does not restrict
entrance and exit through either the forward-right or the aft-
left door.

All fuel is in the two tanks between the wing spars, and it is
thus far removed from the cockpit area.

The auxiliary power unit is on the rear right side of the fuse-
lage aft of the engine. Both the intake and the exhaust are
well removed from cabin doors, and the location is such that
noise or malfunction presents no problem to the crew.

The crew seats in the D266 are designed to withstand higher
crash loads than the basic airframe structure, so they provide
excellent aircrew crash protection. Both pilots are restrained
in the seats by the shoulder harness, inertia takeup reel, and
seat belts. Additional restraint is provided by the torso har-
ness. A V-block-type headrest is attached to the seat and
positions the head either for tn ejection or for a crash.
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APPENDIX, DRAWINGS
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Figure 251. General Arrangement.
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l15 CHARACTERISTICS:

DESIGN CROSS WEIGHT 23.OO0 LB
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-~COLL.ECTIVE CONTRCoL

- ~COLLECTIvL-LY(QLIC.'-A MIXING LEVER

SWASHPLAI E -P' LON *- SWASHPLATI:
COUPLIN( CNTkol_ CYCLIC

d / AXIS ~ A1)PAULC LiLIWfER~

COLLECTIVE (2NRO- HYDRAULIC CfLINP)ER
SWASHQLATE "'YL J,
L:CUI-LINo~ C. NTROL

- CYCLIC CCNTPOL-'-

FALL SP' -NED
TORQUE TUB CýýLIC CONTROL -

CONvEkSION -CTUATOR Al FRON CCI'JRCL

LJANl -TUM N;4 r
PYLON CCNVL-PTED S ASS AC TUATO R

HIGH-SPEED CONFIr3U;RTION ROT( RP IITCH-S3QVEkNOR
ACTUATOR~

PHASE CC NTROL CWANK-
DIFFIF1,ENTIAL COLLECTIVE

(PEDALS)

D)IRE.CYIONAL ';AS ACTUATOR -

CONT14C. STICK(

(LONGI TUDiNAL -LA- E:RA'-)/

'LOL.LECTIVE LEVER -

LONGITUDINAL SAS SENSOR -

WHEEL RPAKE ACTUATOR~

PE D~AL ADJUSTER-- 
A E A A SF 5 k

DIRECTIONAL SAS SENSON--LTRL A FSf

RUDDER PEDALS

Figure 255. Control System Schematic.
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__INSTRUMENT PANEL ANQLE5
NO. ITEM f NblNF IRE WtPNo' IN/ M (
I ATTITUDE INDICATOR CAUT ION P.ý.NEL-
2 A LIIML ER ". AM A'Aý,I`IN',3 AIRSPEEDP
4 bF.ARING DISTANCE HEADING AiCLL- -r•. kOYI
5 COURSE INDICATOR

6 VERTICAL SOLED 3> 7)Y>j~ JIIJ3 )?
7 TURN BANK ?34Li4
8 CLOCK >i o(h4 ~
9 TRIPLE TACH ýj')2 O C)4~,~ yQ10 DUAL TOROUEý.'ýETER -L' \.' /
11 CONVERSION INDILATOR ?& (Q Qi /NK

12 FLAP INJDICATuR '- ) )
1.3 POWER-TURBINE INLE T TEMP LIDN-,A NCT'S ~ - -- _

14 GAS PRODUCER1 TACH LMTIG(ER NIAJC
15 FUEL FLOW L~
16 ENGINE OIL PRESS. LANDING-GEAR HANDL E-FLPCNR_
17 ENGINE OIL TEMP LANDiNG-LIGHT CONTROL-_
18 FUEL PRESS.34 3 _

19 FUIEL QUANTITY 3
20 OUTSIDE AIR TEMP EMERGENCI GEAR HANDLE 35 FRICTItJ CONTROL LEVER
21 TRANS OIL TEMP 35 POWER- MANAGEMENT '..EVERS22 SELECT SWITCH EMK-ý(GNCY CCNvEI-SICNJ
23 TRANS OIL PRESS. HANDI E 3G- RPM-SELECT LEVER
24 SELECT SWITCH 323
25 HYD PRESS. f3 7 --- -

26 SELECT SWITCH ý7 7
2__ AC-D VOLTMETER_
28 SELECT SWITCH _f PIL0T
29 LOA!D¶ETER COPILOTI
30 SELECT SWITCH 5
31 HYD CONTROL PANELI
32 SAS CONTROL PANEL IN .
•33 FUEL AND ENG PANEL -L- PETA-J

/4 VOR/AME ' -- AND--

37, INTERCOM ISCL
38 MAGNETIC COMPASEO- L - - .- ,49
39 VENTILATION OUTLETS 40
40 COPILON LIGHT CONTROL LTR/. . . '• 50
41 HEATER CONTROL AIRCLAT HK
42 APU CONTROL Hari"' F
43 ELECTRICAL CONTROL
44 EXTERNAL LIGHTS 41
45 WINDSHIELD WIPER ---
46 INTERNAL LIGHTS 447 COMPASS CONTROL
48 CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL
49 PILOT LIGHT CONTROL.,.
50, SPARE SPACE 46 •_

(L

i~~L i~ý_ COS E ODEE OIO

VRHAD FUrLL AD CON= A L AQ
6 PV4 SCA SCALL

Figure 256. Cockpit Arrangement.
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This docu~ment has been approved for public rolieaie and salie its distribution to
4nlirimfid.

US Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories
raror Eustis, Virginia

A preliminary design study for a composite research aircraft has boes conducted~in
accartionve with Contract DA 44-177-AMC.37%JT). The primary objectives war* to
define the optimum dtesign~ and to prepare a program (fo the (allow-on development of
a VTOL rotary-wing composite research aircraft embodying the low disc loading and
low-spesed maneuverability of the helicopter and the high speed and lift/drag ratios of
fixed-wing aircraft. The DA66 Composite Research Aircraft design that has resulted
is based on the demonstrated and proved tilting-rotor concept.

Design gross weight ad the D&66 to 13. 000 .ý)unds. Power .o provided by two General
Electric T64-Ot- I& freie-turbine engines. Design complexity is no greater than that
of a twtn-engine dual-rotor helicopter. All flight procedures are simple and straight-

* forward and may be performed lo%, one pilot. The cargo comportment. which exceeds
the requirements, provides space for &4 troops.
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